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Voices.

I hear them in the raindrops
As they patter on the leaves,
‘Or one by ene descending

From the eaves.
+X hoy whisper in the sunshine
i. As it cheers us after rain;
But I look to see their faces
All in vain.
They call me in the breezes
That dance upon the stream,

:
.

By the grave of one held dear,
These voices fall the sweeter
On my ear.

Albany,
tion,

and others, who circulated a peti-

with

what

motives

humane charity

not guess, and obtained signatures, by

what representations it is equally hard to
imagine. If the men had been®convicted
of crime by a jury, there would have remained’a general possibility of error or
severity

of judgment,

amiable

delusion

or

at least of some

to that effect on the part

of the religious people who

interféred to

obtain a remission of punishment.
But
where a man is sentenced on his own confession, for a crime which human and earthly penalties confessedly fail to reach or express in ity diabolical enormity, the consid
erations that could move a minister of the
gospel or a’ decent man to interfere, are
a mystery which certainly no other mind
could solve in an eternity of thinking. The
Rev. Dr. Bridgman and his friends, we
are bound to presume, had some reasons,
to us inconceivable, but to them satisfactory, for theirzealous interposition between
those men and their own coufessions. They
certainly owe it to themselves and to the
public to make known these wonderful reaeons without delay.
The ‘course of the President in this matter also meeds explanation.
It must be
presumed that he acted upon what seemed
to him satisfactory information to overcome
of: the criminals’ own admission

‘tried

cause

the

case ?—as he did, if my in-

is not

erroneous.

It is good

for alarm, if these deadliest reptiles,

fit only to be put to death, can not even be

Correspondence.
York,

first indictment (for sending

and weére sentenced by Judge Woodruff to
one year’s imprisonment. They had been
in prison bardly more than a month when
they were pardoned out by the President,
in consequence of the exertions of the Rev.
Dr, Bridgman, a Baptist clergyman of

formation

—Galaxy.
—
;

NEw

to the

they pleaded

obscene printed matter through the mails)

who

Are they voices of forever,
Hweetly calling me to come,
To a resting-place eternal,
In their home?

York

guilty

this, apparently,

of guilt; though what that could be remains inconceivable until it shall become
the subject of a special revelation. from
those who know. But why. did he act
upon an ex parte representation like this,
without consulting with either Mr. Comstock, er the District Attorney, or the Judge

But when at evg I linger

New

Knowing

the force

Yet I know not what they utter—
What they mean.

a

tensively, under the aliases of ‘“ M, B. La- N good reasvn can be given for this apparent- those who run the trains and whose lives arose and tottered to the platform. She
Croix, M, D.,” * L, B. Herricks, M.D.,” ly inexcusable action, it is equally impor- are in more danger than those of the pas- implored me to let her have the book. The:
and “ Dr. Lockrow.” ' A number of in- tant in either case, to have the fact known, sengers, will consider the risk, and remem- stillness of the room was terrible. Every
dictments for thei various offenses were and to know whether the prosecutors of ber that if the trains of both roads were run eye was fixed upon her. With trembling
found against them bythe Grand Jury of the worst villainy on the face of the earth ut loss speed, the community would feel saf- hands she turned to the fly-leaf,—then with
the U. 8. circuit court for the northern dis- ‘are to meet with support or discourage- .er, and better sulted, and the owners of the a scream fell fainting to the oor. She
trict of New York, and they were arraign- ment at the hands of our highest authori- stock be better satisfied by not seeing it di- hid read the name of her own son; and"|
winish from unnecessary and avoidable for the first time knew of his sad fate.”
:
Vio,
ed for trial at its recent term, with ample tics,
.
>
*4+9
PP
Pergp—
cause,
And what is true of these roads is
evidence, Mr. Comstock tells the, to have
;
Cd *convicted them on every count of every in+ I'he Poor In Heaven..
‘Washington Correspondence. equally so of others where & like ambition |
:
;
:
SS ———
isin danger of producing like consequendictment, &nd to bave consigned them to
tl §
0€8,
S. B,
prison for a. term long enough to be the
WasHINGTON, D, C., Dec, 24, 1873,
Hare comes a great column of the, Christermination of their villainies .in this line.
db Sb
a
tian poor. They have walked on earth,
A NEED,

can

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
ny person

Dec. 20, 1873.

A FLAGRANT CRIME AND A VERY STRANGE
PARDON.
It isa religious duty to recar, at proper
intervals, to the werk of Amthony «Comstock, and to see that the public donot forget to give it the irequired meral support
against the strange combinations that op-

shut np for a little while, because doctors
of divinity are eager and Presidents are
ensily persuaded to open their cage and let
them loose into the bosom of society. It
does seem. as if thére must still remain
some strange want of information or sense

What

Congress

needs,

and «often

ruin, upon those who have been

great leader, a pre-emingat statestian, one

whose

hrain-power contenters uprightness

Mr.-Wall, the English Baptist missionary

and true, patriotism. Sucha man all will
honor and respect, —such a man as Thad
Stevens, ** the great commoner,” who led
Congress during the
war and shaped the
policy of the nation.
If this Congress
shall bave a success, republican principles

in Rome, thus describes the inhabitants of a

and

ideas,

such.

as

the

people

approve,

must domijnate in it, and upon thesé the republican members must be a unit. The
majority

must

rule, and

it can, does it so

choose, rule wisely and well.
Speaking of Thad Stevens, I thought of
him the other day in contrast with that other Stephens,—as I stood for a few moments
in the gallery and saw Alexander H. Stepheus rise to address the House. lis weak
and

attenuated

body

reminded

me of the

defunct Southern Confederacy,and his ideas
and principles, made prominent through his
utterances, of the very worst forms of southern _geoed anf lack of patriotism. If there
be one characteristic which more than another signalizes the South, it is its desire
to rob the general government and deplete

particulars of which car

been

discovered, it seems

or

antecedents

whatever

can

with

certainty indicate a character proof against

the insidious approaches of this secret evil.

pected. The amount of moral and domesWhat 1 have here stated, upon authority
tic ruin wrought by. these two miscreanss in
such a period of years, in corrupting and wiiféi‘eair-not be questioned, is sufficient
depraving the youth-of both sexes through- veason, Gertainly, for writing, and for printout the United States, of course no human | ing everywhere, such ap letter Aas this, unless a stronger and severer one can be had.
mind could measure, even if . it were reveslHumanity, decency, and all that is sacred

ed.

The scope and extent of their business

demand some better apology han conject-

may be guessed from the current stock of
for the interference
- their immoral bopks/and circulars, seized by ure ean suggest

Mr. Comsfogk

at the time of their. arrest,

amounting

10,000

to

of the former and
Besides bushels of

84,000 of the latter,
songs prepared for no lawful purpose, correspondenne and other evidences were ob-

tained showing a_large traffic in other infamous, articles, and a professed practice in
the

felonous

drt already hinted at,

Ea advertised all these matters and things

They
ex-

Bridgman

punishment

and’ President Grant

of Dr.

with the

of the two miscreants pardon-

|. ed in the last of November, or, failing that,
and

state

shall

not,

in future, be

brought .into practical alliange with the
foulest iniquity hy the carelessness of their

the priest,

the King’s stable.

victors !—

ye

Ride on,

Talmage.
>
40+

Events

As I looked upon this gathering around
the chair of the little man of Georgia, 1

village school, or

we find a member of the

Penn., at the time when Lee marched upon
Gettysburg. Mr. Stevens also lost some
$250,000.

It

was

a great

loss,

but with

tive.
Whoever travels along the road beyond Gettysburg will see the ruins,and they

PHAROS,

Railroad Race-courses.

the Boston & Maine and

Eastern

railroads,

which seem to be constautly in strife with
each other. ‘We neverthought much of any
kind of unnecessary racing, and we don't
now approve
of railroad raeing for the fol-

lowing reasons:
limb,

Fist, danger to life and

Second, the extra wear

and

tear of

engines, cars snd track.
%
What right have a few individuals to risk
|
unnecessarily the lives of thousunds that
place themselves in their care, or without,
cause injure the property of the road and
endanger their own lives besides? Is it of
any great importance to the world whether.
one train or tbe other gets to Boston or
Portland five minutes later or sooner than

think so ton, and those that have a pecunia-

ry interest can not but feel that thelrproperty is thus unnecessarily mjuréd’ ‘We
jucumbents and the cunning of the ene- hope that the directors of both roads’ will
mies -of Virtue, If a good reason or if no | give the subject soe consideration,and that

not in St. Peter's, but Popery casts on the

Toe

New England Society celebrated the

Sumuer,

General

thority of Sir Bartle Frere,
missions,

The speaker

in going from

of the gospel

always a friend ‘of

said, that as Sir Bartle,

Zanzibar

to Aden, was

sailing

stop and went on

shore in a

Bartle inquired the reason for this,and was told,
The people are praying, sir.” He "was then
conducted to a large shed where 2.000 people
were devoutly attending the worship of God.

He observed and listened attentively, and never
saw or heard a service conducted with more devoutness and. propriety. At the close of the
service, noticing that some went away while
others remained, he was told, through the interpreter, that the people were about to hold a
communion service. He sat down with them at

the table of our Lord, when the worshipers produced a beautiful communion service all wrought

*“ Never in all Christen-

tion at which it had been agreed to stop it.

a com-

,

3

This town was fully 300 miles from the nearest
European missionary station, and when it was
asked how the people there came to the posses
sion of the truth, he “was told that it had been
conveyed thither in 1846, by two native slaves
who were sold at the cpital, and who had previously been under missionary influence.
It was stated in the same meeting, that the

education of some of thie young nobles of
a
gascar in the mission schools had so pleased the
government that it is proposed to erect, at its
own expense, a large college where all the sons

of their nobility may be educated under the care
of the agents of the missionary ‘society. During
the past year, 23,000

to the churches.

converts

have

been afded

There is now only one English

missionary to every 100 native churches.
INDIA’S

FIRST

CONVERT:

Krishna Pal,the first of a long line of Christian
converts in India, is known to many in Christian lands as the author of that beautiful hymn,
often sung on communion occasions, commenc-

ing,
0 thou my soul, forget no more

The Friend who all thy sorrows pore,
Let every idol be forgot,
But, O my soul, forget Him not.”

ting way, so far as it goes, of celebrating

path of human life a more than pagan shad- the anniversary of the Saviour’s birth.
ow. Here the sprig of olive flung into the
RAILROAD ACCIDENT.
fire will keep back malignant spirits, the
Two
freight
trains collided on the Eastgoat-horn suspended ou the door averts the.
evil eye, the consecrated taper lighted dur- ern railroad near Kennebunk, Me., Saturing tempest shields from the stroke of light day morning, Dec. 20, and the conductor,
ning, while the Madouna on the wall saves fireman and brakeman of one train were
We allude to it now, because-.the
from the claws of the fiend, or, what is more: killed.
subsequent
inquest shows that the lives
dreaded, the judgment grip of Christ.
It
is here statues bleed, images wink, miracles were lost through’ gross negligence. While
the main portion of one train was back upon
are wrought, and ghosts are manufactured.
One's heart sinks in sorrow at the sight of the track to recover the rear part which had
the spiritual misery of the hopeless peas- broken from it, a train coming from the opants, who will do anything to secure future posite direction was allowed to pass a sta-

hap ines, walk miles to attend a midnigkt

wonderful success

munion service conducted with such propriety.”

¥OREFATHERS' DAY.

family able to a
no money (payments received with great applause.
Ne
could not but think of the time when ¢* the | being made in kind), but some gold in the
cHRISTMAS.
great commoner” called about him the ornaments of the women, no glass in the
We needn’t
chronicle the passing of
men whoin he led in the perilous days of windows, one pot in which all is cooked,
Christmas.
Everybody
knew
abeut it,
the nation. How different the man!
How
and from which perhaps all eat.- The bakand
doubtless
the
joy
kindled
will
not have
different the talk | Then. it was, * What ing is done over the fire, the washing at the
died out. when this is read. The weather
shall we do to save the government P» hitfside spring or in the valley stream, prein this section was most auspicious, so that
There was nothing of self or for self, but served meat hangs in the smoke, oil is kept
no part of
the outdoor enjoyment was
in
skins,
water
is
drunk
from
dried
melons.
everything for country. There is one inhindered
in
that respect. The friendly
cident in the life of this great man which
Much of this is classic, poelic and pretty, reunions, the festivals, the gifts, the good
stands out in marked contrast with the much as it was when the bronze statue of
wishes, and all the other tokens of friendly
course of this latter Stephens. Mr. Thad Jupiter was kissed on the Capitoline, and
and loving interest were numerous, a fitStevens's neighbors were, many of them,
large losers by the rebels, in their raid into

column, to the

mission

dom,”added Sir Bartle Frere, had I seen

ner's speech was a responce to the toast,
«The Senate of the United States,”and wus

i:

Ligne

We have occasionally referred, in our

by native silversmiths.

YW

no books, unless some little one goes to the

=

acre,

’

.

—

exceptions.

own

A met $s

MADAGASCAR.

of the Week.

Sherman, and other distinguished gentlemen made appropriate remarks.
Mr.Sum-

his

Mission Field.

$..

boat, feeling anxious to see what a native Malagasy town was like, He took along witlf him
a native interpreter. They. found all the streets
deserted, and all was silent as the gravg. Bir

carried on her head or laid in the furrow in
which she is toiling. He rolls on the mud
floor until able to lead a pig, or tend a cow,

in

the public will

be more impatient fora remedy.

dered the vessel to

straw at home, swung to the mother’s side,

or turn thé upper millstone in the corner of

quarter, nor in one wh

toring, and the coarse shroud, and the
haste of the obsequies, you might have expected a tame reception on the other side;
but a shining retinue was’ waiting beyond
the river for their departing spirits, and as
they passed, a celestial escort confronted
them, and snow-white chargers of heaven were brought in and the conquerors
mounted ; and here they pass in the throng
of the victor—poor-house exchanged "for
palace, rags for imperial attire, weary
walking for seats on the white horses from

ening of Dec. 22. Senator

the other at the risk of human lives? We
somé assurance that the highest places in think not, and we believe that most others
church

of

a scar that may remain with him through
life, He is then bandaged like a chrysalis,
and, as occasion may require, left on the

for the scrikers were partly successful. The
strike could hardly fall ig a more damaging

these went out of the world, the poor doc-

bleached on his own grass, spun and woven
by his own mother. In the house there are

schools, factories and wherever
duary whatever. Some people, indeed, have
could most comveniently be reached,
We have heard of man, horse, ship, and
mnbounded eonfidence in the strength of |called medical and anatomical treatyaeht
race-eourges, but bave not heard of
human nature, particularly in their own
and plates of an indecent description,
a railroad race-course. But we are thinkfamilies; but from what I can I@arn, those
ing of what must be called the racing of

ances

man and beast equally resort, and where
the solemn sacraments of life are performed
with revolting simplicity. The child born
in the morning is often taken by the mothor herself, on the day of his birth, to be
born again at the neighboring church,
where, instead of receiving spiritual grace,
he receives from the chill of the place, fever,

efforts of the managers ta obtain substitutes

es where their presence was an offense. ‘along the northern coastof Madagascar, on a
Considering the insiguificant way many of Sunday morning, he saw a native town. He or-

body with linen, grown

to

to an unbofided. confidence in its imfirmity,
or at least to the assurance that no appear-

He says?

In the country, the dwelling is not a home
but a mere sleeping place, to which at night

or from the clumsy fandling

whose

two hundred and fifty-third anniversary of
the landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, by
a festival at Delmonico’s,JN. Y., on the ev-

not be frankly described in a decent newsme that no man within reach of the news
paper. In brief, the cirenlation among the | «could ever after trust a daughterto any sems

‘who know most about it are inclined rather

is a beautiful and favored region physically,
but so far us the people are. concerned it is

a moral Campagoa.

houses

out of

They * erg, jostled

It rent they.could not pay, and out of church-

the cot. His feet, when he approaches manhood, are shod with thongs of bullbide, bis
legs clothed with unshorn goatskin, his

Mr. Stephens is the true rep-

famous gnd debasing of these books and | save some for the cause.
things have

province to the south of Rome in Italy,

noon, on account of the reduction of wages.

Business on the roads affected was genérally suspended, although in some dtanceg
the

The only ride they ever hud was in the in this large isle of the sea, so lately under the
hearse that took them to Potter’s Field. reign of heathenism, Af‘a recent missionary
They weutday by day poorly clad, and meeting in Leeds, Eng., the following rdmarkameanly fed, and insufficiently sheltered. ble incident was related on the high official au-

resentative of this idea, and iu his speech
in defense of the ‘‘ salary grab” he gave
prominence and force to the thought, and
elucidated the principle as held by the southern politician of all parties, with but few

its treasury.

will not fail to note the marked contrast
between the Stevens who stood by the govcured the paadon of two seceundrels senernment and the Stephens who demands
lic what he knows, “society would be cen$10,000 per annum for a representativeto
tenced to one year's imprisonmeat for using
vulsed with horror. There are no families
the U. 8. mails for the circulation of immorCongress. Let a patriotic people pounder
al publications, etc. ¥rom the facts in this so benorable, no names so unspotled, no | and reflect!
homes so pure awd protected, uo instilucase, the public will see that this most repCHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR'S,
tions
of education so high in standing or
robate and (riendless of all offenses against
The
holidays
are upon us,and every effort
our common meral nature, is by no means soselect in membership, but they might
is
being
made
by the temperance people
with
reason
tremble
lest
their
own
sons,
50 friendless as might be suppesed, nor is
to
save
the
young
from the pernicious habit
|
and
danghters
too,
should
be
pointed
out
to be suppressed by putting down .a.mere
harpy crew who lurk in close dens .and among those tainted with the slime of the of indulging in intoxicating liquors. All
serpent. Such casesas thie statement im- the temperance societies here have taken
dare not answer to their real names.
Seth H. Hunsden was ostensibly a peac- plies are revealed in the correspondence of streng grounds against the fearful practice
the dealers in infamous books and appara- of introducing strong drinks into the festising physiciatl at No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. ¥:, and James Patterson was tus, and have been traced in the prosecu- tivities on these holidays.
tion of the miscreants,even to the chambers
The Congressional Temperance Society
his office assistaat, if J remember rightly.
of apparently the purest maidenhoed and held a very large meeting last Sunday after‘They, or at least the former, had been thus to the peneiralia of the highest sanctuaries
noon in Lincoln Hall, and an emphatic con, established in Albany for many years, and
of female education. If I sheuld name a demnation was pronounced against the
Yet
men.
were supposed to be respectable
certain institution for young ladies which practice of offering liquer to guests and
for the last seven years.they had been seI have in mind, and in which the most in- callers.
‘We hope to stem the torrent and
cretly caprying on the most nefarious traffic
praetice, the

A Moral-Campagna.

at this time, is »

characteristic firmness and patriotism he
said, “ Let all go.” These neighbors of
Mr. Stevens asked him to bring the matter
of their claims before Congress and to secure for them an indemnity for their losses.
This he was perfectly willing to do, but
of the horrible extent te which these faul
\ he especially stipulated that his own propemissaries of the pit have penetrated the
erty should not be jncluded, and thus he
very -sanctuaries of society. [tis true that
left his own losses outside when the applithe facts known to those obliged by their
cation was made, and to-day the ruius stand
dutyto know them can not be divulged bat
a perpetual monument of the unselfish pain the most cautious avd general statetriotiom of Pennsylvania’s great representaments, without inflicting injury, disgrace

pose it. The strangest combination.1 have more sinned against than sinning. These
heard of as yet, is.that which bas just pro-4 facts are in discreet and safe hands; but
if Authony Comstock were to tell the pub-

and
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The Dec. No. of the Macedonian gives the following facts relating to his conversion and sib
sequent life: Dr. Carey, one of the first mis-

sionaries to India, had “expended

six years of

toil without seeing any results of his labors. Still

he worked on with a heavy but not a despondent

heart.

One day, Krishnu, while

engaged in his’

‘work as a carpenter, fell and broke his arm, Mr.
Thomas, Mr. Carey’s fellow-laborer, was called
to set the broken limb, and after his surgeon's
work was done, he preached the gospel most
fervently to the assembled
crowd.
Krishou
was affected even to tears,and gladly accepted an

invitation to call on the missionaries for further
instruction.
He told the story he had heard to
his wife and daughter, and they too were so
much moved that all three offered themselves

mass, rise all through the week at two. or Hence the accident. 1f we only could put for baptism. Dec. 22, Krishnu and his brother
three in the morning to attend the service nobody but trustful men in such places of Goluk openly renounced caste and ate with
in the church, pawn the plow or sell a por- trust !
the missionaries.
On the evening of the same
EX-MAYOR HALL'S CASE, &C.
tion of the coming crop to defray the exdaythe new converts were recelyeq for baptism,
Ex-Mayor Oakey Hall has been on rial But this joyful occasion was too full of delicious
penses of a hundr:d=mile pilgrimage to |
Loreto. Many a mother submits to what for a week past in New York on charge of exciteroent for Mr. Thomas.
For seventeen
hastens her end, to secure the baptism of complicity with the Ring thieves, the special years he had been laboring as a missionary, and
the death of

offensebeing the'indorsement of Tweed's and

the newly baptized; that she might have an
innoceut to pray for her in heaven.

Connolly’s accounts, He is found to be not
guilty, it being claimed by his counsel and
allowed by the jury that he had no reason

the umborn child, or facilitates

NEE WE

A

Sad

ISN,

to doubt the genuineness of the

Record.

—

accounts.

Meanwhile, Genet, another of the Ring,and
already
sentenced,
has
fled,
and
his

Pe

now looked upon his first convert.
His reason
gave way, and he became a raving maniac.
The

report that Krishnu

house and draggdd

upon Tweed, but it is hardly possible to be-

encounter

a plain pocket Bible and asked me to exam-

lieve that it will be done.

alone.

ine it.

On the fly-leaf was

from his mother.”

written, nd

Turning over the pages,

I observed that in some“places they: were
torn, blistered, and stained ‘with blood. 1
asked for the history. He replied: ‘* Some
years ago 1 was sent for in haste to visit .a
| young man who was dangerously ill. I
went to the housé.s In a miserable garret,
I found a lad, pale, weak and faint from
the loss of blood. He had been attacked
with severe hemorrhage, and knew that
he was soon to die; that he had béen lead-

efforts are being
teuce that Judge

ver

strongest

made to break the senDavis lately pronounced

PATENTS.

bY

his caste

him and his brother before

pone their baptism.
the

odium

Thus Krishnu
and

was

left to

withstand the storm

He
wag baptized
jn the Ganges in the
vofthg: GoVernoriof India, and great

°

A call is issuedby Mr. Thacher,

up

the magistrate, : They were soon released and a
native’soldier placed as a guard at Krishnu's
house.
When they saw what a wild storm their
profession of Christianity had
created, Goluk
and the two women faltered and wished to post-

I was in Father Taylor's study talking
with him about his eventful life. We were
discussing some features of the temperance
question, when he took down from a shelf

whereabouts are unknown.—The

had thrown

and become a Christian produced the wildest excitement.
A mob of 2,000 gathered around his

“0

assistant

commissioner of patents, and two other son on-enéiside of him and Krishou on the othmembers of the permanent committee of er. Amid'the profoundest silence, he explained

the international
held at Vienna,

patent congress
for

a national

at Washington, to consider

recently

convention

the

subject, of

patent protection and the advisability of organizing a United States patent association,
The call alludes to the difficulty = which
American inventors.ize_subjected

in

their

that it was not the water of the sacred river that

could wash away siv,but the blood of atonement,
and then he buried vhe two converts in baptism,
The Governor wept and that evening, Dec. 28,
for the first time the Lord’s Supper was oslebrated in Bengal,
At this time Krishou was
about thirty-six years old, and he lived more
than twenty
years a faithiul and honored disciple of the
Bord. He became an ardent student,
composed a number of hymns, wrote and compiled tracts that were eagerly read by. his coun-

attempts to proeure, soe protection for
ing a life of dissipation, had become a slave their inventions -in-foreign countries and
to drink, and had been brought by it to his |States ; that the international congress at
trymen. He died with cholera in 1822, univer:
present qoudition.
* My mother ivas a] |: Vienna authorized
the members of the per- sally lamented.
godly woman,’ he said. ‘She instructed manent committee to organize branch asTURKEY,

me faithfully, prayed for me tenderly and | sociations in their respective countries, and
i A'New York awver, writing from abroad
tried to make me a good man,
I left home
in general to adopt measures in aid of the through the N. Y. Observer, says: * The Prol~

and eame to Boston to make my own living,
I intended to do right and follow my mother's counsels. Her last gift to me was this

Bible.
At first I read it daily, and attended worship every Sabbathi—but I fell into

movement for patent protection.
4
:
SAN - DOMINGO,
There is a distarbed state of affairs in this
notorious island, growing out of the late
lease of Samana Bay by an American com‘pany. _ The question of amnulling the contract was made one of the issues of the late
election there, and the party that opposed

estant church bas neveiig so fair a prospéot
before it as mow in the Ottoman Empire.
The
results of forty years of labor of great and good
men living and dead, are now begining to show

themselves. The harvest is fust ripening. . Keep
up a

strong corps of teachers, preachers and
bad company, and gradually went astray,
scholars, keep the press going, scatter the Bible
until I lost all my manliness and became a
and tracts,sustain the schools, finish the colleges,
wretched drunkard. I have burst a bloodand fill them with able professors, and you will
vessel” and am dying. For God's sake and
have uw power emanating from Beyrout and Cou.
my mother’s, pray for me.’ I Jeft him fn the lease has triumphed. The whole politi- stantinople which will shake the whole land,—
great distress. The next day I found him cal aspect of the island is changed, and the which will work changes in a few yeurs among
all Arubic-speaking people to the astonishment
dead. He was lying with his book clasped lessees are in great suspense,
of the Christiun world. , . If the munificence
AN ENGINEER'S STRIKE. °
to his lips.
It was wet with tears and
abd faith of the Christian church ure equal to
A formidable strike occurred Friday, the her opportuniti
blood, and torn with his convulsive agoes,ihe whole world lies a conquest
nies. Some yoars after I made a temper- locomotive engineers on a score orimore at her feet. Let all her mémbers consecrate
ance #peeoh in Philadelphia. [I related the railroads west of Piftsbung, including the their surplus wealth, and devote their prayers
incident and held pp the book as I did so. Pan Handle] the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and to this end, with un abiding faith in God and his
There was a stir in the audience. A poor Chicago, the Illinois Central and the North- word, and soon she may raise the heavenly ate
them, *
for the Lard God omnipotent
woman with a sad, heart-brokepgexpression western quitting work ‘simultaneously at | peigueth.Allelulia,
4
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ied on the male populaliot for workmen of
every kind. »

Sabbath Schoolrion
QUESTIONS

—=to0. 4 .

AND NOTES BY PROF..J. A. HOWE.
]

HOUSE

OF

Le Thei : burdens” refers to the burdens
the. gt taskmasters, " and conimposed
: biked ini the menial and severe tasks w hich’
It was
ihe Jews were forced go perform.
| the “duty§ ‘of these © cers to a afflict” the

BONDAGE.

would

Jews by requisitions on them which
oppress,

dispirit,

It was

consume ‘them.

one of those offices and duties which deGoLpEN Texti—In God is my salvation praved Hearts know well how to perform.
andi my glory ; the rock of my strength, | "The building of fortified towns as garrisons and store-houses was begun, and other
and my ‘refuge is in God.
public works: Josephus adds canals, walls,
Exodus means depaituye, a gaing out
embankments andgpyramids to the store.of one place to another. The book derives | houses, as part of the labors wrung from
its name from the departure of the Israelites the oppressed Israelites. ** And they built
from Egypt. It was told to Abraham that for Pharaoh treasure-cities,” more litetally,
‘his seed should be in servitude.in a strange « cities “of store,” in which the harvests
land, that God would judge their oppress- and military equipments could be garfiered
ors, and after four hyndred years release and protected. In 2, Chron 16:4; 17:
Exopus1: —M

'

_ should come, and the captives be set free.
Our lesson apens with an
yen. 15: 18, 14,

account of the causes that operated to bring
+the Israelites into bondage:
7+% And the children of Israel were fruitful, and increased abundantly,and multi-

exceeding mighty, and

plied, and waxed

the land was filled with them.” This language vividly describes the growth of the
family of Jacob. The number of Jacob's
children that came into Egypt was sixty-

and his two children, and Ja-

Joseph

six.

cob 'are counted to make the ‘‘ seventy”
mentioned in the fifth verde. But the number

ont of Egypt, in the exodus,

that went

must have been more than two wmillidns.
Numbers 1: 46. The number of servants
and attendants included in the households
of the children of Israel, as they came to
Egypt, is not mentioned, but of these there

were

many

mention

is made of

similar

and

47:

11.

Instead of

‘former passage,
more

definite

the

name

Goshen,’

Se thagint

in

the.

has

of ‘Heroopolis,

the
which

Raamses was also

was a city of Goshen.

a city of Goshen, supposed to be the same
as-Heroopolis.
a
gE.
12. The ill fate of the measures adopted to
dwarf and crush the Israelites is here noted.
The system failed of its object.
Pharaoh found his wisdom at fault, not because

were

it wad’ wrong in thé course ithad dictated,

Besides, the

that period,

at

82:28,

who helped swell the nation to

these figures.

not,

12;

places, and the latter: passage shows us
what they contained. The names. of these
towns were ‘*Pithon and Raamses.” Pithon
was situated, accorded to Herodotus, on, the
canal which connected the Nile and the Red
sea, some where in the Wady Tnmilat.
‘Raamses was situated twenty-four miles to
the east of Pithon, in the same Wady.
It
was the ancient Heroopolis, according to
the Septuagint.
Compare Gen. 461 29,

Israelites

exclusive, but

crease of the Jews, while

they

were

Jewish

colony,

with

and

in

*‘ was filled,” that is, over-

them.

They

were in every city

every branch of business.

Goshen

‘was the most thriving section of Egypt.
8. ‘““'Now there arose up a new king over
Egypt which knew not Joseph.” Whether
it is meant that this king was new because
he followed ¢ different principles of governmect from his predecessors,! or new because of another line and dyhasty to which
he belonged, or new because both of these

it.

was,

at this time, on the throne, yet

this ‘is the most

dealof

abolitionism to you ov

were more rigorous than before.
They
meant to apply the remedy faithfuliy, and
oppression

most

that

can

be

said

is that, probably &

change in the succession of kings occurred.
¢ Which knew not Joseph,” that is, igaorgd the services, and refused to acknowl-

his

misery

in

brick,

and

Instead

of

mortar,

_—H PO

J

was

that

her but to praise.”

nameless

charm ? It

was not beauty, for beauty alone never wins

It may be that the iio gospel discipline .
is in the way of progress. Moral ghosts and

skeletons can not be remanded back to
silence and dark cellars. Even[
Abel's blood had a voice, and Abel's life and God's

determination gave it such volume, that
its accent is as clear and pronounced tQday as when Abel's testimony sealed his
martyrdom. O mills of God, grind on.
|’
!
D.
*

The anncuncement
tenth inst. is enough

potent is the

power

How

ary work. Isit not ashame to wus that
“Of about one hundred articles contributed

to this paper during the last year on the
subject of missions, ninety-seven have
dealt especially with the Foreign and only
three with the Homme: porte ¢ Assuming,
then, that our fortign' workers have done
only their duty,” the “home workers are
ninety-four articles minus
their duty.
This.ought never to "pcour again. The
history of our country, from its first discovery to the present time, in ‘its smcces-

sive steps, seems but the

of tens of millibns in our country are both
a realifation and a prophecy, if we are
true to the
our hands.
latter

friend has

see

its deformities

with

youy,/

“Well, I can’t help it; it's my nature.
never could mince

just what I think.

matters,

but

must

in the

very

bloom of

womanhood, when
hopes were brightest
and life most precious, she, so rich in
en
and lov e, died —~died alone.

I

But forgive me this guee, |

2

ade

Communications.

and

I'll try not

to hurt |

greater.

has

seemed

A

measure

to

possess

noble Thinds, as they have

of

some

considered

the

future greatness of this country in itself
and in its relations to the world.
*‘Our
language, within "two centuries, will be
spoken by more people in this country
than

any other language
on earth, exthe Chinese, in Asia, and even that

of our exsmple than | may not be an “exception.” “It has been
my aim
to furnish a standard

Mills.
rt

of our vernacular tongge,

which

not be ashamed to

e to five hundred

we

shall

millions of people, wh
destined to
occupy, and I hope to adorn,
Yhe vast territory within our jurisdicifon."— [Noah
Webster, in 1828.1 If the/gospel of Christ -

. | can now be made the prévailing influence,
ne

great good will result from it to

the

whole

“The mills of God grind very slowly, | family of man. Not only every race but
but they grin very fine.” God is stead- almost! every nationality is represented
fast

in his

purposes,

whether

coming of his kingdom us

it

a unit, or

be

the
| here.

indi-

What shall

be done

throughjthem, for the

for them,

and,

world ?

by’ he’ side, and” canght her last loving
words a§ hel feet touched the cold waters;
but this Was

quests that

“Kdolaee imdeed it had been to have stood

not

to

be.

Alone

with

the

they remember that sunny afternoon, and
that happy band?
We know
not ; perchance we may know hereafter.
PrrGrim.

earnest

we

places;

present

but

when

when

we

are in

the

consciousness of mighty wants sweeps over us, we
lose sight of all things but the needs

seems too evenly

balanced:

Is’ there

not

a great work to be done before Christians
can very confidently claim any large pre-

ponderance of good influences ?
prayer of
That our people bave done well and
faith, under these conditions, has moving | really accomplished much, may not, as a
power with: God and man. We want whole, be qaestibned, but that God is callsmooth sailing and a prosperous issue to ing us to greater effort and especially in,
our
undertakings;—the
things
which the home work, is evident. That thereji
are often incompatible with the Christian a remedy for our comparatively little - 5. .

and

God's,

kingship,

economy ; and

the

and

wa'ers,

the

which,

before

| the wind arose, glittered in the moonlight
like gems of rarest worth, or laved the
your feelings again.”
|
“Winning Souls.”
shore with gentlest ripples, are suddenly
“ But ordef, Yadics, I am forgetting my |
—l
tempest-togsed, and threaten to overwhelm
dignity as chairman of this august assemThank
you,
Mr.
Editor, for your thoughthe refused to recognize any right of Joseph
Letty, what is to be your life| us; and if we escape, it is only with our
ramids, however, are of stone. Bricks of bly.
suggesting
article, "entitled * Winning
to dictate measures to him, or to prevent clay were the common building material, work?”
:
lives. The enemy may assault us fiercely,
Souls.”
It
was
taken up by our pastor in avail himself of our possessions, and sully
him from treating his subjects accordipg to
“You know, girls, since my mother died,
and foreigners and slaves were usually emour evening prayer-meeting, and touching- our reputation, but charactéf is in our
his own views. Nothing that Joseph had ployed in the use of it.
A painting discov- -our family has been broken and scattered; ly and feelingly commented
upon; the keeping and God's.
done for Egypt was to be so gratefully reit
is
my
greate&t
desire
to
one
day
make
a
ered in the ruins of Thebes represents worktheme was dwelt upon by nearly all of the
membered - that the Israelites should be ex- ing men, not Egyptians, making bricks, home for my father and brothers,”
Paul was by no means the ideal man
empt from the treatment of foreigners, while two Egyptians, with.sticks, stand by
“It would not be at all surprising it brethren, and all, T trust, went from the held up-for our example (when we fail in
meeting with
a truer and higher sense of
For sippilar uses of the word ‘‘ know,” see
our recitations in Christ's school), to whom
as overseers. -* In the field” the Israelites somebody else was desirous of having a the great work of soul-winning.
I was
Judges 2: 10; 1. Sam. 2: 12.
home
reigned
over
by
our
queen,”
and
a
‘all
things were nothing, and. nothing all
also wrought, cultivating the soil and raissurprised to find, upon reflection, as you
9, 10. “ And he said unto his people,” that
things,” according to the ‘‘German Theing grain for the store-houses previously meaning smile went round the circle.
suggested,
how
intimately
all,
even, of
is, native Egyptians. The lords and nobles built.
ologia” theory of Cotta Schonberg men‘All their service wherein they
“Well, old chum, it’s your turn now, but
our secular business was connected with
of the Egyptians, of course, are meant.
a very conscious pilgrim, an.
tion, but
made them serve was with: ‘rigor. ? This we all know why you burnso often the
“Behold the people of the children of Israel clause shows the spirit aninjating the op- midnight oil, and so patiently grind out the work, directly or indirectly, of gaming enthusiast in regardto his miraculous consouls, There is no such thingy as neutral- version ; a man who felt the pride of birth
are more and mightier than we.” Omit
You mean to fill the
pressors of the Jews.
Whatever service tedious problems.
¢ of,” after *‘ people” to understand the the government exacted of these inoffen- dignified office of preceptress of some re- ity here. An influence goes forth thai at- and antecedents, and kept tally of his laThis statement of the strength of
phrase.
sive Hebrews, or to whatever menial toil it nowned institution. Now, Sadic, free your tracts or repels, a light is radiated that bors and perils; a man who believed in
warms and cheers, or an obscuratj n that appealing from mob decisions to higher
the Israelites was an exaggeration.
It was
i
forced and bent them, unsparing severity, mind.”
chills and disheartens.
When
Tabor, courts, since the law had made such pro~ made more as a prophecy than as an existrelentless rigor and cruelty were made 1
‘I presume I, also, shall teach, although
we say we are gaining money; when we vision.
ing fact. Egypt was, at this period, one of |4
Neither
was he a stoical hero
the state officers,the policy and the practice I have no special love for the business.
I desist, for a day or a period,we say we are
the” mightiest nations of the earth, and her
vaunting invulnérable armor, but when he
toward them. Thus the Jews became in- like to study; but I doubt whether it will
losing. Absence of labor that earns, must
population was many millions.
It was obwas in the mill he felt the pressure, and
ured to hardships, and fitted for the migra- not seem very much like drndgery. IfI
be considered a loss as truly as if we had the attrition of the upper and the nether
* ddously false to say that the seventy. Jews,
tion shortly to take place, Thus, too, the only had the purse of Fortunatus,so I could
lost the amount, which we might have
who, less thun four hundred years ago,
stone. One of the results effected by this
Israelites. were weaned from Egypt, and take a trip to the old world, and, amid
earned “in that period, from our pdcketplanted themselves in the land, new serianimated with desires for freedom in the storied castles. and glofious ruins, learn
books. And so, if we are not gaining souls, treatment is expressed in the assertion,
ously threatened thé natives by superior land which - the Lord their God would give
“I die daily,” tacitly including the conmore than all these musty old volumes will
we are losing them. What a serious thonght
strength and numbers. «But the king, study- them.
fession that, like us, he was quite apt to
teach
me!”
;
)
is this view ! Christian brother, you, whose
ing the rapid increase and prosperity of
“Well, girls, it only remains for fhe name stands wpon the churchgbook, and revive daily, though constantly placing
these foreigners, “considered that, ifpsomechairman to speak.
On second thought, S| yet, whose attendance upon the prayer- himself in the receptive attitude necessary
“thing was not ‘done, the state of things
I’m hardly ready for martyrdom, wl 1 , meeting is, *‘like angel-visits, few and to make the rejoicing of John the Baptist:
would soon be realized which hefoo soon
cil ¥
js. own, ‘he must increase, and I must
_THhad
better give up the idea of being al far between,” and even when you are Shere)
said was true. ‘* Come on, let us deal
"dediease.”” The witimate result of discisouthern
missionary.
Still,
I
want
to
do
ten
to
one,
if
you
take
any
part,
—how
is
it
wisely with them.” He wished to anticipate
Life Sketches. —No. 3 .
pline Paul summed up in the words, *‘the life
something famous.
1°'d write a book, if
with “you? Are you winning souls? Can
the appearance of the evil which he had |
that I now live, I live by faith in the Son
—eo—
;
didn't
fear
I'should
have
to
purchase
all
you feel that the course you are taking has
feared. Tt was to act“ wisely” and pruof God,"—accomplished by sure, Slow,pajuFourteen, years ! How long, and yet how the copies myself. ; I'm half a-mind to come
such a tendency? How is it with’ the
dently
to do this. His wisdom was politi- short!
Fourteen years, rife with" events
ful
grinding.
out as a lecturer, like Lucy Stone, for you church prayer meetings? A few brothers
cal craft, ‘which, as -often as otherwise,
that have te our nation’s prowess, our know I believe in woman's rights; but
The
church to-day has a page to learn
and sistqxs are faithfully constant in attendproves most fatal unwisdom.
His sugges- nation’ss, stpength.
in that time, the
in gospel discipline. The text is clear, but
there
might
be
some
danger
that'my
lectance
upon
them,
and
they
also
do
their
tions were more shrewd than wise, prov- death kn I of the foulest eppression of the
the notes thrown in by sub-teachers péiing in the end disastrous. ‘He anticipated’ - fair eart "has sounded, and now’ truthfully ures wouldn't be particularly appreciated. duty. And their influence is good as far plex many honest men, .and are convenient
Now,
you,
dear
little
chicks,
will
all
setas it goes. But would not thirty or forty
an evil which. was not unlikely to oceut, can we sing, “Our flag waves over the
tle down quietly in homes of your own; prayers and exhortations be likely to awak- handles for the men of ability who are not
3 foreign power, - in’ éase of war with | land of ‘the. free and the
home
of the
quite so honest; for, say they, ‘“‘the church
but I'd like to see the man for whom 1
. Egypt, might tamper with the Israelites, | bfave(®
Fourteen years! Within that peri- would resign my freedom. Heigh-ho! if I en a livelier spirit and send a more power- has a right to discipline its own members,”
ful
feeling
home
to
the
hearts
of
sinners
\ and, by their help, conquer the land; or,
ou, e old world has een. shaken, monand this view seems correct in the abstract,
t was not to she admitted, might give ’ arch pg have fallen, blood has flowed fisb- were only a-maw! Well, {ime will show present, than half a dozen or even a dozen ?
what
isin
store
for
each
of
us.
In
a
dozen
For prayers and exhortations here Hpssesy, 4 where its advocates want it to remain, hut
Sopportuniry for the Jews to migrate. He ly as water, the prince and the soldier have
pledged to receive the Bible
years
we'll
see
how
many
of
our
dreams
the
general tendency of beifig like rain-- {the church is
was acquainted with the hopes they cher- lain side by side on the festa} battleas its rule of faith and prictico, The state
have been realized.”
drops
falling
into
a
brook,
they
fall,
and
fall,
i
,
ished, of a retirn to Canaan, but he re- field.
h
A
and fall, and the stream keeps rising and has a rightto form fts own laws, but, if
garded them as his subjects, and was bent
But it is no sgne of blood that rises bethey are contrary to the laws of the genrising,
until at length it overflows its banks,
* on keeping them such. His course was fore my vision to-night, It is a peaceful,
More than a dozen years have sped their
eral
Govérnment, such laws are null and
detaching
and
carrying
away
in
its
course
that of tyrants, who seem ignorant of the joyous picture. The day, a soft October course. What is their record concerning
void,
the assertion of the supremacy of
objects upon its banks that had heretofore
_strbngth of love, and feel safe uly as their. one, When every leaf and twig shine like that happy group ?
state rights to the contrary notwithstandresisted
its
influence.
And
so
in
the
prayer
subjects are in terror-and weaku
burnished gold in the” sunbeams; a day
Nellie, who so longed to cultivate her
ing. Parents bave a right to govern their
11, The advice of thé king ily ‘wooded: when each heart-throb is a glad one, and, musical powers, has realized ‘her highest meelfing, every additional prayer or ex- own children, but the prospect of being
hortatign ‘hightens the feeling and sends
The wisdom of the court broke forth in a we thank God for life, life so rich in beauty aspirations.
In the very home of song, the all-powerful and permeating influences treated as one of the family is not always
systematic plan storeerush’| the spirit of the and joy.
| where: the noble: old masters sent forth of the Spirit coursing through the meeting, alluring, and parents are themselves subThe picture, a. group of happy school
Rerueiites nd despoil them of their strength.
their pmans of praise, has she gathered in- | until at length it becomes possible thata ject to the law that legislates against
“ gaskmasters” over them ‘to ‘girls enjoying, with all the zest of care- spiration for her life-work.
Sficiend namber of these influences may undue severity. The church (itself under’
afiiot orl with their burdens.” The rela- free hearts, a brief holiday's freedom trom
Lena,a happy wife and mother, on the le added to cause the meeting to ‘bver- authority) may not exercise discipline contion to the Egyptians which they wene books and, irksome rules.
spot made sacred by being watered with flow its’ nsual banks of feeling, and a sin- trary to the gospel; and the fact that there
¢ Come girls,” exclaimed one, affer: the the life-blodd of many of our noblest and ner becomes loosed, here and there, who, is commotion in the camp, and thought
pade to sustain was that of serfs and
: ves. -: Officers of the administration ley. hum ‘of voices had somewhat subsided, best,is the faithful coadjutor of her husband in the course of the year, is lifted and borne and debate and question, shows that the
de
iad
ig
you little dear,

much

vidual regeneration as a part of the great |
Vast interests are at stake, Heavy inf
design.
If we knew
in advance the ne- | fluences are pressing
against the rising
cessities that encompass the answers to | generation, to drive them
from Christ.
prayer, we should perhaps stifle the re- | After all that has been doue the scale

Saviour of her youth, she died.
Letty and Belle.
Each wearing crowns
of immortality! Have they met in that
home above? Do they speak often of the
scenesin which they mingled here? Do

say

is

important trust eommitted to The former is great, but the

inspiration

by a sudden illness,

ladies were assembled.

culmination of

rich gifts, special providences, and constant beams of divine light from the ever
glorious Son of God, which seem to say,
“My presence shall go with thee, and I
will give thee rest.”
2
The blessings that to-day fill the hearts

more | cept

much

in the Star of the
to startle the most

dormant in relation to the home mission-

‘to contract the heart against religious senWould not- the power of our apsibidity.
peals to the unconverted be greatly impaired, if the thought of our
unconsistences and unchristian spirit kept. rising
?

.

Is There a Remedy?

alarm, nor be so- feelingly sensible of the
great danger of their unsaved state. Again:
If we show a close and grasping spirit, a
disposition to crowd or tie advantage in
trade, would not such arn “example tend to
prejudice the unconverted against us and
the religion we profess? . Prejudice fends

sinner’s mind? 1

.

The church

is not accofaplishing all that even; the
present expenditurq
of gmeans warrants,

which your neglect of the prayer meeting
implies, they will not so readily take the

in the

that the purpose.

of Godlis to have it ground.

house the young

heart, when the sad news came that she, so |
full of life, so lovely, so beloved, was no |
more an inhabitant of earth.
Prostrated |

give her no peace.”

read

edge the claims of Joseph. He could not clay, the material out of which brick was
have been ignorant of the statesmanmship made.
‘The bondage” in clay, consistof Joseph, nor of the debt of posterity for ed in making bricks, and. ¢ the bondage
his valuable public works.
This king, in brick,” in constructing buildings, monhowever, refused to eonsider him as en"uments, walls and pyramids of brick. Pyratitled to control or influence the policy of
mids of sun-dried brick, are still found in
sovereigns so long after his age. Hence, some provinces of ancient Egypt.
The py-

im-

np is in the mill, “and

love, Neither was it superiority ol intelour speech. O Christian brother, let us bé |
lect. In this re spect she did not excel hex
| careful that our example is winning, rathdy
fellows. It must have been her uiter un- | er than repelling, souls.
selfishness; her constant care for the hapGeo. BE. Prace,
|
piness of others.
This alone ‘could be the |
Panville, N. H.
|
secret of the universal love she excited.’
Wa
|
What a thrill of agony rent markt a
.
2
|

“Oh,” exclaimed several of the. girls,
“Mamie is half an abolitionist already, but
Belle is so fierce on the subject; she will

manner of service in the field.” Theirs
was bondage in connection with .¢¢ mortar”
and -¢ brick.”

your estate.”

version.”

in ‘all

lovely,

her but to love her,

None named

Whence

northern eyes.” Just give her time to learn
the superiority of our free institutions, and
you will yet win her to your side ; but harsh
measures will never accomplish her con-

will often lead him to think

and

vim

* You need n't trouble yourself; we can
take care of ourselves and our slaves also,
without ‘any of your interference. Probably our servants, over whom you make such
a fuss, are quite as happy as your poor
factory girls.”
‘** For shame! for shame!” exclaimed a
chorns of indignant voices; ‘ compare
your slaves to our factory girls!”
“Gently, gently,” said the lady, at whose

she can not

death preferablé ‘to life.
¢ In mortar,

“ None knew

not been surrounded by your New England
Nurtured from her cradle in
influences,
the very lap of slavery, it is no wonder that

The sweetness of life gave way to a
sense of wretchedness that made death not
unwelcome.
Shut up 3; freeman to the
hopeless, inexorable drudgery of a slave,

the class,

Of her truthfully might it be

said,—

preac h

and

“You must remember that your

tasks, so that the pleasure of existence was

and

But the queen ot

perial Letty.

So look.

death.

T'll come

out for me, Mamie;

but

Il
shall T work.
slaveholder. They
as they did Jokn
hero; but what of

glorious

that ? it will be a

be;

to

I mean

what

for the heathen:at home
be a missionary to the
will probably hang me
Brown, the nobie old

natural “interpretation of lost.

the verse.
Josephus says the Israelites,
after the decease of Joseph, were oppressed, ** the government having been transferred to another family,” but his information
was derived from unreliable sources. The

to spend my time:

no design

speaker, ‘‘ that’s

of their slaves. The Israelites were subsequently forbidden to treat their brethren
in this way. Lev. 25: 46. They were fighting against the laws of God which always
give, in the end, the victory to the oppressed and the wronged.
characteristics made him such, the reader
14. ‘“ And they made their lives Witter
must determine by his own judgment. His- with hard bondage.* This language shows
tory furnishes no reliable‘data from which the weariness and pain of these slaves,
we can certainly infer that u new line of ground down to the earth by unmerciful
kings

Thave

My highest ideal of life is ‘God took her; took her from a happy
idly at home.
It seems so noble to home, of which she was the crowning cento be a missionary.
ter. We drop a tear to her memory, for
work for the ignorant and degraded.”
the “first we loved her well.
“A missionary,” _ exclaimed

13. In consequence of the ‘* grief” they
felt at the growth of the Isra ites, they

so gave themselves anew to the

as we think of them.
The warm-hearted,
impulsive Belle,in whom were the elements
of a noble womanhood, ah ! she is not, for

“ You mistake. I think it no degradation to work when there is a necessity for

“ The land” of Egypt, not of Goshen, | ing ¢* wisely” with them for the purpose
though that remained as the capital of the | preventing this result.
;
run

a ————

in rescuing from ignorance the dark-browed | along the powerful stream of tendency
children, so long Seprived of their birth- into a higher and Christian life.
And you, brother, by your _presende.
right.
. The gentle girl, from the land of the and work in the prayer meeting, can help
orange and palmetto, alas! for her. Recall- contribute to such. results, and so be gaine®to her home at the first: mutterings of the ing souls, * Are there not numbers enough
i studying ?”
|
The speaker was a noble fooking gir, in storm that swept over our" land, she carried in the church to realize the picture which
whose strongly marked features could be with her the principles learned amid the free I have drawn? Oh, tell it not in Gath,
breezes that swept over our northern hills, publish it not in Askelon, that in a church
traced not only a resolute will, but indomitable perseverance. The persen address- In the reign of terror that preceded the en- of a hundred members, the reliable, worktrance of the northern soldiers into Jack- ing force should consist ‘otily of a dozen
ed, a pale, ‘dark-eyed girl, replied,
the members, more or less. There are but
* My highest ambition is to be a music- sonville, she learned, by sad experience,
But I becomé so discouraged recklessness and barbarity that the foul few churches in which there are not twenty,
teacher.
sometimes; I am a minister's daughter; system of slavery had engendered on its or thirty, or even fifty members, dwelling
within easy-going distance of the Thurch.
and you know ministers are not often bless- votaries, Driven from the home of her
And yet, how rarely do many of them atchildhood
by
the
fierce
flames,
fit
emblem
ed with a superabundance of this world's
tend the prayer meetings.
What aro the
"of
the
fiercér
passions
raging
around
her,
i
goods.”
:
¢ Never despond, Nell, you'll have your she, the petted child of luxury, suffered reasons?
Tired,
are
ygu,
brother?
Been
hard at
wish yet. - Next comes our dignified Lena; deprivatjons, too sad for recital. But amid
work
all
the
week,
and
you
really
don't
them
all,
staunch
in
her
union
principles,
fing
what say you”
she stood firm and unshaken amid the ruins feel able to attend the third service; or it
“] study ‘because I love to; if T knew
is the week-day prayer meeting, and you
the knowledge I am gaining would be or of hér dearest hopes.
stay away for the same reasons,—worked
In
he
of
the
noble
institutions
that
conno practical value, I should, study just the
r=stitute our country's pride,the fourth of this hard all day, and do not feel able to go.
same; but I presume I shall be a
little’ company is .patiently toiling in her Don’t you suppose that brother A. or brothiy
er.
er B. ape tired also? Have they not workcherished
life-work.
# + And thére is no doubt you'll mike a
She, whose aspirations wonld have led ed hard as well as you? They are seldom
capital one. Three cheers for Lens, the
Now,you dear little Elorida hero explore the marvels of nature and found absent from the prayer meeting.
school-marm.
And here, my brother, is where your
bird, it’s your .turn; but,” with a. merry art in other lands, beside the couch of a
twinkle of her eye, « perhaps you think it suffering parent is learning lessons of pa- secular work becomes connected with the
will be beneath you to labor like the rest of tience and forbearance far more precious matter of winning souls. If you allow it
than any which the realization of her youth- so to engross your thoughts and affections
us. You'll probably live in state at home,
ful dreams had brought her. The
hand of as to depress your spiritual life, and rens
and be waited on by your obsequiou
the sculptor is chiseling her a
and der you indifferent to the prayer meeting,
slavgs.”
daily,
beneath
his
touch,
is
it
growing
in you are losing souls, negatively, though
The ves of the girl addressed flashed,
it may be. Example is sympathetic, and
beauty
and
completeness.
color. deepened in her cheek, but
and
if the unconverted behold the indifference
Two are left; but our eyes grow misty
she answered, quietly :

freely

nor as miraculous, exists:

31, 1873

Bien

“let us Guiet down a little, and each of us
tell what out life-plans are, what we expoet to do when our schooldays are over.
(ill constitute myself chairman of this
eéting. You begin, Nellie: ‘or what are

but because the execution of its crafty prinThen,
intermarried with the Fgyptians.
ciples was too spiritless. ‘The Egyptians
too, it must be remembered that polygamy were grieved because of the children of
and concubinage were common, so that’ Israel.” It was the guicf of chagrin. They
no need of regarding this great increase were mortified to witness the‘continued inwith incredulity,
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MORNING

THE

re

fort is just as true in

this

department of

our work as in that of the foreign work:
and in the educational. The law. i8 true
here as elsewhere, He which soweth sparingly shall reap also sparingly; and he
which soweth bountifully shall reap also

bountifully.

O. C. HiLLs,

Harrisburg, Pa.
’

Life’s Trials.
—

Gy

Life's trials are many and varied. ' At
times our life barque sails on smooth
waters, a sunny sky above us, with its
shifting panorama of beautiful cloud, amid
the singing of birds and the bursting ‘of
flowers into’ bloom. All is. bright and joyous. . We take no thought of the morrow ;
our minds are bent on exacting the sweetness of the present. When most secure,

unheeded like the cyclone of the desert, the
storm

bursts on our heads;

we

are

tossed

hither and thither by the tempest;
the
sun is obscured by dark, lowering clouds;
the song of the birds is logt amid the fierce
howlings of the storm; we have nowhere
to cling, save to the hand of Him who says,
if ye bat trust me I will never leave or
forsake you. Life is but a school, experience the teacher, who spares not the rod.
Sometimes the heaviest ships do us the

most

good.

Our little

yery angoying.

daily

trials are

It is burning

our bread

black when we bave

taken

unusual pains

to make it; it is having to sit down

in our .

dirt to rock baby. who won't be pacified by
playthings
innumerable,
and who 's will
one self Sha
have mamma ; it is bver-sleeping
of a morning, hurrying one's breakfast,
so as to be sure of the next car, and: getting at the crossing just as it is going out
of sight ; it is getting only a new dress,
making it in ‘‘style,” feeling sure we have

eclipsed our friend B, who

‘‘comes out”

with one much nicer. But how these little trials sink into insignificance when we
are called to part from our loved ones,

who have twined

themselves

so closely _

round our hearts, when the
givesa last look, the cold lipf

and we consignthem

glazing eye
a last kiss,

to the grave, till, He +.

who raised a Lazarus to life shall command

graves to give ap their dead. Ah,ye stricken
ones, he wha, eighteen hundred years ago,
on

the

shores

of Galilee,

preached

the

gospel of the kingdom, still lives and has
power to reanimate our dead, change our
sorrow into gladness, when we shall behold
our dear ones face to face.
¢

1

iy

«Our home shall be where love's star sits not,
But shines through the long, sweet years;
‘When the pangs of parting are all forgot,
All vinished life’s bitterest tears. i

N.M.8.

-

West Poland, Me.
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THE MORNING

ARES me sit at Thy feet.

like

sister's face across the bed, seemed filled
with a heavenly peace, and in the blue

:

grows solemn and holy;

\

my part;
Fi
ee every thought that I think,

| would help to drag

It

Hidden hiompt

i

rather

she lay quietly on

But anoitome root wishin,

the pillow,

die

home seemed very near.
nurse, they're

the cold chill crept up Ter

limbs,

before them

gnd by

the face

Jesus, and he must trust
There was no need of

Jesus too.
more words,

And weary with-bearing my cross,

+Before

Yet hope keeps in tune with her singing,
A song
that can not betray ;
Sweet
Christ, Thy name is the full retrain,

morning

I

shall be

ain,

heaven.”.

Joe

went

with

me,

to come back soon again,
Out in the damp streets of London

that

For [ keep in my heart the sacred guest
‘Who came to its open door.
=Cong.

in college days, arm-in-arm, and he recon-

night, Joe and I walked,

done

secrated

Mary Magdalene.
to

“Dear —: If you can, come to St. ——
Hospi; as soon as possible. You can do
good. Ask for Miss «——, who is dying.”
evening in London.
We
It was a fog
—a gay party of young American tourists
—had just returned from a pleasant excur-'
sion to the Zo-ological Gardens—and the
ladies
had tripped with musical laughter
up the stairs to -our apartments—leaving
the

waiter,

and this

tele-

m.
As I read it a damp
chill settled down
upon my heart, “like that raw English
night on the bright autumnal day.
‘Call me

a

cab,

waiter,

and

tell

the

ladies 1 may not be back till late.”
Soon I was whirling along in a Hansom
through the streets dripping with mist and
faintly lighted by the gas-lights; which,
through the fog, looked discontented ‘and
indifferent to their duty.
She was dying, how could 1 speak tod
her of Jésus.
Our party had come to London a few

days before, and 1 had met an old college

mate, who was making a home in the city.
It di not take jong1o revive an old inti;
y strolling down the
mady, and one
Strand he told me of her.
- His acquaintance arose in an effort to
save her—and with the offer that, if she

—

Two aged men entered a street car a few
days ago, in a neighboring city. One of
them, who was paralyzed, said,in reply toa
question of the other as to his welfare: ‘I
have a-very large interest in the next
world.” When asked, ‘‘How are you off
for this world ?” he replied pleasantly that
he had enough to meet his wants while he

get rid of the deep impression made by the

of the saints in light.”
Little, too, did the veteran

But the best of all is ‘when the pilgrim
life draws near its close, and when the staff
and sandals are soon to be laid aside, to feel
that “our best and largest interests are in
the next world.” That treasure grows at
firmament.

one

in

. dors. His eyes were red with
and his face pale and haggard.

my hand he cried,

weeping,

Grasping

dying,
I've
talk to her.
She's

“f'm so glad you've come.

and she won't let them

says, ‘You
Pray for
are a poor one to pray for me.
yourself, Joe, pray for yourself, I'm a

tried to pray with her, but she

dying. It's no use for me. Then, when
I have prayed, she bas interrupted me, by
praying for me. Oh! it’s awful.”

e entered the ward, and in a corner
curtained off from the long rows of beds,

each with its patient, suffering inmate,

lay

Mig8 =,
t
She was a beautiful English girl,” almos
eyes,

a child,a pure Saxon, with great blue
and 9axen hair that fell in massive waves
over her. pillow. It was a rude shock to
come from the companionship of those
happy, innocenl American girls to the bed-

side

oof this their Euglish sister dying alone

in the great hospital

ward.

face.
could
nor in

Strange to say the face was a pure
Not ne trace of conscious impurity
2 discovered in those sad blue eyes
e beautiful mouth, whose lips

his

and

will-

ingness to forgive her.

oni came a {aint cry from her red lips.

heri-hand

in

mine,

All

to

the

but

are Christ's, and Christ is God's.” . Has the

Thoughts from Rutherford.
—r

M

E—

You will find, in Christianity, that God
aimeth, in all his dealings with his chil-

dren, to bring them to a high contempt

of,

and deadly fend with, the world; and to
set a high price upon Christ, and to think

him one A can not be bought for gold,

an idol of our will, As many lusts

gods; we are all god-makers;
go many
we are all like to'lose Christ, the true God,

of these new and false gods.

him to teach her.

Surely the Ho

dictated
. that prayer.
God seeme
_ andthe plan of salvation so plain.

i

Men,in their innovations,

v

should

follow

the example of Time, which innovateth
80 near greatly, but quietly, and by degrees scarce
:
We tol d | tobe perceived.
Spirit

only

bear

but

stores, several

Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays

for Laconia.

terms

make

RETURNING,— Leave
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of
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Chromos
Boquet

is a Floral |
of

OCEAN'S STORY. RaFeitures
upon, and

holds the flowers, which wear all the fresh-

Livingstone

ness and gloryof life.

Also our splendid new Bible, just ready. Address,
HUBBARD
St., Boston.
¥ BROS. Pub's, 53 Washington
;

The picture is just

ures measures

owners,

8 1-2 by 13 1-2 inches.—

four Chromos representing * Summer
They give us

Among the Alps.”

four

the streams and lakes which they

dif-

;

said

unto

Him, Rab-

»

|
« What does this mean?”
know thou
“It means Master. “We
art n teacher from God, for no man can
do these miracles that thou doest, except
God be with him.”
- ¢ What is a miracle
great wonder. ‘Jesus an«Jt is a
swered and said unto him, verily, verily,
I say unto thee.'™

«“ What does verily signify?”

«It means indeed. ‘Except aman
:
!
born again.'”
}
“What is that P”
« Jt means,” he promptly teplied,

great change.

‘Except a man

be
¢ a

be born

SENSE

This

“To

WE

every new

Every second

all represent the

We pay Agents

the

be

cut, and

Address’

be made.

Birthday Present,
New
Year,
Fireside Angel,

Rainy Day at Home,
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RANDALL’S MONUMENT will be sent by,
one sending 25 cents to Miss M. A.

Bright

es

& CO.,

Bloomfield,
Glencoe

two

things, which.

ly love and holy music.”

are these:

Ho-

-

gent safely

by

mail

IDEA.
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mounted.

tongue.

.
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on receipt ef the price,

J

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School Libraries, or to replenish
old ones, can send us their
orders which will be immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books of other
publiskers, and will be furnished to Sehbath schools
in Libraries.at wholesale prices.
:
I. D. STEWART, Dover, N. H,

—

OUR

-

In answer to pony calls, and to meet
what we think & real want, we have re-

ublished

cen

irr ing

alone trac JEW
IN

:

v

TRAOT

tisfost, in| ph

7

trinal basis, its church polity, and some of its chief
benevolent institutions. They are fitting things to
put into the hands of those who would
ry by

i)

means of a few words, what are the peculiaritiéaiof
They will be sold at cost to those

who order them for this purpose.
50 ots. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen.

Price—$4 per 1000;
Send orders to

I. D. STEWART,
DOVER, N.H

SOMETHING NEW! |
THE

DOVER

Cement STONE Pipe;

We

mounted on a stretcher, fori25 cts. extra.

a,
~

cued from
from E Egypt
Eomouta
Claudia,
?

the F. Baptists.

DENNIS

SHEA

&

CO.

A.

All orders at Factory on Cocheco Street or
Mail promptly attended to. Box 597, Dover, N
Also at No, 68 Daniel St., Portsmouth, N. H,
Cément Lined Water Pipe made to order and war:
- “| ranted,

will furnish that at this office, or send it by.

as strongly impressed on his mind as on his

"4

Parsonage.

Child Life,
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage

| Wilon Sewing Machine Go HORTON? Mie.

whole

The accent of a man’s native country is "express at the expense of the subscriber,

of Animals,

Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over Midian,
When we were Young,

MEMERCHANTS,
ERS,
ch A CE RR ERY B DY! Send your
name and Post Office address to us, and
iculars for
vecelvé.circulars givifing fiult
a
ORLD RENOWNED
WILSON SHUTTLE SEWING MApaying for it. ‘NEEDLES FOR
CHINE
wit
ALL SEWING MACHINES for sale. _Seents each.

MOUNTED.

when

4
’

Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,

Manufactured of Hydrgnlic Cement, for
God." ”
of om
again he can not sge the kingd
The terms stated above have reference.
* And what is that kingdom P” “=. He paused, and with an expression of to the Chromos plain,as they come from Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.
seriousness and devotion which I never the press. ' Should subscribers wish them
HE BEST ARTICLE YET INTROPUCED.
* his
shall forget, placing his hand upon
mounted
and
varnished,
ready
for
framing,
|
House Drains, Town and City Sewers, &0.,
¥or
I”
here;"
something
bosom, he said, It is
Railroad Culverts, Well Curbing, and Chimneys,
and
they will need to send 15 cts. for each of théy are better and cheaper than wood or brick,
and then raising his eyes, he added, *‘
they will not, decay, but conjinually grow harder
something up yonder.”—Lamps, Pitchers, the seven smaller pictures, in addition to an
smoother. They have a joint
h ich gives no
ov
=~
=
and Trumpets,
trouble in transportation or laying, and the Cement
The Pipe can be cut at any time. and branch in two.
the subscription price of the Star.
r. SHEA has had ten years experience in manu«Of Heaven,” one remarks, ‘‘ we only « Boquet of Flowers” is too large to be fauturing Cement Drain Pipes.

know

Series.

Early Choice,

F
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Series.

MisceHaneous.
Anecdotes

~

Ih»

Day

Starlight

A MONTH! Horse and carriage furnishe d.
Expenses paid. H.B. SHAW, Alfred, M e,

f/ A
(>
4

are,
No.
adthat

.

Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,

Bankers and Brokers, 39 Wall 5t., N.Y.

A NEW
a

05
TB
“JI
5
15

;

Arehibald Hamilton,

often leads to a Fortune. No
risk. 32-page pamphlet free.
TUMBRIDGE

Series.

Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,

to £100 invested in Wall St.

VALENTINE

-

2» rs. Child’s
The Christ-Child,
/
Good Little Mitty,
J
Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven,

SECOMB

Also packag
13646

:

A Rainy Day at School,

twice

LARGE STEREOSCOPIC VIEW of RE

$

;

Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,
Rainy Day Series.

from $75 to $260 per month, and

that amount can

Ss. 8.

Series.

Andy Lujirel),
Shinmg Hours,
Master and Pupil,
May Bell,
Sabrina Haekett,
Aunt Mattie

still the

which

TO

Light from thé Cross
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THE CHROMOS

can

from

$42

er who shall, before January 1, 1874, pay
all arrearages and remit a year’s subscription in advance,—with the 10 cts. for wrapping and postage,—we will send any one
of these Chromos that may be selected.
For 50 cts. in addition to the subscription,
we will send any two of the Chromos; for
90 cts., any three; for $1.20, any four; for
$1.50, any five; for $1.80, any six; for $2.$2.40,

MA-

enab roider

expenses, or a commission

lotto

OFFER.

for

|

IMPROVED

stitch,

CHURCHES

OF

Prize

pulled apart without tearing it.

cloth can net be

OY.NRONY

subscriber to the Star,

and

stitch

PUTSS1(

ping, postage, &o., and to any old subserib-

seven;

will

DIXON, Box 1129, Portsmouth, N. H.
sent at wholesaze.

sending a year’s subscription in advance,—
$2.50,—with 10 cts. additional for wrap-

10, any

Machine

on

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just pub.
lished a the Freewill Baptist Printing Establish.
These Books are now ready for sale and dement.
livery.
.

hem, fe! 11,
ina
most superior manner. Price only”
$15. Ful I)
licensed
and warranted for five years.
We w i
pay’ $1,000 for any machine that will sew a
stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam
It makes the ‘ Elastic Lockstitch.”
than ours.
CHINE,

i

one.

a single

on

i Superintendents of

and

SEWING

tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and

or three, or the four may well enough be |!

WHAT

FAMILY

;

AND
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Ill, or St. Louis, Mo.

Swiss Summer; but are wholly different
from each other in specific design and details, and in tbe objects represented. They
are of uniform size, being 8 by 12 inches.
Each is complete in itself, though any two, | |

and I turned his at-

tention to the third chapter of the Gospel
of John, which he seemed readily to find,
and said, ‘*Now read;” he did so with a
clear, unembarrassed voice: * * There was
a man ol the Pharisees named Nicodemus,
a ruler of the Jews; the same came to

COMMON

20 cts,

on a single copy of the
the
or Myrtle, under
and
24 cents a year;
10 copies or any numbey

TO PASTORS

Pa., Chicago,
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f Palmyra, N.Y.
pointed to hig uniformly consistent life, apd ing wise afterwards. ga, one
to the subscribers to his very excellent pafelt asgured that such a man would not thus oroperly careful beforehand, and 0a
"been the case with the Ville du Havre Com per, . TA&iFruit Recorder. The picture is
flatly
contradict himself at death.
"Thagsystem of belief that is thus obliged pany, we don’t believe they would need much above theaaverage. of such works, be-to draw so much ofits assurance from the: now to be making the practically useless ing thoroughly rich and beautiful, and lifexitteranges
of dying men, must be in a des- investigation that they are. If the steamer like enough to set the eyes’ gleaming and
Jeffrey, but in connection with which tie
had been purposely sunk, that would be literally start the saliva in the mouth,
perate
strait,
It's - Dblainly only a device.
gens
ds
made such avowals and-disavowals
another thing.
But it was an accident,
A very good piece of lithographing also
Otherwise,
why
should
not
the
dying
words
brethcloser
his
satisfied
aud
erally relieved
and,
explain
it
as
we
may,
accidents’
hapappears
in a picture just issued by Armren, They counted him as committed to of those who'litve been regarded as leaders
Od
only
because
somebody
has
blundered,
Co., Boston. Its subject is,
&
strong
in
the
ranks
of
skeptics,
but
whose
heart
the ¢¢ regular” policy for the future.
For the sake of Christian liberality and and hope both failed in‘the trying hour, and,| nd that is what ocean sailing masters, of “Christ Restoring Sight to the Blind Man.”
It is about 15 by 21 inches, and, both in dethe highest usefulness of our Baptist breth- who thon turned to the only source of com- all others, have no business to do.
sign and execution, it stands quite above
do
We
result.
this
fort,
be
accepted
as
showing
the
folly
of
ren, we deeply regret
Prison re- the usual products of its olags.
not complain of them, for standing by their their groundless hopes? The dying remorse —XN ADVANCE MOVEMENT,
convictions;
we. are’ Sorry» that ‘they hold
of Paine and Voltaire are not mentioned form bids fair to be phshed to the front
A system of practical
convictions that seem to us soswanting in
in this way, by those who wish to hold the rank in Michigan.
scriptural warrant and’ so tend to divide
moral opinions that they held." But let a education has been adopted for the convicts,
what. God would join. And the Baptist man eminent
for his goodness and useful and the best; methods of discipline, as prov‘Home Mission. Chit-Chat. j
principle of chuftch independence seems to ness drop an unusual sentence at his death, -ed by the exper ience of the last fifty years, |
Ina late number of the Star we read
us
tgzhave been sorely strained if‘not fatal- and they ave quick to use it,as another fling are soon to be entered upon. Inducemetts to
ly rent by the action of the council in ex- at the Christian faith. The device is well |. good behavior are constantly held out to that,—Of about one hundred articlés oconcluding those whom the church had invited ‘worth an hoar’s attention, lest it have its the convicts, and the hours of labor are so tributed to this paper during the last year
to share in the service. Mr. Smith held designegl effect among those whom it seeks arranged that they may easily do extra on the subject of missions, ninety-seven
work, and for all such service they are to have dealt especially with the Foreign and
his position on that council by the same to catch.
be paid current wages, the amount earned only three withthe Ilome work.”
‘tenure that Dr. Fulton held his. The
to be kept safely for them till their release.
We hope and pray that these words will
cbuveh invites a company of brethren to
The ‘Week of Prayer.
This, with a gift of ten dollars and a new awaken our brethren to a sense of duty to
render a given service, exercising its rec—
Wr
oguized functions in making the selection ;
The Evangelical Alliance suggests the suit of clothes from the Prison authorities, the Home Mission cause. If any one bas
and then a part of this company. turns following programme for the approaching will constitute the earthly capital on which not read the Editorial on “The Home

ay lasted till nearly midnight. “Put the
measure was most decisively carrifid, and
Lee Avenue church was left in the cold.
the
thoughtful &pirit, alive to moral : responsithe council wenf on and did its work,
BN
ttt. he flit ofr
Then
t oility, in view of this fact, could hardly help
without the expression of strong ob.
—not
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 31, 1873.
asking what that. form is,—whether it is jections to the procedufe on the part of Dr.
th
| such as the. heart can approve, and such as |

Sir |

Geo ROE P. DAY, “Baitor.
@G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
et
= \Il communications designed for publiontios
suonld be addressed to the Editor, andl all letters on
business, remittancol of money, &c., should be ad
dressed

| to He

%-

'| the, future may fittingly copy:

It
It has beeu a year full of meaning.
o
events,—to
great
of:
share
its
had
has

many

A Social

Yord,

Not

mention.

for

a few of the

mighty have passed on to~tha great Herehave been public-.
after. Here great truths

Publisher.

8

ly

crowned;

there

lies

huge

have

won

fresh distinctions and been organized for
Our-offer of Premiums to subscribers willy more mischievous work.
The good and
be found on the thitd page of this paper. the evil have kept up théir uncompromising
Those offers interest old and new snbserib- fight, now oneand then thie other seeming
ers alike, they, refer to a list of beautiful ‘to get the better of its antagonist, Passion
has struck al conscience; tyranny has risen
t bings which have been selected with care
up against freedom; power has called for
and yield very high satisfaction to tho€e the crucifixion of justice ; satan Hh still striv—

who receive them.

—

wil

not

our

readers

en to outwit God. But,on the whole, we becall the attenion of their friends to both the lieve the right has been steadily gaining uppaper and the Premiums, and each send us at ‘on the wrong, and,— though it be slowly,
least the name of one new subscriber before and seemingly with hesitation in its step,—
that the world has moved onward and upthe year expires? They will thus serve
ward. Stirred and impelled by the -divine
several good ends at the same time, dnd by
forces that Christ Lrings to bear through
a small outlay of effort.
his gospel, we have faith "that humaoity is

Our old subscribers will observe that dq,

marching and is still to march to the music
time during which the special Premiums of progress. We confide in the old prophare offered to them, expires Jan. 1. We ecy which defines the Messiah's spirit and
work : ‘‘He shall not fail nor be discourexpect a large number of remittances beaged till he have set judgment in the earth,
fore that date; but intend to hasten off and
the isles shall wait for his law.”
the Chromos to their destination, so that Through all convulsion the Prince of Peace
those ordering them shall suffer neither works out his désigns. In the strifes of
disappointment nor delay. Those ordering states and nations God makes the wrath
Through the blindthe whole number offered, may well be glad of men to praise him.
ness and

over their bargains.
We simply say again, that, while. we
shall send the mounted Floral Chromo to

of

those

who

turn

away from the light and nutriment of the
gospel, he is making us see that Jesus
Christ is the Sun of rightousness and the

Bread of lite. Even during
year, not a few weary and

distant subscribers, by xpress, at their expense, when requested,

soul-huhger

yet our suggestion

this bygone
heavy-laden

‘Denominational. News and Notes,

y

round

upon the other part and drives it Week of Prayer,

out -of doors hefore proceeding to the task

in hand.

Isn't it a pretty good illustration

of the principle and spirit which are concerned in shutting away from the Lord's

table a portion of those whom He has bid
den remember him there by showing ow
his death?
Plainly enough, the rigid policy is pretty
thoroughly intrenched iin the C.Baptist body.
It is alnot, hard to vote i down the ** liberal” i
brethren on a squave issue, whenever and
wherever it is made up. It can as yet be
done by very heavy majorities. When beaten in debate, the exclusives can triumph by
ballot. That they are prompt and resolute
in doing. But the leaven of a more catholic sentiment is working.
It will work.
Heat and effervescence and antagonisms are
sure ‘to come as indices of the movement,
It may not be a very near to-morrow that
witnesses the downfall of close communion

ones have paused amid their struggles to
climb up to redemption some other way,
and sighed for the very rest which only the
great Saviour can give. And thus he cafries his mighty work forward toward the
The Ended Volume.
ra
glorious'and promied consummation, and
——
| this very year 1873 ‘will be seen to have -exclusiveness, but that to-morrow is surely
With this number the forty-eighth volume done its share in bringing this result ‘to coming, ;and neither resolutions, protests
of the Siar reaches its close, embracing
pass.
nor votes can stay it.
fifty-three issues, instead of fifty-two. We
Va
But
it
is
to
the
future
that
we
are
now
hope its visits to many homes have not been
bidden to
logk. That alone remains to us.
A Desperate, Device.
without satisfactions and benefits.
We
And standio ere at the threshold of 1874,
: preann fa CE
A
trust it has carried some light to perplexed
it is fitting that we give ourselves in a penIt must have "been observed with" What
readers, help to those who were in need of
spiritual quickening, courage and comfort itent, fresh and dutiful trust to him whose eagerness a certain class of persons, 1nainly those who are contemners of the Chrisand joy to the hearts that were pressed” by aid alone can enable us to make the openthe burdens and discouragements that life ing year a season of victorious work for tian religion, seize upon such death-bed
man’s welfare and bis glory. He knows utterances of greit men ‘as may be made
is-almost sure to bring. If it has helped
our
fitluires'y but be is still gracious, patient te do service in proving the negative charperplexed minds into clearer views of truth
and sympathetic. He iS more interested acter of their religious faith. For examand duty, strengtheded and lifted moral and
that we succeed than even we ourselves can ple, on the day of the late Professor AgasChristian purpose, cheered fainting hearts
be. He isready, willing and. anxious 'to s'z’ death, am excited individual might
so that they have been readier to take up
help us, so that our defeats shall change to have begn seen hurrying away from the
their appointed work and carry it on pa- triumphs. Giving ourscl¥
him, tak-Seoi’ mans home, repeating to himself a
tiently and trustfully, borne in healing in- ing his guidance, accepting esourto duty
at bis
is, that, for economy's sake, they order it
in the plain form, and let jt be mounted by
the framer.

fluences

to

smitten

tanght

bravery

and.

wounded

and

and

trustfulness

the

fearful

anxious,

aided

ed

ones to put fresh meaning

few “words which he bad just penciled in

souls,

hands, seeking his assistance, putting hero- bis‘note book, and hastening to find itchand casting | ing
;
ears, upon whose
tympanum ' those
out the self-seeking spirit with, 4 generous
He
| words would fall most gratefully.
and beneficent love for others, there can soon found them, and before morning it
be no such thing as a real failure in our had ‘passed from one ead of the country to
life,nor will the clouds abide in our hearts. the other that the ‘worshipers of Science
Whether our road shail be along the way bad found a new disciple.
‘‘Professor
of our choice, or take us where we nat- Agassiz has declared himself, ‘Cest le
urally dread to go, there will be celestial Jin!’ This is the end! he said. The great

to

into the

sentence,—*‘Thy will be done,” brought
light through the shadows that hang over
the grave, and made the better land and life
seem nearer, more real and more precious
to the soul,—if it has done these things, and

such as these, it hay served the ends that
stand in our thought and satisfy our ambition above all others. For these results we
chiefly labor aud pray, and the evidence
that they are reached inany good measure
brings back an encouragement and a glad-

‘ness such as nothing else yields.
We thank all our helpers,

sunshine even along the most shadowy part

of our path ; and whether our ‘earthly hopes
ripen into the fruition we crave, or are
blighted in the bud, yet the heart will never be destitute of sacred luxuries. So may
all our

:

of every

that breaks from
NEw YdAR.

sort,

whode
assistance and encouragement have
They often aid us mu ch more
been given.

readers live, . and realize

the

wish

so many. lips—A Happy

Naturalist

has

died ‘an

Atheist,

and

the

Christian superstition is clipped again in
its strongest wing.”
Of course it required but an authoritative
paragraph in the papers of the following
day to stamp the whole matter as false, to

show

that the dying Naturalist had ex-

pressed no such sentiment,
and that his
one support in death was faith in the ever:

j

lasting God. The meaningso hastily put
upon his words was quite foreign to the
real one. And that all the better helps to
picion. Their thoughtful suggestions and
Brooklyn. -has been called the city of illustrate the matter in hand.
A contheir faithful and generous criticism are eyer
thrice welcome. “Their efforts to extend the churches. - There is reason, just now, for sciousness, however poorly defined or
eirculation of the paper,- that it may do calling its churches centers of ecclesiasti- completely ignored, that one is trying to
We have heretofore made hold vatenable moral ground, makes one
others good as it does them, are highly cal debate.
prized. Their brief accounts of the progress mention of the controversy between the the more eager {o assure oneself by whatof the good work of religion in their own (Congregational churches there over certain ever expression may. be twisted into an
spheres are like cups of cold water to a points of ecclesiastical law and usage, in indorsement, of . the
particular opinion.
thirsty soul. Their vital contributions te view of the action of Plymouth -church Thus, intemperate persons, however well
That satisfied that the ihdulgence is killing them,
our columns do not a little to make the pa- touching the ease of Mr. Tilton.
per the large and real blessing we are so matter is still pending, and not a little anx¢ try to fortify themselves by whatever joay
anxious to render it. We thank them, one iety is felt over a wide circle, Yespecting be
made to give the least assurance.
and all, and pray that they may find it more the outcome.
{This man has always taken his grog, but
Now the Baptists are having their turn. he is hale at eighty; ‘how robust and
blessed even to give than to receive.
We
still look for their patronage,
for their active Or, rather, they have passed from older to healthy this great company of tipplers apco-operation in various ways,and for a larger newer phases’of the debate on the question pears;” ‘even the sacred writer advised
They have had a deal of wine for the stomach’s sake ;” and ‘thus in
success of the paper as the result, of their of communion.
| difficulty in getting along with that matter, the face of all the misery and death by
efforts to make it what it needs to be.
We are painfully conscious that our own ever since Rev. J. Hyatt Smith showed the drunkenness he continues to swallow the
service has been too much lacking in the way to the Lord’s Supper through the “Open poison, with full knowledge that it is poiswisdom and devotion that are always so Door.” The adhesion given to the liberal on, putting a depraved appetite before a

. than they

know.

Their

. messages cheer at times

brief and

beyond

needful ; but there has been

satisfaction in honestly trying

a

simple

their

measure

to serve

of

the

great cause which is so dear to the heart - of
God and so vitally related to the welfare of
men.
We end the year's work with a hum-

ble and glad trust, and ask the great Helper’s aid, for ourselves and our readers, that
the fatdre may be nobler and better than
the past
An index to tl volume will be found on
the eighth page,
Which will especially serve
| such subscribers as preserve the paper for
future reference,

0)
®
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Ending

Church Ferment

in Brooklyn.

sus-

and. Beginning.

The year 1878 is just ending. The transition from one*twelve month to another,

policy by the Brothers Péntecost, the advent of Dr. Fulton, whose instinct and am-

moral

conviction,

setting

inclination

over

judgment, and pretending to find satisfacbition it is to be a champion of the rigid tion in those indulgences whence all gentheory, the repeated efforts to subject the nine hope départed' long ago, leaving only
Lee Avenue church to effectual discipline the ashes of despair,
for unbaptistic practices, &c., bave indicatDrowning men clutch even at bubbles.
ed the inward commotion which that ques- May we not suppose that a similar sense of
tion of communion has brought and kept their desperate condition prompts the great
alive.
;
class of disbelievers to the conduct in quesThe latest development is one of the tion? Let but one eminent man use a phrase
most striking and- significant. It appears which can be tuined to the service of skepin connection with a meeting to re-organ- ticism, and though his whole life may forize a new Baptist church in that city,— bid that interpretation of it, * still it js dethat known ag, Marey Avenue church, of tached from its proper place, twisted out of

which Rev. Dr. Jeffrey is pastor. Dr. J. its.relations, and made to contribute, howhas been. often represented as an open ¢om- ever falsely, to the support of sinkipg souls,
munionist. “He justly objects to this rep- They clutch at less than bubbles who seek
resentation. He is somewhat * liberal” in assurance from such sources. Man: naturbut this seems to
his views and sympathies, but expresses ally indulges in illusions,

they may

Jan. 4-11:

Sunday, January 4. Subjects for sermons :
The unity of the Christian Church ; The real
oneness

of true believers;

Hindrances and

motives to union, ete.
Monday, 5th. Confessions of our common
unworthiness and guilt; Thaoksgivin
for
national and domestic mercies,spiritual and
temporal; Supplications for special blessings on the Week of Prayer.
Tuesday,

6th.

Prayer for

the

Christian

Church ; for her increase in faith and love;
for persea uted Christians ; for Christian liberty; for the more abundant out pouring of
the Holy Spirit.
Wednesday, 7th. Prayer for families;
Home and parental influence ; for sons and
daughters, the sick, the erring ; Prayer for
criminals and educational irstitutions.

Thursday, 8th. Prayer for nations; for
peace among men; for public virtue; for
the banishment of intemperance,

dishones-

ty, infidelity, and superstition ; and for the
diffusion of pure and Christian literature.

Friday,

9th.

Prayer

for

ization of all Christian
conversion
of Israel;

missionaries;

the evangel-

countries; for
for seamen;

for the spread

the
for

of the Gospel

in heathen lands.

Saturday, 10th. Prayer for the Christian ministry ; for Sunday-schools; for revivals.
Sunday, 11th Sermons.Subjects,—Clirist's
kingdom universal and everlasting ; Results
of the Sixth General Conference of He
Evangelical Alliance.
More

and more

the

churches

of

the

various evangelical denomivations are joining in this united service, and the spiritual

written.

The pagt

year

is beyond

recall.

Though, on some accouuts, we might wich

members,

Avenue

were

church, with some lay

inviled to

membership in

. ‘to bring back its departed days and privi- 4 the council called by the church for recognition, They promptly answered the call.
to Jive them over in higher
‘leges, In (
minister to larget But when the council met and drganized,

forme and

~

make theni

and truer ends,all such wishes are fruitless.

"The record must remain. No blotting that:
by our forgetfulness or God's mera
ved make the past other than it is. The
life comes to us each year and
ic as wax, ready Lo take just
pd
such shape 8s we décidé to ive it; it
ES

on motion of Dr. Fulton, the delegation
from Lee Avenue church was pronounced

thing, ‘when it echoes the dying utterances
of such as may have occupied debatable
ground while living, and only clearly expressed a higher faith’ when dying. That
may be the case, but is it not the fact that
the life, rather thanthe uncertain utterances
at death,—uncerain only in those unoertain

life anew.

plaint is against Dean

‘Stanley,

who

allowed M¥X Miiller, the German
pher, to pronounce a missionary

as

into

the arrange-

observance

is

to

be

general this winter, and that large and precious results will appear on all hands.

Current
—

——A

NE¢DED

Topics.
——

WORD.

Tho

which we insert below, from

paragraph

the

Advance,

is one which should be read and pondered
till its words become graven on the mind.
If we do one thing more than another today, it is to croak over the decadence of public virtue. Lecturers proclaim it, ministers
preach about it, newspapers spread it
broadcast, until, from the very contagion of

It was

once

consid-

ered undignified and d#naging.
Array a
worthy officer orminister on charges which
are inspired by jealousy or any other of that
fiendish troop which Jurk on the trail of eminence,

and

though

he publicly

disprove

them he is invariably compromised.
This
tendency to reckless suspicion, this attempt
to wreak political or ecclesiastical vengeance
by ruthlés: assaults upon
private character,

is becoming infectious, and

shc

have been thus

wronged.

ed.

Some of our-worthiest
nationally

be

abot-

Christian men
Men

peed no exhortation to believe in badness,to
honor the devil, There is danger “that we

fail to believe in goodness and

honor ‘God,

I

——Too LATE.

The cable informs us. that

a‘‘searching investigation” will be made into the particulars of the late Viile du Hdvre
disaster, with a purpose to find
just
where the blame lies. One may be pardoned for feeling disgusted over the despatch.
What is ls. top the use of an inves-

tigation now?

4s 'it going

ship, or restore the dead ?

to

raise

There has

the
been

quite enough of this after-investigation,
ythe

chief result of

which hag been. to officially

this investigation is ordered for any other
purpose than to allay, after a fashion, the

fear and indignation that the calamity has
helped to awaken in the ‘public mind P If
the Company had spent, ‘in searching beforehand for capable and reliable officers,
half the energy that they used in competing
with other lines, and making their steamers
almost palaces ef luxury, we needn't have

though

they

ence of the friends to the wants of our weak
churches and of our country.
Again and
again have we thought that we could not
hn avother line, it did so little good.
Some ministers may know how bard it is

DistiNerio% WiTHOUT A DiFrERThe city solicitor of Boston gives it

a8 his opinion that the ladies, recently elected to serve on the School Committee of that

But if that is really
wouldn't
ik better

the
be

of $50.00

of the

season

on

account

last
will
am
but
first

of illness,

The

r-

ch@irch

is ready to do its part of the work.”
Several'of our churches ia Maine

have

done nobly for the H. M.

year.

Lewiston,

law in Boston,
reyised?
The

was

wanting from this church,came to hand
week. The money is now ready, and
be sent
to the Treasurer this week. I
sorry we did not get it along before,
my absence from the church during the

haps, led to a little slackness.

as

Sabbatisville,

the past
E.

Dixfield,

1st

Milton, D. Falls, Kennebunk, &ec., 2d Leb-

anon, W. Buxton, Bethel, Garland, C. Har-

question Wes uy 8 the incoming school
board, and we will await their dispisal of
it.
ha

bor, Unity, Livermore Falls ,have paid their

nite length of time.

its borders.

apportionment in full, and several others
bave nearly paid theirs, We ask those
AN ATTEMPT AND A FAILURE. The churches that have done nothing for the
useless discussion of Mr. Lincoln’s religious parent H. M. the past year, to do someopinions seems likely to continue an indefi- | thing to assist the denomination to extend
Mr. Herndon,

his

old

law-partner, now comes forward with a
long reply t2 those who have so completely
answered his previous arguments mehnt

to

prove the dead man’s infidelity, but his case
the charges,the public confidence is in dan- z a very weak one. Judging from the porger of becoming weak,and failing altogeth- “tion that bas come under our notice, he has
er. It istime to begin to hintat public virtae, presented nothing worthy of serious attenfor certainly there is some of it in the land. tion. Mr. Herndon says: ‘Mr. Lincoln
Merchants are pot all swindlers, - nor our
did not, to my knowledge, in any way
legislators al! knaves. There is still integ- change his religious ideas, opinions or berity and truth enough abroad to save us, it liefs, from the time he left Springfield to
the cynical alarmists will allow it its -way. the day of his death.” Very likely. But
But to the paragraph:
what reason has Mr. Herndon for pretendIt isnot valid evidences that this day is ex- ing that he knew anything at allof the Presoeptionally corrupt because the public mind ident’s inner life at the Capital? Their inis so alert to punish offenses.
uring the
last revival of national conscience concern- timate intercourse had ceased long before
so
that his
opinion
on
that
ing corruption, there have been many expos- that,
ures and many convictions.
Just now subject
is really worth
no
more
thereis no one thing about which the pub- than that of thousands who only ocgasionallie is more sensitive than official infidelity.
Is not there danger of over-weening und ly saw “him in Washington, , Indged, the
universal suspicion? Are we not encour- most of these express opinions quite conAging a wholesale method of denunciation ? trary to. those of Mr. Heradon.
he higher the position the fiercer the attack, and really the more defenseless the
Pusric BEQuesTs,
We would like it
victim. Isa mac always to stand ready t(]
make an explanation of his private or offi if we had knoshimore of the career of the
cial acts on demand?

as

card, stating that the sum

—A
ENCE.

as soon
interpret
as forbidding
the
revolution of the “planets as forbidding
women to perform this special service.

its

feel

the first instance in which a layman has
b sen allowed to lecture in an English cathedral. But, worse than the rest, the lavman Jo labor alone, and can sympathize with us.
was allowed to use the same: evening that MWe are thankful that the Editor has seen
had been already set apart by special direc- the true condition of the case and so wisely
tion for prayer in behalf of missions. called the attention of his readers to it. It
What will come next? is the question that has encouraged our heart and will strength
us in the work.
;We hope the friends
exercises the English ecclesiastical mind.
will see that articles are written to help
But the Dean has a large following in what
you
is known as the Broad Church. party, and on the Home Mission work. We
these heurtily congratulate him on the ‘in- to help sustain as able, as'sacrificing, as innovation he has made. We in America dustrious, as godly a class of missionaries
as are to be found in land.
can hardly see anything in the precede
‘The worthy pastor of the Portland, Me.,
cause alarm, provided the Professor usc
church writes words of cheer: ‘‘Your postal
the occasion as not abusing it.

Christians have entered
trust

often

were entirely overlooked in the prayers
and sympathy of their brethren. *‘Distance
lends enchantment.” Our very soul has
been discouraged at the apparent indiffer-

in

found, and which ordinary minds would

We

couragements,

lately

lecture

Our missionaries

and teachers, sacrificing and toiling as =
faithfully as any in a foreign land, with
quite
as poor pay and with as many dis-

philoso-

in proportion to the heartiness with which
ment.

Work,” we ask such a’one to look it up and

giveit a careful reading.

Westminster Abbey, this, it is said, being

him.

The

Consumptives’

:

300

members.

Their

articles of faith nre almost the same as ours.
They practice the washing of feet as one of
the ordinanges, We shall take means to
ascertain more about them.
The vestry of the new church in Ce

Mich., will be dedicated Jan. 12, at the
session of Hillsdale Q. M.
A. H. CHASE, Cor. See.
Home Missions.
1 have been thinking for some time,

that

I would call the attention of brethren of the
Wisconsin Y. M. to the subject of Home
Missions. Since last June I bave noticed
but five dollars from Wisconsin credited in
the Star for Home Missions, outside of the
Honey Creek Q. M., and that five dollars

from a brother in Kilbourn City.
The Foreign Society have made considerable effort, and sncceeded quite well, for
which, no one, probably, is more glad than
myself. It is no doubt true tha we have
not done our daty in this direction, nor
done what we can and will do, for it is earnestly hoped that our band will not be slackened in this work.
Asa people, we ought
to be satisfied with nothing less than one
dollar per year per member for the Home
and Foreign Missions. It would do us good
to give it. :
Bat while it is true that we have done much

act than to make his will. And yet it seems
safe enough to conclude that he must have
trained himself to greatness of soul, or he
couldn't have left such a noble document
behind

Home,

the Home for Aged Men; the Association
for the Relief of Aged Females, the Home
for Little Wanderers, and a dozen other
charitable and
ane societies, including
even the Society for the Prevention of Cru-

elty to Animals, have each received from for
him bequests varying from $1000 to $30,- and
000. A man could bardly have rade his [mot
money dishonorably who makes such a no= | Are

the Foreign Mission ad have a deeper
more permanent interest in it, have we
as great interest in the Home, work?
there not demands as great, wants as J

ble use of it.
n of Rochester, in
this State, has also recelyed at his hands 60
acres of land add $7000,tbe
invome of which

real, in

is to be constantly used for the comfort of
poor widows, orphans and maiden ladies of

Home field is not cultivited and cared for,
the Foreign can nct be If any part of the

the

denomination needs to be interested in the
Home work it is the West. Sometimes the
magnitude of the work almost appalls us,
for we feel that we can not do everything,

town.

Mr.

Adams

dead!

setts has indeed lost his personal

Massachu-

presence,

and Newton ghows the place of "his

burial,

but the best part of his life seems just now
to have begun. Doubtless a circle of
friends mourn for him, but there are many
timesas many made glad by his death ; and
as long as such continue in the world they
will preserve his memory.
If a thousand
#uch people could only die to-morrow ! But

it may be that their continued

lives will

yield a richer benefaction and add to the
pecuniary and moral value of their bequests.
¢

%

Pictures.

4

This is the season

for pict

ihe Home

field?

I

will

not

[}

.

J

4

Lh

&

sa

greater, for I do not wish to bring them into comparison, Lut will say that if the

therefore fail to do what

we can.

In

our

own state we have mission stations that call
upon us, and while we ask, and receive,

from the parent Society generously, we are ,
not to forget that, the springs which feed
the rede of that Society are in all
these churches scattered over the land.
It is quite apparent that there is no ‘field
open to us that offers greater inducements

| or promises larger returns, than the South.

More souls can be converted, and larger
sneligible, because this church was under ‘cases,—is allowed by the church to deterures;
Publishers of papers multiply then gains made to the denomination, for the
the discipline of the Association for unbap- mine its estimate of a character? Tt is for
money expended, than in any other field.
as Premiums,and engravers and lithographtistic usage,—that is, for practicing open just this reason that the dying utterance at- had an officer on deck that night who would | 3 are kept especially busy, A very It seems to me that the time has fully come
communion.
The debate which sprang up tributed to Mr. Agassiz failed to produce go deliberately blunder into a terrible colhis- fine Chromo, in which a variety of fruits when we should enlarge our sphere of opon this'motion was earnest, intense, heated any marked effect upon the minds of those jon, and then hasten. te kill “himself from are exhibited,—the apple, the peach, the erations in this direction. ‘We heaf the
.

-

We have received the Minutes of the
‘Arkansas Association of Freewill Baptists
in Christ.” This is an association of Freewill Baptists'that we have never heard of
before. We learn that they member
12
churches, and about

late Seth Adams, so as to be able to say
whether in all his life he ever did" a nobler

4
x

£It seems

city, are forbidden by law to do so. He
bases his opinion on an old statute that he

suspend the Captain or other officer for a
' though there may be nothing outward that
week
or two, and then, public feeling bavbe
the
completest
folly
of
all,
:
his
intention
to
go
on
in
the
usual
path
folespecially signalizes it, is yet something to
ing
subsided,
restore them to command.
lowed
by
¢“
regular
Baptists,”
of
whom
be
But
it
will
be
said
\in
return
that
the
make thoughtfal minds pause, remember,
suppose
that
meditate and plan. ‘What is written is claims to be one. Rev. J. H. Smith, pas- Chrisfian church does practically” the same Besides, does anybody
tor of Lee

begin

though the system ought to indueg
the convicts to lay up a store also of that higher
riches which can not be taken from them.
——
(
——Tue Borukr OF PRECEDENTS.
The
Church of England is again confronted by a
precedent.
[t seems hardly to know whether torun or stand. The particular com-

profit realized has generally been noticeable

ism ia the place’ of timidity,

bereav-

.

°

FY

.
on

The sy

Gy
[eaves us struck in bronze or¢ cevialliced
A
forevermore.
is
it
as
abide
to
into flint,

News

revivedin our church atthe town of La Rue,
0. 'Twelve have become the subjects of
prayer. The youth of tender years and the

would not the revival of Mission interest be

a mean§ of grace?

on before ug?

“there is
that makeg

need for effort, and the virtue
the sacrifice will but shine the

licit the prayers of, your readers that God

:

Christmas” to all friends of

hr
and especially to the friends of
Bates College.
‘‘ Let the condition of Mr. Bates's sub-

City, on Monday, to be interred in the
cemetery.

& number of §ioux Indians are off their reservation, killing stock and committing depredations
in that Territory. Orders are givento check
p
them.
A summary of the debts of Jay Cooke & Co.

R.J.Posroy.

shows that there are 2993 claims,
During a fight, resuiting

Let the past go, I thipk

H., grateful

by the constable’s posse,

thanks

«

The friends of missions, Home and Foreign, see, I think, how much they have at
stake ou the proper settlement of this ques-

tion.

The success of the college, and this,

by the help of those who are especially . interested in the cause ol missions, will prove

a larger sucoess to that cause.
[ know
what I say, and feel .it most deeply. My
subscription book now stands $41,620.

this I can add $3,000
wordsof those whose
at a discount;

so

Ogden.

the

subscription

be raised in order to do our part in raising
the $200,000.

Friends sayto me on every

hand: *Do not come to our place just
now;" “We can not do anything now;"
“If it bad not been for the panic; “I mean

to do something yet for the college ;” ‘‘You
are good for it;” * You will raise it;” «I'll
risk you ;" and so on to the end of a long

obhapter. So that I do not write this note
really expecting that a general effort will
be made

to

raise

funds

for

the

with our interests at Lewiston,

almost twenty years;

comfortto me,

and

a period of

this is a great

whatever may

ture of the college.
I should say that in ny

be the fu-

be raised by ladies.

The

ladies subscrip-

tion is now $3,282, and of this amount
$1,000 are from Mrs. William Toothaker
of Phillips, Me.
Bro. Toothaker bad paid

into

the Treasury of the college

$5.500

The receipts

this year

expense of publication.
To, raise this
amount the class that have published it,

the class ot *74, got up a course of lectures;
_bat this only added to the debt on their
hands; so that now it is $347, or, about
eighteen
dollars apiece.
Such a result
would discourage some men; but the class
of 75 are men of pluck, and so they have
decided to go on with the magazine. The
students of many of the colleges now pub_ lish papers or magazines, and the students
of Bates College do net care to be longer
unrepresented ; so the Bades Student will be

published the second year.
J. H.

Hutchins, of your city.

The

editors

the-death of Mr.

Coffin

of the

Sophomore

olass and Mr. Rice of the Freshman. Coffin was from Maine, and Rice from Ver-

mont.

They were

and the cause

excellent young men,

of religion

in their death.

great loss

has sustained a

Many of their

‘friends read the Star, and I tenderto them

the sympathies of the authorities of the col-

Jege in this hour of their great sorrow.
Jan.

. Our next term commences

2.

Simple justice to the students
gard for
Ybe reputation of the

18

Province

enemy of the Institution.

the President and

The relations between

the students have always been

of a character grat

g and creditable

to both.

GEO, C. CHASE.

IN the'issue of the

pear that she was the first

w

lady

Parish,

This fleld of labor, in Cape

Elizabeth,

was unoccupied by any denomination

Malune,

of Chris-'

tians until about a year
ed from the fact that it
It ir separated only by
Portland. The Society
flies, and they were

Its name is derivago.
borders on Casco Bay.
a bridge from the city of
contains about 150 fam-,
desirous of establishing

meeting and

schools

Sabbath

terest.

The

Sabbath

present time

in their

sehools

165 scholars

midst.

and

number

at

teachers.

the

One

bundred Myrtles and the same number of Little
Stars are taken, and we need more.
Our pastor, Bro. Pritchurd, has labored constantly and
faithfully, and now his hard labor is being re-

warded by the blessing of God.
worship is crowded, and many

The
can

place of
not find

room, The meetings are very solemn.
Wanderers have come home to the Bavigur, souls

have been

redeemed,

and

rejoice

in

a hope

through Christ, and many more are se
see Jesus, A strong, working chureh wi

formed at no distant day, without taking any material from the other churches in the vicinity.
Our motto is, ‘ Love
to all, malice towards
none.”
:
S. E. WOODSIDE,
The Bates Student.
‘We should} have stated, in our notice two
weeks ago, tht single pumbers of the Student
will be sent {for 10 cents,und single numbers of

Old and New tor 50 cents.

J. H. HUTCHINS,

Bates College, Lewiston, Me.

BROADSIDES OF COUGHING, with interludes
of
wheezing and sneezing are heard in all public places.

How strange! whén everybody knows,or ought to
know, that Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar is an
absolute and immed ate counterblast to all pulmonary complaints. Crittenton’s, 7 6th Avenue, For
sale by all-Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute,

Avilude, or Game of Birds.

Thirty-two beautiful

pictures, thirty-two interesting descriptions. The
best poasible incentivedo the study of Natural History. THE ONLY GAME EVER PUBLISHED IN THE
INTEREST OF SCIENCE. For sale by all dealers, or
serit post-paid, on receipt of seventy-five cents, by
West & Lee, Worcester, Mass,

« Teaches Natural History incidentally, yet in the
.’ Daily Globe.
most systematie manner
—[ Boston
.

253

If your horse is lame, sore or galled, you should
use Johnson's Anodyne Liniment : wash the part with
castile soap and

warm

Some

three mouths ago I commenced a protracved:
meeting jn Ellsworth, and the Holy Spirit |

water, rub

dary, with a clean

cloth, then apply the Liniment, rub in well with the
:

hard

Have the réaders of the Star ever used any of
Parsons’ Pnrgative Pills? if not, why not? they are
the best family physic, besides being the greatest

gust everybody with your Catarrh and its offensive
odor, when Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy will speedily destroy all odor, arrest the discharge and cure
you.
jud'cious

energetic,

An

WANTED.

snd

reliable

man, to work a Nebraska farm,150 acres under cultivaidon, I will find everything and rent it on
shares, or will hive by the month.

opening for sume one
Address
Kenesaw, Neb.

who

It will be a good

wishesto come weet,
A. D. WILLIAMS,
3t50

co

Butts; Lisbon

Russell

Brunswick,

Dexter;

Minot,

and Page; Wales, Clement ano Heath.
.
W. H. BOWEN,

will

hold

its

with the

Friday, at 1 o’clock, Jan.16.
at the meeting-house,

.

has

been

made,

howgver.

[i

ha

Bee Notice.

The

head

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers

For Com.

Q.

M. will

on Friday, Jan. 30, at

Elizabeth M.

man war saved, |

Bartlett—D

worth— Vrs J Valley--MrsJ

Books

terview

with

at Paris,

MacMahon,

President

and proposed the. resumption
Wednesday,
cordial relations between France and Ituly,
The British

ship

Banks of Newfoundland recently;
tain and three men

Indies

of u barque in the West

Vose—M

Amos

Dexter.

and the loss ‘of

Semialemeo,

Wash

Marshal Bazaine

has

Versailles

left

for

the

A steamer carrying

a large

number

of work-

Ww ect in the Raver
struck a sunken.
men
Tyne, Englund, Fr.day, and weut down so suddrowned,

and

ER

foriy

were

mel

!

Ter,

—————

Foreign

AT
THE

by

Rev.

Books. .

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

“Thus far nothing has appeared in this country
for a half century, on the first two books of the Pentateuch, so valuable as the preaent two volumes.
[On Genesis and Exodus.”—
Methodist Quarter
The most valuable contribution that has for a
long time been made to the many aids for the study
of the Old Testament is Dr. Murphy’s Commentary
on Genesis.”—Co»
nalist.
“Rev. ALVAH HoVrY, D. D., President of Newton
Theological Seminary, says (—There is scarcely an
obscure Sentence
along from
page

Frenier

.

#tidge. O, per TD Taylor,

_ 2teowbl

Dover, N. H.

ATWOOD’S

/

BITTERS

Is the Best Aromatic Tomic
and Stomachic ever offered to

price

each

of

imparting HEALTH and STRENGTH.

LANGUOR
Price $1.00.

Portraits

J. PriLLips, D. D.,,
BENJ. MCKOON, and

Wu. HUNT,
8.G. GARDNER,
ANSEL GRIFFITH, with a piot-

H

ure of Whitestown Seminary.
$1.35,

sent

b

mail, post-paid, with discount to the trade. Address
Rev. I, D. STEWART,
52tf
Dover, N. H.
to employ réliable persons everywhere to |
represent our firm. Merchants, farmers,
ministers, teachers, &¢., &c. Good wages

TED

HOME
Mothers’

is better adapted

hold.
pages

to please

39th vol. commences
monthly, beautifully

advance, with

and

No

‘‘ The

A

FOR
LIFE

“It glows

with

Bible Warehouse and Depotfor Chromos,

living

MOTTOES,

light

PD. LOTHROP
FOR

Delightful Stones,
$150
[8 vols., each.......
es 150 Little Turee-year-old.

FOR BOYS.
African Adventures..1 58
The Noble Printer....150
Will Phillips....
50
Peter’s Stran,
ry.150

Lucy’s Wonderful

Wrecked, not

-

Ben’s

=

t....] 00

75 My Mates andI.

:

en ev-

27
75

.125
+100
Grandma Crosby.....1 00
Fanny’s Bible Text... 75

.1.00

Boyhood..

75

Whaler........

ki
J

Mrs. Ramsey’s Poems 1 50. For Family Reading.
Rock of ‘Ages.

.......Fi0Good

“
Red line Ed.
2 00
The Auld Scoich
[Mither .............]1 25
Teaves of Comfort.... 75
The Garland..........3 00
.

Work.....

150

Broken Fetters
Uncle Anthony.
125
St.Augustine’s Ladder1 50
Famous Islands......1(0
Wonders Near Home. 1 60
Wise and Otherwise..1 50,
“o

Any

WALKER,

D:. LOTHROP

Mall, Price, $E.75.

Grea

:

Philadelphia,

‘

Off:

t

ET | 481 Broadway, ‘N. Y, wil

1yJ3

[lustrated Catalogue mailed.
Last

and

Best

combination

for

Canvassers,

Agents. Sales-

men !—HENRY WARD BEECHER'S family hewshajer
ives every
subscriber a PAIR. of the: largest and
finest OLEOGRAPHS—two most attractive subjects that *“take” on sight,—painted by Mrs. Anderson, as contrastg®and companions for her “ Wide
Awake”
and
* Fast Asleep.”
Agents have IMoutfit, and

pay very high

commis-

DIATE DELIVERY.
The papef. itself stands
peerless aiong family journals, being So PApar iat
f its class it has the largest circulation in'the world.

Ramey the best literary taleit. Edward Eggleston’s
serial ‘story 18 just besinuing; ‘back chapters supplied to each subscriber. * Mrs. Stowe’s long-expected sequel to ** My Wife and 1” begins in the new
year, Any one wishing
& good salary, or an inde-

5.00
2.00
34.65
5.25
3.0

business,

ensdent

should send for

3

po,

o

RB |

Ss ENTS
Siroulars and terns to JiB. FORD
- & CO., New York, Bostot, Chicago, £2 WANTED,
cincipnati or san Francigeo. poof
if

i

CENTS

4.00

1.00

9, 0

Th+ Fruit Recorder and Cottage Gardener

12,47

1.00

Sm—

7.65

MA

asm

\V LL

THREE

MONTH

|.

FREE,
or

just how tg

or market. .

SENT

FREE

FOR

MONTHS to all who. will
‘ge: at office of delivery.

¢ donot ask any

—

Cs

Bj

boy post

for out ‘paper
they are tosget.

$99

one to subsoribe 4

until they know what
It speaks for it-

gS hee ouy il ger year, The
nstructor, 18 a work o
mall
Ds, that earls in simple language

Priee ew

P

pag)

ny, Palmyra, N. XY.

- FOR THE HOUSEWIFE.
London

(London)

Washin

saves, fime labor, money, and s 4
address, not weigh- | Cryssdl
washing
linen and
Makes hayd wat aw oll. Kor woo
ashes
heavy goads 1.18 gnéqn alot
annels and"
solores
goods
1pe
teetly,
Jwithout
injury
to colors
not ower eight ounces, double this rate, and so on.
ri
Samples eb
3
mail.
Une gross (M4
On 5t Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cents, paya
Postage :—In packages to one

gents, 4t-Cedar Sts, New

JFMAN

York.

Boston,

var davl Aronts wanted! Allelaress
of working peo-

J Gui V 110, of eltlior nox, young or old, make more money
gt
for ks in tir spare moments or all the time than at any ting

1y41.

Just Published!
THE

& Co:.. general
JHIEY]

AMERICAN

Music

School
Book

The

1."

For

35

cts,

A

or

first of an

$3.60

Reader.
Schools!

-

#'rice

per dozen.

exceéllent™eries

of GRADE

ENERSONS SINGING SCHOOL,
Price

| complete,
Schools.

73

cts.

cheap,

or $750
and

per

useful

dozen,

book

for

is n

Binging

Clarke's Dollar Inste’tor for Reed Organs. Clarke's Dollar Instructor for Piano.
Clarke's Dollar Instructor for Violin.
Full of useful, in-

For beginners and ameteurs.
structive, and at the same

time brilliant music.

-.

FATHER KEMP’S =
Old Folks’ Concert Tunes.
Wriece 40 cts, or $3.60 per dozen books.
Sung everywhere with great applause from oll and
young,

city

.

Sold everywhere.

dn

Ta

Mekit

Ny

Ment post paid, for retail price.

/ OLIVER
tf53

:

DITSON & CO.
Boston,

:

Appreciated. — * Browlh's::

' BRONCHIAL TROOHES,” have been before the public.

| many years. ‘Bach year finds the Trochesin som
new, distant localities, in varions

parts

of thie world. S

onve used, thie
Béing an artiole Bf tine merit, whe
value of the Trochesis
Ryoci
\ 8nd they ara
kept always at hand, to nile
as-000aslon
requires

For Coughs, Colds, aid

Throat Diseases, the ‘Troches

Imve proved their efficacy, ¥or sale everywhere.
il
Rit0edthw
i .
ya
%
2
i

“4

££

Primary

SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS, by 1: 0. Emerson and W.
Th
8. Tilden.

True

ing over four ouwces, one. cent, or, thrée cents a
quarter or twelve cents a year; over four ounces and

packogesT 4 LC Addvees

BOOKSTORL,

40 Cornhill,

elve, Particulars five, AddressO. Stinson
& Co. , Portland, Maire.

gro fruits in abundance for home use

TAM

Hofman’s

t

4
work

AND

38 &

New F-octave

for
improvements,
modern
WPiamos,
first class
Parlor
Concerto
Waters
The
$275 cash.
erfect
and
style
in
beautiful
most
Organs are the

one ever made.

$H
a

& CO.

& IMPORTERS.

WAREHOUSE

H2tf

& SON

WATERS

! HORACE

PUBLISHERS

BIBLE

.

balan-e in small monthly installments.

(2)

ble quarserly or yeay in advance, at the office wherd
received.
:
tf

GIRLS.

price.

Sentby

LEE &

the (8. 8. Lesson

& CO.

The following choice books are now ready :

HAS NEVERBEENEQUALED,

i

per month, or 70 cents
;
3

themselves at home with ue, wheres

Poetical Gift Books. Young
Golden GemS.........125

ery page.”
style is full and flowing, clear and sparkling. J genta. Sold of ‘the author’s former works, *NighScenes,” and ‘Our Father’s House.” nearly 100.0 0 coplet
each. They should now canvass the same
territnry fos
‘Home Life,” his latest and best work.
Employ
Jor
Young Men, Ladies, Teachers and Clergymen in everr
county. Send for circular and secure first choice of tery
Tord,
ZIEGLER
-& M CUR®DY,
1735
274 Main St,, Springfield, Mass.

Freas.\

&o.

All Freewill Baptists visiting Boston are cordially

[Globe .sesessseee

This work teaches how men lived in Bible times and
how to-1i7e in all times. ** It pleases, iohis, Jays” “It
ems.”

yLOWEST PRICES.

50
in

HOME
BIBLE
By DANIEL MARCH, D.5%
is precious

x

This etore is also a

Little

'
WANTED

Best Selected

School Books,

invited to make

Sisters,” 14 by 17. AGENTS WANTED everywhere.
Send for Specimen and Terms. Define your territory, and put in stamp to pay Sostage,
Address
Mrs. Mary G. Clarke, 160 Nassau 8¢., New York.

GENTS:

and

STANDARD
& RELIGIOUS WORKS,
* “in the United States, at the

house-

January on} 1874.
illustrated,
$3.00

1

Sunday

magazine

instruct the

a new, elegant * hromo,

be found one of the Largest
Stocks of

they can leave baggage, rest when weary, &c.

MAGAZINE
Journal.

F

38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston,

18 Clark

2600wW53

TEITE

PREEWILE BAPTIST BOOKSTORE,

River Wire

St., Chicago, Il.

OUR
And

Address Hudson

~~ « *
re

AT
I.

may

Jo. 128 Maiden Lane, N. Y., or

Sold by all Druggists.

13teow?20

D.

Price,

Tha

GILMAN BROTHERS, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

CALLED

For sale at the star Office.

acute disease.

Medical Faculty indorse it, for DYSPEPSIA,
JAUNDICE, NERVOUS DISEASES.

and-illustrated with
Five

Foaraiised

& DEBILITY,

whether gener] or fellowing

WILLIAMS,

Ther"

is no remedy so good for

It contains 224 Rages and a large amount of infer-

Special Notices. * |
The

the public. It will IMPROVE
our
APPETITE,
FACILI.
TATE DIGESTION, GIVE
TONE to the NER vous SYSTEM,
VIGOR
TO EVERY ORGAN OF THE BODY, thereby

at

esting and valuable matter, that can be found nowhere else, interspersed with illustrative anecdotes,

gr

Papers will be one cent
per hundred,

Baptists has

dispose of 100 Pianos,
Melodeons
an , Ore
gans, of first-class makers, .ingluding Waters’, at
very low prices for cash, or part cash, ‘and

+ C. 0. LIBBY’

St., Boston.

UININE TONIC

BAPTISTS,

By A.D.

A

a

Washington

apd Miss

THE

ALSO

Wm 5 Lane, N Rehoboth. Mass,
6.0)
Packman. Me. per J W: linkley,
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Mrs H Stanchfield,
pro.
Charles St. hover. N H,
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have never known it to fail in any case.
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88; call it’ the **hest business
e.er offered canvassers.” We furnish the lightest

Rev I Emery, New Market, N H.
** A Libby, Lewiston, Me.
Baptist Union, New York.
8 R kvens, Campville, » Y.

Middlesex

val, both

A. Comer,

EXPRESS,
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rt, of E'lenburgh,

Sept. 27, Mr. Joseph

Hannah

FH Partridge, East’Orange, Vt.

two lives is alko reported.

64
island of St. Marguerite.
The cattle plague has "broken out EY Madeira,
and (he cattie going thence to the gold coast are
RR
infected.

‘albot, both

Nov. 18, Mr. Willis

C. Keith and Mrs, Marietta Hor

Forwarded,

wreck

The

J.

E. Goldsmith

last appeared, under the title of
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than

Mr. Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir, very extensively, and

tumn of 1873 Mr. James M. Atwood and Miss Eva

S Cole, Lebapon. N H.
N Gammon, Presque Isle, Me,
H Dedrick. Putnam, N Y.
H H ‘Nallace 47 Pacific Lawrence, Masa,
J G Kellogg Turin, NY.
Hon T H Bottoms'y, Capac, Mich.
BF Haley. New Market, N H.
B M Ldwards, Bowdoinham
Me,
5 W Cowell. Eltenburgh,
NY
:
:
E 8 Jaquith, Wrights « orner, Ind.
U G Gon d, Woolwich. Me.
a
A D Fairbanks. Woltboro, N H,
®ve
11
)
A A Woodman, Derby Line, Vt,
Wty 4
!
W 8 Tuttle Litte Lake, Mich
Wy
FE
Mrs Gi C Sockridge, @oiesburg, Towa. vol
idk
G H Damod. Medina, Q.
pid
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Smith, of A.

Ulmer—D Web-

Rev A Given, Bangor, Me,
\
** 8 W Perkins, « anton, Me.
* J F Locke, {5 mesbuty, Mass.
B 8 Gerry, Dexter, Me.
:
**'W Whitfield, Pierpont, N Y.
gt
**
W A Potter, Monticello, Wi€
‘* E N Wright. Berlin, Wis.
** J R Pope Oakland, Wis.
* OS Harding, Grant City, Mo.
** dH Batrett, Rutland, O,
M H.Tacbox, Houlton, Me,
' 8B Young, Foster, RI.
** .F Morison, West Campton, \ H,
W C Hulse, North Boothbay, Me.
“
8S Hutchins, Gar and, Me.
G Griffin, w heelock,
Vt.
;
Mrs G W Gould, Looneyville, N Y!
J 8B Garduer. Whitestown, N Y.
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the cup.
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drowned.

were

of

off the

foundered

America

in-

L.

both of L. Sept: 26, Mr.

In Altona, N. Y , April

WM Ben-

BY MAIL.,

.

an

22, Mr, Wil-_

Hoyt, both of

Avams, both of L.

Mr. Dennis

|

Q Bean—E

more

have known if to cure some of the worst cases. of

N. D.,ana Mre, Sadie Huckins, of Maabury.

ster—0 Whitney—S D Wiggin—3 Wheeler—J
M Woodman—F Wilcox—A V Wells F Willis--G L
White—-A H
Wade—0O Whitney—B-C Whitaker---B M Worth=--W
Weaver-=-N W ecd--<C Waldron—Mrs G Wakefield—FL
Wiley---R Whituier---N youpg--D Wentworth---Miss
th,
ecks---W Wheeler---Mrs Lydia 8 Westcott---1
hitman,

prevalent

bad

minister,

Chevalier Nigra, Italian

July

History of the Free Communiou

Bean—N
Barstow-J

;

Mr. Z. y Frank, Poland,

E. Qupp.of Dover. I7th, Mr. Henry E, Chamberlin, of

—G C Chase—Mrs G J Chipman—J Cofin—Nancy Chandler—B G Chatfield—J Carroll—-A Clough—J M Urandall
—M Crawford
—G Curtis—S8 Cohoon—L W Collins—S8 M
Colburn—J G Craig -N Chadbourne— C W Chapmaun—C
W Deering —8 Dwinnel1-P A Dague—C H Dawley—J L
Davis—J
BDavis—W Dewey—M R Daniels- G L
Downing—0 D Dike-Mrs Devereaux -W
Dennett—S Emmons—A W Ensign--J v1 Elliott—D Eddy—J W Esten—
J Edgecomb—E K Folsom—P Ford—P Fry-E O Fisher
—T D Farrar—E H Fogg--E L Flauders—H Fuller—L F
Farnham- E Fisk -A P Foster—S E Fuller—C W Grifiin

the

:

L.

Dec. 13, Mr. 8imoo J. Burton and Miss Hannah E.
Pickerrell, both of L.
New Durham,
Dec. 16,é6y Rev. D. L. Edgerly,
Mr, George M. Ti betts, of Milton, and Miss Sarah

D Church—A Curtis—Mrs W H Clark—J Claflin—J Clark

of King-|

Portions of a wreck have been seen at Pleasant Bay, Inverness County, C. B., which indicate that the steamship Pictou was burned near
Prince Edward Island, as feared, and that not a

F. Sanborn

H. Rothwell and

and Miss Emma

Wil'lam

Nov. 24, Mr. Philip

?

Bailey—M H Bowen—0

There is strong opposition to the proposed
grant of money to ex-Empress Eugenie.
“Thirteen persons were drowned hy the capsizing of a ferry-bout on the Thames, near
Molesley, Eng.

presidency.
.
=
Yellow feveris reported.to be quite:
at Port Royal, Jamaica.
A

June 25, Mr.

Miss Sarah

Carrie A.

Pearson,

Stephen 8. Chapman

edict—R W Barnum-—N Brooks—W
Bradbury—J Bishop—~N W Bixby—W H Behel<=Mrs JM Baldwin—S Bradley—N Brooks-1) Boynton—D Barker—Mrs A N Blan.chard—J E Bur nham—G P Burgess—O Butler—L M Beede—dJ H Batchelder—E D Carr—C Cox—Mary Clark —3

issues an

ston, Jumaica, 18th, forebodes trouble about

and Miss

of L. Oct. 30, Mr.

E. C SMALLEY, Clerk.

D Allen—0 W Bryant—Mrs § A Bagley—£ A Berkley

Sciatica

Rheumatic Elixir,

1 o’clock, P. M." The church

—D
Batchelder—Martha P Baldwin-8
Brackett—3 B Borden—H
Babcock—T

of the

way

20, Mr.

Aug. 7, Mr. Royal J. Holmes and Miss Laura 8.
Fox, both of L. Sept. 18, Mr. Adam H. Bower and

Conference will meet

Letters R€ceived.

Y

the

both of L.

and

Miss Jennie stearns, both of

hold its next session with

to the Treasurer.

a————————

| *, Intelligence from Hayti by

“Dec.

James, both ot
:

1ard Lovojoy

Clerk,

suffered from

MURPHY’S CRITICAL
COMMENTARY on EXODUS,

C. Babb, both of strafford.

M, Berry and Miss Abbie A.

ton both of L.
Nov. 26, Mr, Albert J. Parker and
Miss Mary J. Allen, both of L. Nov. 28, Mr Fred
0. Goodwin and Miss Cora k. Wood, both of L.

C. W. NELSON,

Me.,

twelve years, was cured by a few bottles of Clarke's

Miss Etta

Crarles H. Whitney

faturday and Sunday
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.

M., and continue over the Sabbath.

Mr. Hopkigs, baggage master.on the P. 8 K.R. R ,
Gardiner,

sold by Druggists and Medicine Dealers generally.

and Miss Annie L. Melven.

Dover church,

]

Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir, two bottles of which en-

Rev. Wm. Whit-"|

voth of L. July 12, Mr. George

08 that have not paid their tax for 1873 are désired
to send it in their letters to the conference or pay

The Dublin chamber of commerce has resolyod to build a central railroad station, at an expense of £750,000.

29, by

3

tirely cured hin.

Mr,

WENTWORTH Q. M. will hold its next session at
Wentworth, commencing Jun. 9, at 6 1-2 o’clock, P,

The
Gloucester fishery season of 1873, bas
been one of the most disastrous ever known.
There have been 174 lives lost, and 31 vessels
worth $118,700 end insured for $100,918.

FOREIGN.

Emery,

K. McFarland and Miss Etta Rollins, both of L.

address against the strike.

-

N,Y,, Nov.

Miss Grace F.

WHEELOCK

The locomotive engineers’ strike on
Handle and leased railroads west of Pittsburg
continues, though it is reported that the sttikers
on the Pittsburg and Cincinnati division have
gone to work.
Several minor accidents have
occurred, and an engineer running a locomotive
near Indianapolis, Ind., was wounded by a shot.
No organized resistance to the running of trains

Ira

WHITESTOWN
Q. M. will bold its next session with
the Poland church, commencing Jan. 9, at 7 o’clock,
».M. J. M. Langworthy is to preach the openng
sermon.
P. PHILLIPS,
Clerk.

the church at Lyndon Cenier.

was allowed.

Rev.

by Clarke's

hts

Laughlin and Miss Thelisea Shepherd.
In Northwood, Nov. 8, by kev. L. P. Bickford,
Mr. F. L. Mugridge, of Lynn, Mass., and Mies Addie
V. Willey, of N. Dec 13, Mr. Jose h Leavitt and

the

The United States steamship Jugiala, with the

by

In Middlesex, Vt., Dec. XD mh
John Moxley,
Mr, Albert Wheelock, oi
rcester, and Miss Ann
C. Hoyt, of M.
FIRE
In Lowell, Mass., June 13,by Rev.J. E. Dame,
Mr. Charles’ W. L. Eastman and Miss
llen E merfthew,
of Lowell,
June 24, Mr,
niel A. Wills

next session at the

South

15,

Northwood,

LAWRENCE Q. M, will hold its next sessiontt
North Lawrence, Jan. 24, 25.
D. 8. SMITH, Clerk.
M.

In Pierpont,

James

Getehell

L

Q.

Dec

:

the joints. Seven months he was helpless: unabie
to do anything} by adviceof Rev, J. Fuller, he tried

Whittier and Miss ‘Abbie 8. Bicktord, all
Rg

entirely cured

Mr. ‘Knowles, of Brunswick, Me., suffered severely

:

don, Ill, ct, 29, by Rev, Wm, 8. Tay lor, Dudiey C.

Fails, Man=on and Fuller;

and

Deerfield,

D.

Beiatica, was

Rheumatic Elixir.

{from Rheumatism,
with swelling and inflammation of

G. Towner.
In Alton, Nov, 26, hy Rev. E. W- Ricker, Mr. Moses B. Knights and Miss Jennie M. Lougee, both of
Great Falls, Dee. 18, Mr. Asa E. Libby
and Miss
Emma J. Berry, daughter of Joseph Y.
Berry, Esq.,
both of New Durhaw.
At the residence of the bride’s parents, at Men-

Sabattus, Ricker and Edwards; South Lewiston
G. Perkins and Dexter; Ha pswell, D. Libby and"
Preble; Orrs Island,
Cunmingham and
Bowie;
Adr«ene, Getchell and A. Libby; N. Leeds, K. PurIngton and Jones; 8. Leeds,
Peckham and Bowie;
Lisbon,

ing from

fi 1d, Mr. Lester A. Crandall and. Miss Tiankee

Goodwin—F Guptill-J Grout-G A Gardoer—0 GoodH., on Wednesday, resulted in a direct and win—8
C Hodgdon—J M Hurd -H F Hall-C P Hart
Vrs
probable murder.
During a fight in a tavern at Mrs C.C Hathorn—J M Hopkinson—S8 C Hamfilton—
8 A Hill—C Hazen—L Hobbs—C Hodsdon—H A HutchDorchester, Canada, on Thursday, between ne- inson—J LHighee ~JM Heggle—HN Hovey —F JHowes—
=H 8 Hunter—v Hutches -1 8 Ingalls—Miss HS Hargroes and whites, one of the former was killed.
riman-8 B Harriman---J C Howe—A C Hogbin—A H
Howe -J W Hiukley—J A Heath—S M James—B 3 JenAt Dodson, Ohio, a man shot his brother and
ness—G H Jenness—T P Joslin—W M Jenkins—A D
was hanged immediately by the spectators.
Johnsou—N L Johns—A A Jenne—J 8 Jurdan—E Jones
—3 C Kimball—W H King—3 H Kenaey—J F Knepper—
The Treasury department has received! intelli- J M Kayser—J C Kellogg- A E Knight—E J M Knowlton—B
Lindsey—W Libby—Lucinda Libby—J
nce that the United States trade dollar has W Lamb-JKing M—N Lowden—
A Libby— HLeach—H Ladd—J
N Liscomb—A Marston—Mrs M A Munroe—J W Max|.
ham—J Lashier—Addie E Mowry—W F Mitchell—-B Miperseding the Dutch and Mexican coins
nard—D M Meserve(2)—J) McAdams—D Worrill-H W
-8 K Moody—Mrs 8 Miiler—C Muwhich haxe been used for commercial purposes -Moors—W Mitchell
idge—J &G Moshier—B F McKenney -M T I Marden
—C
» McCleary—N Mathews—SBarah F
Norton—A J Nutter
—M Noyes—C L Mark—A Cook=T F Clark -8 Carson—
J W Coffin—M N Cowan-—-8 Curtis—8 J Collins—J H
Decker—Mrs O Dake—J H Decker
~D J Davis—’ Day—
county, Cal., on Friday night,
A W Greeunslit—G Hilton—8 Holbrook—L Hutchin—D
Hagar—L, Johnson—J P Loug'ey—B B LaDow-J C Osbout forty citizens and sev- good—L Olwmstead—S E Odell
8S Peck-- H P Parmelee
—B D Plaisted—Mrs A W Piimpton—8 8 Priest-C Put~
eral stores, and escaped.
One of the gang has
nam—C Paris —J v1 Pease—O Pitts—L Perkins—G Pease
been captured and a large force is keeping up
F A Palmer—J Poland--J§ Perham—P Phillips—W Parker—Mrs D
Quimby—3 F Quimby—A Rich
Rogers—pP
the pursuit. ,
Kussell—S8 A
Rich—W Rich—Betsey Rogers—S8 Roper—D
L Kay—E Root—Mrs L A Ruther—Mrs M Smith -JSmall
"It is denied that
a
delkgation from Oregon is —J sanborn —3 P Search—kE C Smalley—J T sanborn—-8
Strickland—Mrs L R Seward—F A Stanford -virs LE
on the way to Washingtop
to contest Mr. WilSnell—Mrs U M stickney—Julia D Sarpent— H Scott —
G story—Mrs H F smith—@Q Silvernail—C D Sargent—J
liams’s confirmation.
Theé\proposed nomination
F Shattuck—A D Smith—J W sleeper—S W Stiles -M A
of Caleb Cushing as the sixcessor of General Shaw
-8 Seamans-8 V R Slade—> H Small—L B Tasker
—Mrs § R Taylor=M H Tuttle -C M Tane —-W J Twort—
Sickl#s at Madrid is said to
et with general
8 Tolman—Hattie Taft—E G Thompson--N Tyler—Geo
favor.
A Tucker—L P Turner—S8 Teel -J
Tibbetts—8
Warren —
OD White—J Wight—Mrs J Worth—~Mrs AJ Wood-

‘denly that between thirty

" 'ReGI8TERS for 1874 now published.
9

panic

of

of his wife and a neighbor on Thursday, and in.
—F H Fordham—W S Gifford -C_Goud—J 5 Gardner - D
flicted wounds on the latter that will probably
Glidden—J Granville—F H Greeley—A W G—A L Gerprove fatal. A drunken quarrel at Groveton, N. trish—D L_ Guernsey—Mrs L Gowen—8 Garland—D

from the Classical course in Hillsdale College.
She having been the fourth, instead df the first,
we hasten to correct the error and
¢xpress regret that it should havesoccurred.
R. py
Bayside

A

A drunken Biddeford man attempted the li ves-

Star ofRDec. 17th, in the

sketch of Miss Rowe’s life, it

night.

The city of Chicago began a suit Friday
against Duvid A. Gage, ex-treasurer, et ai., to
recover a debt of $1,000,000. The other parties
to the suit are Messrs, WilliamF. Tucker,
Albert Crosby, John B. Sherman, J. H. McVickar, John A. Rice, Nathaniel P. Wilder, and
George W. Gage, all of whom are bondsmen for
Mr. Gage.

and a due reCollege require

Don’t hawk, hawk, spit, spit, blow, blow ahd dis-

F. MORISON.

nald and

Proceedings against the Virginius will be begun

that the
whole statement should be denounced
as an unmit
falsehood, fabricgted by some

Errsworri, N. H. - God has graciously

<

and

in the United States district court for the eastern
district of New York, at Brooklyn.

curiosities.”

—

k!

the. fugitive

The Boston common council has concurred
with the hoard of aldermen in indefinitely postponing the free soup question.

‘ Recently
some students in Bates College
style the bust of President Cheney
from the
libkary, boxed it up and sent it to P. T. Barnum.
ANyr considerable trouble and expeuse
the
President found it stowed away among other

- Revivals, &c.

*

Genet,

Tt is stated that Caleb Cushing will be nominat‘ed for the Spanish mission.

An-

attended the word; sinners yielded to its
influence, and soon found the pardoning
Wanderers came back,
mercy of God.
weeping and confessing their Wanderingp
“Beven have already been hptized, and the ©
.4re several more that will go forward soon,’

that

in Buffalo,N. Y., on Thursday

anti-bilions remedy. there is in this country.

~~

believed

Court, Boston, Thursday morning, between mid-

The following paragraph is going the rounds
f the newspapers :
:
:

0.B. C.

this church.

Porter and Wiley ;

In

John H.

Burgess, H. A. Libby; Lewiston, (Pine St.), Bart.
lett and A. W. Purington. Auburn,
Penuvey and
Manson; Hallowell, . Fernald and Page; Lisbon
Factory, Bowen and KE. Purinton; Danwlle, Fer.

SEBEC

A terrible murder was committed in

Corrections,

professedly Christians, and 50 have before
them the work of the Christian ministry.

ih

Augusias Ricker and Peckham; Bath (Corliss 8t.),
Bartlett anc Porter; Bath (North 8t.), Bowen and
Wiley; 1st Bowdoin, Dexter and Butis; Bowdoinham, A.W. Purington and Manson; Moumonth,
Russell and Clements; Richmond Corner, Wiley
and Getchell; Lewistyn (Main St.), Penney and
Porter; Litchfield Plaine, Page and Preble; W,
Gardiner, Getchell and Jones; Gardiner Ci y, Riek.
er and Peckham; Richmond Villa e, Manson and
Penney ; Topsham,

Turner, Hebron, Me., after years.of intense suffer-

no. opium or mor-

~ MARRIED

‘

in a dancing hall in the same city resulted in
serious injury of several persons.

Latin school,—170 in all. - Half at least are

revived his work

de

Mich., by a council sgpointed by the Oxford Q.
M., on the 14th inst.
Sermon by Pres. Graham.
i
+. C. B. MILLS, Clerk of Council,

other lady is expected to enter the Freshman class, making three” in all. We have
150 students in the college, and 50 in the

Pray for them all.

Assignments for three days’ or

south school-houss

Armed men entered a house in New Rochelle,
N.Y. on Sunday night, bound and gagged the
family and robbed a safe of several thousand
dollars.
;

next commencement he authorizes me to say

that he will give/$100 as a prize to a memPerhaps some
ber of the Junior class.
will think well-of offering $50 as a
friend
second prize; and still another friend a
third of twenty-five dollars..
You have heard of our great affliction in

at

Confe

protracted meetings. The churches desiring such
meeting will please correspond with the ministers
named, or others if they prefer, indicuting the time
for the meeting,

Contains

is the best preparation mm the world for beautifying
the complexion. It imparts smoothness, transparency and rosy freshness to the skin. Cures all eraptions of the
face. 1s not injurious. Sold by Druggists, or sent by Mail, Price 50 cents
per box. ddress
MILLER
BROS.,
2630
113 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Tuesday preceding, at'l clock.
y
TOROS:
C . L, PINKHAM, Clerk,

BowDOIN Q. M.

Pleasantto take.

ANTHEO

NEW DURHAM Sdtyr
hold its next session
Jiinthe Stiwffory nd
umetend church, ommeficJanuary.

worst cases of Sciatica, and all other forms of Rheu-

matism. "Read the. following evidence: Mr. E. G.

It

MADAME DE ROSSA’S

Notices and Appointments,

BOSTON Q. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERFNCR will meet
at the Free Baptist church at Lynn,on Tuesday
evemng, Jan. 6, at 7 o’clock.
Sermon by Rev. J. kK.
Dame, of Lowell,
A. L. HOUGHTON.
-

The manager is

are Whitehouse and Smith.
Mr. William B. Wood, ot this city, gave
For
$75 for prizes last commencement.

—-—

in

BABY SYRUP

phine, Relieves your child by SEH, not by caus.
mg it to sleep,as its restored health and thrifty
owth will soon indicate. Sold by druggists. Price
cents per bottle.

mayor was imprisoned by/thg Bate troops.

ednesday*

* CLARKE’S; RHEUMATIC ELIXIR ourdk the

will instantly cure sour stomagh, dysentery, griping
in the bowels, wind colic, &c. dives relief in teeth-

ing.

y

e

MILLER’S

on hand, and your children will never be sick.

pmpico, and the¢

A woman was killed and several other persons
were injured by the falling of a floor of a house

1 hope our friends will subscribe for the
bave not been sufficient by $150 to meet the

in

connections

now on his way to Rio Janeiro.

Fnstallation.

pastor. The beginning was not large, but there
hagbeen a constant increase in numbers and in-

Student next year.

in

The

Pacific roads, how-

regular

disturhance has taken lace

apartto the work of the ministry and installed
Pustor of the Free ‘Baptist church in Lexington,

Ordination and

To secure $1,000 from

before his death.

Central

trains.

Tt bas been snowing at Salt Lake every

It is now

He

A legal purish was organized last spring. and
Rev. B. F. Britchard was called to become their

Mrs. Page, $1,718 are to be raiséd.

work

Tammany ring thief, escaped by a yacht,

Bro. John T. Ward, son of Dew. Chas. P.
Ward, of Evans’s Mills, N. Y., was publicly set

subscription list

is the sum of $1,000 made by Mrs. E. W,
Page,of New York,on condition that $4,000

3

and wounded m an
geoontly,
Another

2d

the mountains

to

making

he

killed

night for a week past,

together with other
in addition to sala-

college,

but only that our friends may understand
the cause of the delay.
Bating all mistakes, I have been honest, faitbful and true in all my connection

to

re-

Several persons we
election. riot al Mo

KEEP

431

a

ie

MOTHERS, READ THIS!

municipal

STRAFFORD Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church at Kast Randolph, vommencing Friday,
Jan, 30, at 1 o’clock, P. M.
J. MOXLEY, Clerk.

is

About $5,500, then, are to

still

on

difficult

Union Pacific and
ever, are

were

the

night and one o’clock. . Joseph Hegner shot and
killed Anton
Hittle,
He
also mutilated the
head and neck of his victim with a hatchet.
Hegner was arrested.

at any time on the
word I never take

that

really $44,620.

To

ry.

attempt

Mexico,

~~

There are heavy snows
Utah, and it is

for a donation on the 4th of Dec., of $63, and
since that date, the amount bas been made up

evening of Dec. 18, which,
gifts, amounted to $75.00,

an

New

out-of

ra

the beginning.

from

was trying to capture, and the men

MRS. E. W. Ricker would offer to

I said in my last note to the Siar; and/so
to $70 dollars.
:
say I again, We can not seo the future,
REV. N. C. LOTHROP and wife return thanks
and pavics even may work for the highest to their friends in Candta Village and vicinity,
good of the college. The $300,000 are to for the generous donation given them on the

come in the end, as I have believed from

to

cently, the constable
was Xilled by the men

ecriptionbe met in thirtk days)” said a for their kind and thougbtful interest; as exfriend at the time of our last
ncement. pressed not Only in the large, pleusant, social
It wad a great mistake that we did not fol- gathering, and liberal donation of $70.00 made
low his counsel. If we had followed it, them on Wednesday evening, Dec. 17, but by
}
the college, as I have no doubt, would many other favors,
have been in- possession of $200,000 addiREv. F. MORISON and wife return thanks to
tional funds. But I have not taken up my their friends in Ellsworth and West Campton

pen to find fault.

amounting

$0,888,226,

Donations.

at. Alton, N,

national

J. B. Brown of Wyoming Territory states that

arrest three men in Lineoln,

their friendS

by

The bodies of 78 Union soldiers, killed at Cen

REV. E. PLACE LADD has decided to remain
at Limerick, instead of leaving, as was announced in a recent issue of the Star.

REV. &

constitution

tralia, Missouri, during the rebellion, by Bill
Anderson’s guerillas, were taken to Jefferson

Ministers and Churches.

Bates College.
‘‘ merry

©.

the, new

the collpsion of the ring authorities.

circumstancd adds § powerful earnestness
‘to the importunities of God's people.

»
~~

the recont election on

us, It has been years since the: churches
here bave been recruited by revivals. (This

:

Tuesday, Judge Hager"

which basdeveloped evidenceof gross frauds in

may make this a real and abiding reformation, The meeting is a union effort, managed especially by the F. Baptists and
Protestant Methodist churches, though our
M. E. brethren -are working heartily with

Honey Creek, Dec. 16, 1873.

~

At San Francisco,

was ep
aE nor
thé shart
Vodl
term, on the seeond ballot, Wi
#4
:
An investigation is in progress at Philadeljhin,

| from this visitation of the Holy Spirit, The
work bids falr to become general.” We so-

clearer,
Will not the Lord of the harvest
‘more abundigntly bless the gift? Dear brethren, my
object in writing this is to
provoke you to gdod works.
.
Gi H. HussaRrp, ,
Sec. WS. Y. M. H. M, Board.

A

dieappearances on the North Atlautic.

In this way we can make seem determined to reap the largest results

friends with the Mammon of this world.
Now a generous policy, a hearty giving
unto the Lord, will abundantly reward the
sacrifice. It may be said that these are
dic times, but if it is 4s0,it onlyproves that

»
«|
the Anchar line of steamers i8'|

The Tsmalia of

the seventh in the. solemn-toll .of mysterious’

The churches are thoroughly aroused, and

them

; Anolier fight, growing

¢lection accurred in Mutagoras, Mexico, on Saturday, and a policeman® was instantly killed.

MISCELLANEOUS:

wau of extreme old age are seeking Christ's
We are commanded to lay up ass
in heaven, but how shall we do it, if we do pardoning grace at the same mercy seat.

not freight souls with good, anid send

Summary.

—y—

.

Pe

* La Rug, Omio.’ The Lord's work is being.

but

the oburch,

-of spivitual interests iu

AR, — DECEMBE] R81, 1873.

ST

3

ery from almost every direction, the dearth

MORNING

o

THE

vine

&.

Po

TAR. DECEMBER

¥ ay is beautiful here; we

ade
her
hive a ‘spn shone on her silver hair a
cheeks red. ‘he sang softly to herseff:—
“But I would like to know .,
it is so

can

food game,” said Winnie.

¢ I do not care much for play;

** But we can seek a shady place.’
is one under this willow-tree.”

The two girls

Ere our dear Saviour spoke the fortiog word
To those who loved him best” when here below,
‘While deep emotion every bosom stirred,
He said, ** My peace I give you ere I go!”

LY

light,

But Peace

tree.

wh

that

ne’er

walks

been
:

with

dimmed

Patience,

bh

bright.

re-

RGse

had

not

The birds sang merrily enough,
Why?
and

her that she did

and

The same fay the wedding

‘was to take

place .the

old woman

came

Because

envious,

not

deserve

caused the sorrow of the

and

kind

these

words;

former,

and

hu-

Are ever black enough to make them frown.

If I could find a little muddy boot,
Or cap or jacket on my chamber floor;
If I could kiss a rosy, restless foot,
And hear it patterin my hothe once more ;
If I could mend a broken cart to-day,
To-morrow make a kite to reach the sky—
There is no woman in God’s world could say
She was more blissfully content than I.
But, ah! the dainty pillow next my own
Is never rumpled by a shining head ;
My singing birdling from its nest has flown;
The little boy I used to kiss is dead!

i

Then she went

straight

to

her sister's

room.
‘ Winnie, will you forgive me ?”

‘* Forgive you, Rose ?” said Winnie, looking astonished.
. ““ Yes; forgive me for giving you that
push yesterday.”

— The Aldine.

‘ It was such a little thing, dear.

The Fanily Circle.

It was

an accidental push, you know.”
‘ It was a savage push,” said Rose.

“ Was it? Well, I will forgive you.

Days.

nN

was only natural that you

should

appointed when you could
new dress as well as I.”

not

feel

It
dis-

wear

your

« It was very bad, indeed, and ) feel
It was-only a push that spoiled the first
day. A push seems a very ‘little thing, quite ashamed of myself.”
¢ Well, it is all right now.”
but whether it is really so- or not depends
*“ But, Winnie, I want you to accept
upon the spirit of the person who gives and
something, with my love, you know, and
the spirit of the person who receives it.
It was Rose who gavé the push. It was | as a token"that you forgive me.”
not a very gentle one, for Rose was in . * What is it, dear?”
¢¢ This scarf.”
rather an ungentle mood on that morning.
“Oh! no, Rose. The scarf is so pretty,
It was a beautiful morning, bright and very
warm ; indeed, it.was partly the heat that and I have heard you express your admira-

tion of it several times.”
“Thatis why T want you
“Mamma,” said she, ‘“ of course we are
Le

to

have

*¢ And you will wear it to-day,

¢ Can not it be done at once?”

it.

must

not ?”

will

you

bo

ge

“ Certainly; I shall be glad to do so.” |
«, put on your old print this morning.”.
“And now 1 shall tell. mamma abdht
¢ Must I really, mamma? It will be a
yesterday, and after that I believe I shal]
great disappointment.”
:
be very happy.”
Be
“It can not-bé helped.”
:
. “Imay wear mine, may I not, mam- '_And .s0 she was. That day was nb
brighter, really, than the day before had
ma P” inquired Wianie.
’
“ Yes; yours is quite finished.”
oh been. But it was very different to Rose.

“ Ob! but that will not be fair,” said.

You see the little things of our days can
very greatly affect. our happiness,
and it is

Rose. { Winnie onght not tobe allowed
well to begin the day with love and kindto wear hers before I wear mine,”
ness, and unselfish thought for others.

Your

print is much newer and looks considera.
bly better than Winwie's.” You know you
bave not worn it nearly as long. If Win.
vies old one were as good as yours, she

sani

had better do so.”

she

bind

The
J]

Ten Servants.
:

in a cold, dark gariet and wept.

She had

neither father nor mother ; she was poor and

how she felt. It would have been
derstand
dre

But the sun, which was then

woman

1

stuck in her head.

No one’ will

like

-

’

“ Come in, aunty,” said the little girl,
=...

be quite as happy and useful in my old pleasantly.
as in a new ‘one.

hands

across

engine.

over the railroad track, and,as he was almost upon it, he saw a slowly-moving

freight-train passing along. To stop was
impossible, and he dashed on, just passing

between two heavily laden cars.

-

The slow

“Tam

tired; may

I sit on

the tobacconist’s chop, who are drawing.
vear to a more fearful doom than either of
these lads. They are suffering themselves
to be drawn into a meelstrom from which

“Do not-go to the village to-day, uncle,”

Uncle

Lars,

a

little “testily.

t he

there will be no retreat.

sat

Listen to the fearful cries that come up,and

can you, dare you, risk the plunge? The
moment of deepest peril for you is the one
when you take up your first glass, —Temperance Banner.

Mission

into the House, broke it into the bow], where
the milk had been, and then Greta ran out

No

and commanded her small servants to. bind

of Little Children.

one feels the death of a

mother feels
ize it thus.
home, and a
is a chain of

together a little whip. The tiny creatures
worked so hard that they became red and

warm, and beat the egg to a froth; and

then Greta took a little flour and stirred

They are prepar-

ing for a plunge into the fearful gulf of intemperance, where body and soul will both
be swallowed up. Look over into this gulf.

down to split kindling-wood, and “then began to work on a fish-net, which had long
lain in the corner. But Greta ran to the
hen and said, ‘Have you laid auy eggs ?”
And the hen clucked conteuntedly. There |
lay a snow-white egg in the nest. Tummetott and Slickepott carried it immediately

it

it. The father
True, there is a
heaviness in his
association that

child

as the

there
sense

of loss, a weeping over crushed hopes, and
on the fire, which blazed werrily; a little a pain of wounded affection over them
bit of butter was dropped ‘init so that it all.
But the mother feels that one has been
sizzled.
Yes,
Tummetott,
Slickepott,
Langeman,
Gullebrand were -all good taken away who was still closer to her
Hers has been the office of constant
cooks, and Lillepyt served
as scullion® heart.
What a hurry they were in! And how ministration. Every graduation of feature

much they could do—if they only'tried !

developed

There stood the dinner-table, spread with
a coarse, but clean, table-cloth, smoking po-

every new gleam of infant intelligence;
she heard the first utterance of every stammering word; she was the refuge of its
fears, the supplier of its wants; and every

before

her

eyes,—she

detected

tatoes and a large herring, warm milk and
the magnificent pan-cakes.
Uncle was astonished at Greta. He ate right heartily, task of affection wove a new link,and made
to her great satisfaction, and while she was dearer to her its object. And when her
clearing away the things she tried to think child dies, a portion of her life, as it were,
Low she should be able to keep him at dies with it. How can she give her darling up, with all these loving memories,
home, far from the wicked ale-house.
it grew dark

uncle

took

his

these fond associations?

cap,

Timid hands

that

have so often taken hers in trust ahd love,
how can she fold them on its sinless breast,
and surrender them to the cold grasp of

and Greta knew where he meant te zo.
She found his tobacco-pipe, filled it, lighted it, and then asked him coaxingly to stay

until he had smoked it.

death?

Then she kindled

The feet,

whose

wanderings she

had watched so narrowly—how can _she
and began to tell stories. At first he paid no bear to see them straightened to, go down
The head that she
attention ; but soon he was amused and for- into the dark valley?
got himself for a while in order to listen to has pressed to her lips and bosom, that sh.
jm
the ¢‘silly talk.” When he again made # has watched in peaceful slumber, anid
motion to go she asked him to crack some burning, heart-saddéning sickness;ya hair

a fire, seated herself on a stool

at

his

feet

of which she could not see” harmeg~—how
can she consign it to the darknesgof the

nuts which she had got ; she took down the
old, dusty violin from the corner and beg-

ged him

to play a ‘little.

grave ? Itwas a gleam of sunshine, and a

He tuned up,

voice of perpetual

kling! kling! until he himself was in good
tune, and Greta saw with

wonder

how

gladness

in her home;

shehad learned from it blessed lessons of

his

Langeman ard Gullebrand, and all (heir
comrades, leaped about the strings and
made such rapid motions to draw forth
tones. Greta herself mow began to dance,
and kept asking for more music until it be-+
came too late.
:

your

little

But it seemed

him to sit

at

home

right
in

the

comfortable
quiet

when the storm raged outside.

for

simplicity sincerity,purity and faith; it hadunsealed within her a gushing, a never-ebbing tide of affection; when suddenly it
was taken away, and the home is Jeft dark
and silent
; and to,the vain

ing aspiration

and heart-rend-

shall that dear child

never

return? there breaks in response the cold

go echoing through its silent chambers.
4
:
dy

cottage,

Oh;

what

supper

dle her uncle, and built in Pithole, a mushroom city in the
How glad little Greta was center of the Pénnsylvania oil regions, it

contained two theaters, two

over her conquest and her ten tiny servants.

Greta became large, and her little hands

daily

newspa-

pers, one opera house, seventy-five hotels
and saloons,one of the former costing $100,-

could'do more and more... She sewed. and
knit, she spun and ‘wove so diligently.
Such bright scoured tins had no one else;

000..

The population soon swelled to 25,-

000. But the oil tide ebbed,and Pithole began to dwindle, and a' correspondent who
visited it the other day says that the grass

such a white table and floor were not to be
found in any other cottage.

E. J.

ers; &c. Illustrated. Royal octavo, pp. 80.

We have here some additional products especially meant to illustrate the blending of artistic

and literary qualities which distinguishes the
issues of this House at the Holiday season.
Lowell’s poem, which the artist has here selected as a subject for embodiment in forms that ap=
peal to us through the eye, is one thoroughly

characteristic, full of nature, and having a sub=
tile humor that is sure to seitie down into every
The illustrations,
appreciative” reader's soul.

which are known as heliotype, though seeming

thing as that sometimes known as

to be the same

silhouette, are Very admirable, and suiprise one
by the amount of expression and significance
that can be thrown into a face and figure which

is exhibited only insimple profile. The whole
rustic scéne, pictured by the poet in words, lives
before the observer who studies the work of; the

artist.

The whole mechanical excellences of the

volume are very high, and it will be sare to go
into the hands of many friends as a Christmas

or New Year’s gift, shd furnish no small amount
of enjoyment.

§

;

«The Atlantic Almanac, which has-been a noticeable thing ut this ss for severgl years

psst, is unusally ‘gxcellent

this year,

Her uncle had

Possibly

less money may have been spent in procuring the
literary matter and the illustrations

alike free from

dogmatic sternuess,

than during

with a beautiful and pitying patience, and a love

that takes up the daily self-denials of life and
glorifies. them till they seem like transfiguted
things. One: pays the tribute of enthusiastic ad

miration to the authot’s genius, and responds to
his effective presentation of the highest truths

with silent and grateful tears as these’ pages are
read. -As books for girls who are just coming

forward to take the high trusts of life, we know

of not mav§ belonging to the same class
:
equal these in'literary and moral merit, They
are sure to interest; they can hardly fai
to lre

press selfishness and exult and strengthen
the
purpose of any susceptible reader. ‘We have no

space to speak of these books" in detail;
there is no need of it; we ouly say with the fallest emphasis,~Read them, for there isa Jarge
;
| a
blessing in them,

Nook;

ete.

or,

The

: fee

Crown

of Duty.

By

& Shep
1874.
ard.
12mo. pp.

igi
)
384. Sold by E. J. Tane 8c.
MONEY-MAKER; or, The Victoryof the Basilisk, By Oliver 0 tic, author of ** Young
America

Abroad,”

®e

‘WIth thirteen

illus-

Stations. Same Publishers, &e. 1874. 16mo. pp.
§

A STOUT HEART; or, The Student from over the
Sea.

&c.

16mo.

By

Elijah Kellogx, futhor of Liou Ben,”

Illustrated.

Same

pp. 224.

Miss THISTLEDOWN.

Publishers,

&c.

od

1874.

»

y

By

:

Sophie May, author

of ** Little Prudy Stories,” &c. II
ated.
Same Publishers, &e. 1874. 18mo, De. 208.. )

In spite of many and enterprising rivals,

ess

rs. Lee & Shepard hold thelr leading position as

features, in the full-page illustrations and the
smaller cuts, in the ordinary information that is

quantity.
They have several
pens are chiefly devoted to the

here collected and arranged and inthe portions
the higher tastes; —in all these re-

that appeal to

spectsitshows real and rare merits. The pens and
the pencils that have been laid under eontribution are among the most skillful that are wont to
lend themselves to undertakings of this sort.
The same House sends us a new and enlarged
edition of that very welcome volume, VERSES,
by H. H., which really seems finer than when

most of these

pleasant

poems

first greeted us.

We know more of Mrs. Hunt now than we did
then, and fuller knowledge brings increased appreciation,
In ber way, she is one of the most
admirable and charming of writers, bright keen,

breezy, pitturesque, wholesome and stimulating.
If her best poetry faJls somewhat below her most
exquisite prose, it is nevertheless always found

on a high evel, and not
few of her lines will
cling to the memory and give fresh pleasure as
often as they aro répeated In thought.
Itisa
beautiful little gift-book for the holidays, or for
any other season.
AUNT

JOS

SCRAP-BAG.

Chow, ete.

By

. Cupid

Louisa

M.

and

Alcott,

Chow-

author of

** Little Women,” ete. Boston : Roberts Brothers, 1874, 18mo. pp. 209. Sold by E. J./Lane
& Co.
{i It is hard for an author to keep a firm hold of
the public sympathy in subsequent efforts, after
having sent out 80 unique and captivating 8 volume as Little Women.
But Miss Alcott never

fails to meet the mpst cordial of welcomes when

coming before the reading public in a new book ;
her host of readers,keep up their enthusiasm to
the last page, and
Hy down each volume hoping

that its successoris to put in a speedy appearance.

This new book is as fresh and bright and jolly as

anything
bas done
sell and
may be

which has gone before it. The author
something better than to reproduce herturn her characters around so that they
seen at anotiier angle. Every‘ one of

these ten stories is delightful,

suggesting what a

publishers of varied juvenile books, sud they exexhibit a steady

and, at the end, leaving

The home colloquy is chosen as the

method of teaching; the conversations
never
lack animation, and it seems as though young
readers can hardly fail to catch something of the
author’s enthusiasm as they go over these magnetic pages, and become
ambitious
to know
more of history in general and in detail.
HANS BRINKER;
or, The
Silver Skates.
A
Story of Life in Holland.
By Mary Mapes
Dodge, author of * The Irvington Stories,”

etc.

HMlustrated

by F. O. C. Darley, Thomas

on these

for us such impressions

and lessons as can hardly fail to exalt the real
spirit which glorifies the home and makes it
ministerfo the best specific and general ends.
It 18 a gobd and timely book.
Oliver

Optic

is appearing

at his best

in the

preparation of The Yucht Club Series, and this
third volume in that series, now before us, will
take strong hold of the wide-awake and imaginative boys who are always susceptible to the
charms of life on the sea.
Mr. Kellogg makes a real
addition to his
Whispering
Pine Series in
his
new
volume; taking us over the sea, and setting be-

fore us much that enters into Scottish history
and life, while teaching us impressively the
need, the possibility and the glory of mastering
a hot and fgrious temper for the sake of charac-

ter and usefu less,

:

the

quaint,

bright,

words and

audacious

and

yet

ways of live little children;

taking

and shis

sixth installment of her Flyaway Series most
effective illustrates it.
METRICAL
with

TUNE

any

Book.

Hymn

Designed

Book.

For

to be nsed

Congregation.

and Choir. ‘By Philiip Phillips, author of
* Singing
m,” ete, New York: A. 8.
Barnes & Co. 16mo. pp, 126. $1.00.
A large and varied collection of tunes for use
in publie worship, embracing nesrly evérything
upon which time and trial have put the seal of
approval, with

much

music that is less

familiar but has large merit, running through ali
the meters, adapfed to the expression of every
of religious

sentiment, and

put; up

ina

form at once neat, substantial and tvnvenient.
Harper

& Brothers, New

York,

issne

additional volumes of the illustrated

Edition of Wilkie

Basiv, THE

Collins’s Novels.

DEAD

press one with
undertaking.

A new

the

volume

They

SECRET,

and HIDE

us, and

they

SEEK that mow greet

special

by

three

Household

arc

AND

fresbly im-

excellences

of this

Farjeon, entitled GOLDEN

To-morrow

tions, and another addition to their Select Libra~
ry, entitled JOSEPH THE JEW, that will command approval, are also.issued in paper covers
by the same House,
They illustrate the varied
enterprise of these publishers.
. THE INTERNATIONAL REVIEW is a new comer into the field of periodical literature, ' Tt is a

comely and substantial looking
pages, suggesting, by its very

pamphlet of 144
appearance, solid-

ity and geod taste. 1t is evidently the product
of enterprise and faith, If is to be issued six
times a year, and seeks to occupy a place between the Montbhes and Quarterlies. The editorial work proper is to be done in this country.

THE

BURGOMASTER'S

Muller.

FAMILY..

By

Christine

8ame Publishers, &c. ostavo. pp. 105.

Three thoroughly
attractive books: The first
is by the vivacious and entertaining editor of St.

Nicholas, and is

structive

a spirited, stimulating and in-

picture of life in Holland,

Besides

some fine analyses of character and well-execut-

ed photographs of what is found 1n social and
Aomeste cycles, there is a large amount of in-

form ation respecting the more and the less ob“Wonsdeatures ‘and characteristics of the coun -

try ~The second volume is made up of a number of unique and finely flavored stories, reproduced from Seribner's Monthly, where they
have been read with interest, not less greater
perhaps on account of the author's success in re|. maining generally unknown. They are w orthy
of this higher honor,——The third volume is
translated from the German, and possesses the
literary art, the fine mental discrimination, the

promise codperation. It is intended to be a medium of communication for representative think-

ers of the age.

1t is pledged against skepticism:

and the political heresies that flowered

our late rebellion.

eut in

It will be furnished at five

dollars a year.
;
‘We have little space in which to speak.of it,
and can not at ul) deal with it in detdl], This

first dumber has six articles, aside’ from notices
of books.

The editor, who is incognito, evident-

ly wrote the first article, choosing fot his sub

ject, Our Late Panic.

The syme

batid is rec-

ognized in the book notices. Heis fair¥y Hitelligent, at times somewhat vigorous, alwdys sel(reliant and

emphatic;

often

‘rhetorically ambi-

tious, extravagant, a bit turgid, with none ofthe

self-poise and self-restraint that stand for large,

calm and abiding power,

The remaining papers

are really able and excellent: Dr.
Peabody
writes ou Fires'in Ameri¢an Oitfes; Prof. Chr-

realistic vividness and the high ‘moral tone that penter on Deep 8ed Explorations; Dr. Ray
combine in: the best speéimens of fiction that Palmér on Universal Education; = Baron Holt-

come to us from that quarter.

It belongs to the

Library of choice Fiction which this House is is-

suing,

and

which, thus, far, does

not include a

single weak, doubtful or indifferent work,

ESTER RIED.

Asleep and Awake,

author of *“ Jensie

Boston:

D.

Wells,” * Tj

Lothrop

&

Co.

TRE KING'S DA
lishers, 1600,

Prussian Church Law; and Dr. Woolsey
cusses International

Arbitration,

dis-

1f this is .a

fair specimen number, the International Re-

By Pansy,

i

Lewis,” &c.

5

At

Syme AY

.
Db. 308.

gendorfl, a German of Bavaria, deals with The

1873. 16nio. pp..

Saue Auth ? & Pub»

These hooks do not belong to the average class

of juveniles, and JiEmuthor is no mere commonplace writer of religious fiction, There is a wondrous freshness and v
lity appearing on every

page. ‘The insight into character and the power
to make it unfold itself through even simple incidents and brief colloquies are very noticeable.
There i8 no straining after effect, no portrayal
of

shame

that I should not be as well dressed to have been hel. evening sheal; but she

* as Winnie.”

Wy

1

+ The little girls went into a * bay-field
.

was such a goed little girl. - ;When the ‘old

to- | womt.a had drunk the milk, she se¢med to
become more beautiful and friendly; the

% 4 face with real ev-

house, where the industrious little girl bus-

ery day charpoters
and situations, and are shown

in a way that pledges no loss o
have had few better issues than

last week of ‘(tie seriesof articles fr

of the lamented Prof, Agussiz, and gre sure thut

his death will make:the public more rather than
less éager to become familiar with'his views and
the reasons

for them.

The

literary

magnates

are herg out in force :—Aldrich,
Whittier, Bayard

of the very truest sort,

~ 4 ae 24

©

Taylor, Warner, Cella Thaxter, Wells, James,
Holmes, &c., and they do Justice: gxthomaelvos,

while spreading a rare feast for the public.” We.

believe the Arlanticis not likely to lose any- i"

81, NICHOLAS for January would

perhaps he

more taking than the issue for December, if such
tled about so gladly.
gt
4
Persuasion enters like a sunbeam, gently thé actual ‘strugglés through” whieh victorious a thing could be. It is just wonderful in its comSouls
must go to ‘their successive and loftier ‘binngion of attractions; the list of ‘which 18 very
“How can you keep thing
nice, Gre- and without. violence; and open but the
ta, you who havé mo servant ?" sket #'rich window and draw the curtain, and the Son hights and to their final coronation. Some of long, and promisds to. be longer yet now that it
the finest character-painting is to he found in these has absorbed ‘Our Young Folks. It bas,and
peasant’s daughter, .
hh
-of Righteousness will enlighten your dark- books; ‘and
the types of Christian life that are can haye at present, no real rival.—New York:
| “Ah, 1 hte ten I” said Greta, roguishly. ness.
t :
i
set forth for approval are
Ps

/

Nast, and others. New York: Scribner. Armatrong & Co. 1874. 12mo. pp. 347. Sold by E.
Most of the contributors to its pages—as in the
J. Lane & Co.
piifitial number—will doubtlessbe American, but
SAXE HOLM’S STORIES.
Same Publishers, &ec.
eminent scholars aud literary men across the sea
1874. 12mo, pp. 850.

Scribner j

id

"But Rose did not reason thus with her- The child took her little Bowl of milk
self, On the contrary, she said, “It is a and gave it to the. old’ woman. That was

jd

GRAIN, as fine us his previous excellent produc

one than in the other. stool P” asked: the old woman. * Will you
thing really’ vital to its’ character or success.—
the extravagant and ‘unnatural, no putting
of
I shall have what I wish, and give me somethingto drink, for I am so long sjnce broken himself from going to grows ir its business streets and scarce 100 life
on the stagé* and tricking it out to make a Boston : Hi O. Hougliton & Co.
people
are
sheltered
beneath
its
roofs.
the
ale-house.
He
thrived
in
his
neat,
cozy
| thirsty?"
to-day I will not thinkof it.”
sensation. We: stand face
me less in’ the

:

Sophie May-seems inexhaustible in portraying

phase

late period,

family

pages in an effective way, painting for us the
phases brought out by prosperity and adversity, *
exhibiting the better and the worse elements,

SEVEN HISTORIC AGES; or, Talks about Kings,
Queens and Barbarians.
By

personages that he presents, as representative of
the various
eras and
countries, running all
the way from the earliest ages of Greece toa

authors whose
work of supply-

the home life of the Ashburton

geveral

And itis a series of ‘great historic events and

regard for quality as well as

ing materials for serials, as well as manuscripts
for independent books.
Amanda Douglas is not one of thd\most brillant of writers, and she seldom wanders
widely
from the field of common life to find her subjects; but she always writes with ability, skill,
high aim, and no inconsiderable effect. This
last book seems to us her best. She has set forth

rich storehouse Annt Jo's Srap-Bag 18, and
getting the hope that the strings may never be
tied so tightly as to shut the remaining contents
Weyoud reaul,

certain to repeat that success in this new yolume
deveted to History, It isa beginuer’s book, and
‘a young beginner at that, for whom he writes.

°

Aroha. Roeser of Int

HoME

the first two years of its publication; but if so,
the outlay has been espeially judicious this year,
Outside and inside, in its literary and its artistic

7

ready,

make his bed!

old by

/

JULIA RIED. Listenin
:
Tn ninety days after the first house was thor
& Publishers. Tonsoni:

a hurry the litle fingegs were now in to
get

Ii

ston; James

R. Osgood & Co. 1874. quarto,’

Lane & Co,

that

weak sentimentalism and

COURTIN’. By James Russell Lowell.

lustrated by Winslow Homer.

:

blendingas they do the highest moral heroism

Arthur Gilman,
can not realM. A, author of ** First Steps
in Eunghsh Litature,” New York: Hurd & Houghton. 1874.
vacancy in his
16mo. pp. 144, Sold by E, J. Lane & Co.
heart. There | Mr. Gilman's success
in his work on Koglish
at set times
Literature was real and large. He seems almost

comes round with its broken link;
aresmemories of endearment, a keen

in, and some milk which she had got at a
neighbor's. Ah! now the frying-pan stood

lin.

as

There was onee a lictle girl who sat alone

“I think jt is rather foo bad,” said Rose. forsaken.

If

her

dashed

of the

““It is scarcely worth while .to go now," |
grave silence,—nevermore!. The heart is
| said he; half-vexed, and laid down: the vio-*
like a forsaken mansion, and those words

“ 1 think enough has been said about it,” setting, peeped forth from ‘a cloud and
spreada crimson light in the little attic.
wi]
said the mother. .
So Rose had to be quiet, but you will un- The door epened softly and a little bent old
better
if she had said to herself: ‘* Now,

at

So he

distance

and his doom was sealed. Do you suppose
any sum of money’ would induce him again
to run such a risk ?
.
;
A boy was sliding down hill, and in the
excitement and enjoyment of the sport, he
forgot to watch for danger. His path run

thimble

and Lillepyt did what he could.

When

to wear our new white holland dresses Please take it. It will make me ever so
much more happy for you to take it, than
to-day.”
i
“+1 do.not wish you to wear yours, Rose, for me to wear it- myself.”
‘‘ Really ?”
because it is not quite finished.”
‘ Really.”
a
‘ It looks finished enough; mamma.”
‘ But there is still something
to do tol “ Then I will take it, and thank you
very much !”!
it.”
:
-

need not. wear her new one, hut as it is,

water ; but when she looked

reaching

The slightest jar of his wheel, a pebble in
his way,
a little unsteadiness of his own,

and sewing-ring still remained. The old
woman kissed little Greta and went away.
The little girl ate dry bread and drank

said Greta. ‘Stay at home with me. ‘I
havelten little servants who will get dinner
for you.”
:
“What is the child talking about?” said

<

reason to be so. It is a strange thing that
any one should love me when I am so
naughty, and yet I have much love given
to me. I will really try to deserve it in
the future.”
:
Rose knew the right way to begin every
day, and she did not forget to ask God to
help her to do what was right.

At little children clinging to their gown;

Or that the foot-prints, when the days are wet,

‘ It does not really matter, Rise.

now looked as usual, but the little

When Rosé awoke the next morning the
sun was shining brightly, and she was
glad to think that a new day had begun.
“+I will try to do better to-day than I
did yesterday,” she thought, * for I was

ashamed of myself last night, and had good

©

You

within

ants, skillful and good, if you will only alOnly try.”
Greia clapped her hands. The fingers

of the lat-

ter.

1 could not blame you for your heart-ache then,

“It shall be done to-day.

be certain death.

‘Can you say now that you have no sery-

rustled the trees so that it looked as if they
shook their heads at all who went by.

mility and love caused the joy

And if, some night, when you sit down to rest,
You miss this elbow from your tired knee—
This restless, curling head from off yeur ' breast,
This lisping tongue that chatters constantly ;
If from your own the dimpled hands had slipped,
And ne’er would nestle in your palm again;
If the white feet into their grave had tripped,

"

A clergyman’s son, one Saturday aftertive and wise; his neighbor had a more noon last winter, was amusing himself with
pert and conspicuous appearance; and his velocipede. He was carelessly dashing
solemn Langeman was adorned by the old
along at full speed, intending to cross the
woman with a little silver helmet, and Gul- railway track, when a train came thunderlebrand at his side was allowed to wear a
ing over the, road. There was but one
little gold ring as a belt round the waist,
course to pursue. He could not stop the
and a silver shield. Lillepyt looked like a
impetus of Lis vehicle ; to attempt it would
boy, and bowed, laughing.

The next morning when Greta awoke she rate of motion was all that saved him. But
told Tummetott and all his four companions he will not go down that hill so recklessly
look another way.
It will serve as a warning to other
to come and dress her and comb her hair. 2430.
It was because she so much regretied
They had never done it so well before. boystalso, who witnessed his peril.
:
that she had not shown a better spirit that- Her hair shone like the cat’s when he has
What a pity they will not take warning
the next day was so different.
just washed himself, and her shoe-strings by the greater danger, the sadder fate, ol'so
It was a little thing that spoiled the first were carefully tied. After she had said her many men and boys about them !
day; it was only a little thing that cheered ‘morning prayer, she ran out to greet her
I see lads every day in this town standthe second
day. Prid®
and ill-humor uncle. It svowed terribly, and the wind ing on the steps of the billiard-saloon and

‘We are all so dull and thankless, and too slow
To catch the sunshine till it slips away.’
:
And now it seems surpassing strange to me
That, while I wore the badge of motherhood,
I did not kiss more oft and tenderly
\
The little child that brought me only good.

]

medita-

of the Jow them to learn something.

the stain on the dress was not noticed ; but
Rose could not forget it.
She seemed. to
see it all the time, even when she tried to

A year ago

tried Rose.

metott wag short and thick, looked

Tr

often beautiful and touching, but

again, and had with her ‘a thimble and "a "THR ATLANTIC ALMANAC. 1874, Same Publish-

the

she laughed at her small servants.
and instead of answering pleasantly, she
“Now you shall help me make uncle's
spoke shortly and unkindly. Winnie said .bed !” cried she gladly, and they all hastennothing to her mother about the push, and ed to lift the pillows and turn the coverlid,

a
i

She had

things and happiness never go together.
All the day was wrong.
When Wianie
spoke to her sister, Rose’s conscience tol |

I did not see it as I do to-day—

Two

but somehow,

and discontented

—

Lag5
™

and sensible,

ring to wear,

The

hens have their chickens to
body teaches me anything;
ing for uncle's. comfort; he
house, and when he comes

pushed

push, or rather because of the spirit which
prompted
thé push. Rose was ill-humored

A little elbow leans upon your knee,
Your tired knee that has so much to bear;
A child’s dear eyes are looking lovingly
From underneath a thatcli of tangled hair.
Perhaps you do not heed the velvet touch
Of warm, moist fingers holding yours so tight;
You do not prize this blessing evermuch ;
You almost are too tired to pray to-night.

I wonder so that mothers ever fret

Rose

but Rose would have found it more easy to

Mothers.

But itis blessedness!

then’, that

cry than to sing.

— Mrs. Dorr.

SC

watch-dog is sqeold

minded; dofng what she knew Winnie
would not like.
Winnie gaid no he
about it, and the
two girls walked together into the meskiow.
But there was no joy for Rose that day.
It was June, and yet Rose could not be

.
calm

The pangs from which death only gave release,
Strange griefs, strange fears, our yearning souls
must fill,
Withhold what else thou wilt—but give us
Peace!

HAT

some and have no one to. play with.

membered it at the moment when she gave

O Christ! whose human heart remembers still

Tired

It was wy

the push;

She wears the white robes of celestial grace.

GE

Here

gtood™ together uffder the

Rose knew it quite well.:

by

side

side,
. .
Bearing Heaven’s seal upen her pale,
face,
Child of Submission, whatso’er betide,

2 CD,

“Why,” said the little girl, “I am so lone-

attend to. No- sewing-ring of purest gold; and, - thus
I can do noth- equipped, Langeman and Gyllebrand movWinnie.
4
:
goes to the ale- | ed still more handily.. Greta
thanked the
The
push was rather quick, rather
home 1am afraid old worllan for her words about the little
rough, and very, sudden.
fof him; I may, well weep. Often I am servants, and showed all the blessings they
It forced Winnie into the ditch. '¢
His Peace, sweet pete ! As falls the summer
dew ~~ °
‘
:
“Oh! Rose, why did y
o that?” she hungry.” I anSpoor and have pothing.” br hat brought to the house. She said to all
On drooping fiofers, so fell those words of
“You have much that you are not aware poor little girls that they must not drop
cried.
.
cheer:
:
:
‘of, said the old woman. ‘Will you believe their hands, but try to see what they could
#
It
was
only
fun,”
said
Rose.
Upon the earnest hearts that dimly knew
You have ten servants.”
me soil my my words?
learn to do. With aspiration in the heart
What they, like their dear Lord, must suffer w* But see, it has made
Greta made big eyes. Shelooked around and the fingers set in motion, blessing is
dress.”
here.
.
her.
:
‘ Has it? Never mind.”
tt
not far off.
i
His peace—Christ’s Peace! OQ. gift “most rare
‘‘See here I" said the old woman, taking
‘ But it is a pity, when I had it on quite
Greta became happy and her home com]
and strange!
¥
her hand and pointing to the little fingers. fortable ; the ten little servants worked
new this morning,
I am afraid mamma
Never was aught so precious given before!
‘They are called Tummetott, Slickepott, there zealously, and when evening came
will
not
be
pleased.”
~ Vain
er he who would that gift exchange.
Pop the riches of
Gplconda’s shore !
“ Well, I can not help it. You speak as Langeman, Gullebrand and Lillepyt; have they clasped each other mutely, and Greta
:
if T meant you tolspoil your” dress, But I you heard anything new P”
thanked God for being able to work.—
His Peace—his blessed Peace! Not Joy, the
did
not,
though
no
doubt
you
think
I
did.”
Greta
looked
at
her
hand,
and—was
she Northern Lights.
bright,
.
‘ No, I do not think that,” said Winnie.
dazzled by the sunlight, or how was it? It
Bewildering sprite that charmed their early
years;
SRL
“ But you know I do not like to be pushed seemed to her that every one of her fingers
The Moment of Peril.
‘When, with yéuth’s roses crowned, and clad in at any time.”
was a little person with a little face. Tum’
a
- —
rn
.
Her radiant eyes had
tears ;

pe

“They weave and spin, scrub and scour;
they are never idle.”
-By-and:by a smart young peasant courted Greta, and then Gullebrand had ‘a gold THE

Why you weep, little Greta!”

“| very warm,” siid Rose.

81, 1873. \
Literary Review,
pe.
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Ocean

Wave.

As every man carries within himself an
" inner self,a hidden life, that casual ac-

quaintances know nothing

of, so thej

has within its bosom a life which

revealed except to long
an almost

ocean

is never

acquaintance and

loving familiarity.

It has a life

maltitadinous, quite as wonderful,

Jore

and not less beautiful than that of the

land.

of the

Lebanon,

the

[land the © devil-fish’ won it,

oticing sev-

er by far of busy life than the most prolific

they were given by the man

overhead, and

came a game

the tropics.

says

‘‘ The

Charles Darwin,

terrestrial forests,”

‘‘do not contain

told

which,

to man, are thé protection of these

ever

dis-

turbs the waters beneath. Here in their
hidden home, safe from the’ disturbances o f

Joie upper ey i
ving,
marrying,

iy

dying

or

lads of creatures,
; warring one
upon

g . into

kingdoms,
:

gtre-

publics,
es; working in every form
of manufacture, as spinners, weavers, architetcts, builders; endowed with mysterious
instincts which are quite as wonderful in
their way as our higher reason, and bound
together by mysterious ties which we are
equally unable .to comprehend or to call
in question. So true is it that the mysteries of science far outweigh those of morals
and sheology
iia

These inha8itants of thé sea are found in

absolutely countless numbers.
No census
of old Ocean’s population ever has been

taken,or ever can be.
They exist in all
waters, the hot as well as the cold,.the
fresh’ as well as the salt. The mariner in

the tropic sea is startled to find the ocean
all about him growing luminogys, as though
the very water beneath the hot equatorial
sun bad turnedto flame. ‘Flashes of vermilion-colorgd light dart from the keel of
his vessel as it plows the surface of the wa-

ters, and

streams of light like lighting

the

luminous

sea,

is

at first

force.

line.

¢ Hold

on,

then,

* But,’

and

let

he brings up what

not

to

it by

He finds that its tint is given

infinitesimal shells

of

a struggle

was

visible

octopus which, invests it
tragic horror,”
,

small as to be quite invisible to the naked

eye, there must be to produce « cloud large
. enough and dense enough to perplex the
note

Turrel,

or

Now, are

the

when

on

board

Jess

plants

Freycinet

numerous?

less

the

corvette

mi-

and
La

Creole in the neighborhood of Tajo, in the
Isle of Lucan, observed an extent of thirtyfive square miles of ocean tinted a light red.
This color proved to be due to the presence
of a marine plant so small that in a square
inch there were 25,000,000 individuals.

>

to a considera-

the coloration extended

As

it would be impossible to form

nfl

adequate

conception

of their number,

stilt less to calculate it. It is the présence
of a similar natural dye which hag given
to'the Red

nute

These

name..

its

Sea

objects, however, are by no means confined

to the surface of the sea, or to tropiéal cli-

mates; they -are found in all latitudes and
in all waters. The great rivers teem with
them. The Ganges transports in the course
‘of one year a mass of invisible infusoria
equal in volume to six or eight of the great
Pyramids of Egypt. Water brought up
from ithe depth of 21,600 feet, betweeh the

Philippine and the Marianne islands, was
to contain 116 species.

found

In.the arctic

regions, where the intense cold

all

forbids

to |
‘other animal life, the infasorid are still
n
constitutio
hardy
a
possessing
found,
be
which defies all climates. In the residuum
of blocks of ice nearly fifty different species have been discovered. At a depth of
"fhe sea ‘which exceeds the hight of the loftiest

mountain,” Humboldt

asserts that there

are to be found an innumerable phalanx of
animals, imperceptible to the human eye.—
‘ Harper's

:

Magazwne.

Female

all

over

&

—

with

set on

drink.

a kind

foot

by

for a time

~ “od by a crowd of excited
high levee almost night and day. We need
not.be surprised at this; the creature's ap-

arance and movements are wonderful,
ere he sits from morning till night, buildcastle of oyster-shells, or daintily
ing
féediny on orabs, constantly displaying a
which

source of astonishment to
is a per Gh
béholders. Mr. Henry Lée gives an account of an interesting experiment which
he tried with this creature with a crab. Mr.
Lee

says:

a

better

view than 1 had’ Ple¥iously been able to
obtain of what fol lows the Selgure of a crab
by ‘au octopus, I retently fastened a crab to
hy which an’ Attendant was to
a string,
lower it.in the water close to the glass,

]

the most stupid of fea-

'

.

It

a

on

ters are left

«m1

she

holds a proud

fact that no men are born from heaven withof its

blessings,

and

a

who

do

Brevity is specially important.

obituary.

tg

HOLSTEIN BROWN died
Sept. 21, 1873, aged 52
active member in the

a numher

of years.

Fle Jived

not what they should be,1 have only

to sug-

undeniable.

ph

But an’ invention which modern

times

may fairly claim is the art 6f hinting that
ou Friak say a good deal against a picture
f you felt inclined, but that the faults you
vaguely allude to are too obvious to require
specification.” This has. a great effect on
Anpeople not very conversant with art.

other form of it is to allude to classes

art, whose merits and value

you

venience

of which is, that it enables you 0

accomplish--

heart

to Christ,

mains
ment,

were taken
’

to

Lowell,
.
’

for

AGRICULTURAL,

a no-

of a woman's education, and intends,

is rich, to have

her honsekosping,

if she is poor she

does

if she

when
by some

not: think

about it any more than she can help. - Her
itself. are a curipus
notions about marriage
Pomixtureof ideas derived from novels,

ems, and such acquaintance with the world
as girls get from the conversation-of young
men who dance the German with the!
through the winter, and.walk on the cliffs
at Newpert with them in the summer. Her
lifeif she

is

rich,

‘is

a

general

one

Penmanship

of

thoughtless pleasure ; if she is poor, her ho-

"

mother.

Location can

Christ, baptized, and
will Ba)

try

ot

t churehipf

She

poited with

Kyger,

as

Com.

not

be

in

id

{

,

;

NORTHWOOD

competent

}

SEMINARY.

scanning, &c.

Board
ates.

Rooms

d

The

WINTER TERM,

874.

,

trust.

TERM,

SPRING

apply

to

*

=

+» _ WM.REED, Sed. & Treas.

/

:
CALENDAR ::
:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins Aigust 26 rs:
‘| Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins Yecember'2. 1873.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.
TUITION

Primary Studies,

Commen Eaptich,
Higher English

wits

-

:

fe

Latin and Greek,
wi
French (extra), "
‘.
Instruction on Piano or Organ,

Penciling,

in

Crayoning,

Pastel,

The new,
rangements,

In-

Wax

g, one of thé finest in the State, is rosituated amidst the highest mountains
manticall
and grandest scenery of Vermont.
Mheology.
A special effort will be made, by the Principal, i
spe
Renate those students who may have the
in view,

by

furnishing them every assistance

Waterbury Center, Vermont.

NEW

HAMPTON

INSTITUTION.

A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight
associates,
Six regular courses for both sexes. Four terms of
ten weeks each. :
i
CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins Monday, August 25, 1873, |

Fall Term closes Friday, October 31, 1873.

©
as
+ Vacation two weeks.
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 17, 1873.

Winter Term sloses Friday, Jan. 28, 1874,
Vacation one week.

Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.
Spring Term Sioaes Friday, April 1, 1874.
acation two weeks.

Summer Term begins Monday, April 27, 1874.
Summer Term closes Thursday, July 2, 1874.
to the Principal, or
For further particulars, a
.C,
8, Sec, Trustees.
_-New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1874,
-

-

.

-

-

.

~
-

.

--

students relying

1.50

on

Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in
families; m, clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnishéd fof self-boarding.

‘The Buildi

inistry

-

their own
gxertions for an education, received at reduced tuition. »
:
:

25, 1874.

French, extra. ..teeeeeesioese
Instrumental Music,.... cece
:
Use of Piano and Organ,....:
Board seevseseccnennnes Savennses Vesassbas
Pen-Drawing,
Penmanship,
Book-Keeping,

:

Miss MARY E. MOREY, Music.
3
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

VT.

Opens Feb.

12 weeks.

150

reasonable .
time of the,
of the term
.
:

J. S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
Miss Li1zz1E CALLEY, Preceptress.
Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Associate.

Tuition:
Common Englishy..coeeesrerieiisinecees $5.50
Latin and Greek, extra... oceeeueees PH

mifis-

my

.

G. T.Swasey, L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Smith, Miss
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Abbie Lyon.
{ Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Mugic,18 Lessons,
Calendar:
<
Penmanship,
15
Lessons,
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept, 2, 1873. ~
Aa-Clergymeén’s children and
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Dec. 2, 1873.

and

that

$10.00

Faculty :

Rev. R. H. Tozer, A. M., Principal.

death.

Pray

Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,

LYNDON LITERARY INSTITUTION. |
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Faculty:

;
| Flowers, &c., each extra.
Location.

evoted and active
will Baptist church, a most
worker, ever sowing the precious seed,
His
altar fires never grew dim, and his’ voice, vote,
and example were never wanting for the right.
His last words to a friend were these :—‘Jesus

3.00
2.80

Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1873.

Mrs. E. C. Smith, Principal Ladies’ Department.
Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assistant,

in | struction

gmber of the Free-

* Board, per week, in private families,
clubs, abgut"
¢ .
“.
i
EXTRA CHARGES.

Penmanship, fifteen lessons,

.

SEMINARY.

CENTER,

£5

Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00
Vocal Music; twenty lessons,
1.50

of 13 weeks, commence on

MOUNTAIN

3

EXPENSES.

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
$7.00
. Room rent, per term, from . $2.00 , to 4.60

INSTITUTE.

WATERBURY

COLLEGE.
FOR 1873-4.

Fall Term begins Aug. 26,and ends Nov. 14, 1873.

or Catalogue

Scituate, R. I., Nov. 3, 1873.

GREEN

|’

Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.

Spring Term begins Mar. 10, and ends May 29, 1874,
i Summer Term
begins June 2, and ends Aug, 21.

$450
OY
0.00
6 50

|

|

SEMINARY,

Rooms for self-boarding may be had at
rates. Students may enter school at any
term, paying from such time to the close
at fhe Fegular rates. Yo &

Wednesday, Dee. 10, 1873.
Complete courses of study for hoth sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
North

80 near

opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.

* "CALENDAR

i

’

of the school

RIDGEVILLE

aldose the Principal, or
. TASKER, Secretary.
Northwood, N. H., Nov. 20, 1873.

LAPHAM

The location

SPRING TERM

can be obtained at reasonable

For further particulars

6.

For tucther particulars, address,
Rev. G. S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

: French and Music extra,

and

Jan.

_- Mar. 30.

FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.

the

A. B., Principal, with

SEV

-

-

is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country. The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in tie high moral tone of its inhabitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years” charge of
the school, recently entered into a ¢ontract with the
Trustees to conduct it for five years to come, thus
giving permanency.
“
Ot.
:
CALENDAR:
:

.

IORERERE

ines

'-

The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,

Assistants.-

redo

:

and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
A.M. JONES, Sec.
are invaluable.
‘

of eleven weeks will commence

The tuition willbe as follows:
Primary Branches, +
Common English,
owen.
igher English,
.
lillie
tie

{if

the College and Theological School, affords advanstudents of a higher rank
tages of association wit!

healthfulness,

:

VIRGINIA.

aphy, Ancient History, Algebra an
Ancient Geo,
pecial attention is given fo reading,
Geometry.
declamation, composition, Greek aud Latin poetry,

' EVANSVILLE

address

at

The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
bemg composed of only one department, a thoroughness m doing their work is secured from both teachers and.pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many ‘kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek

1y48

WEDNESDAY, Dec. 10, 1873.
WILLIAM H. COTTON,

_ 8rrA8 H, QOBURN died, in Monmouth, Me.,
od 49 years and 7 months,
He died
March 24,
und passed without
suddenly of heart diseas
ain from this life of toil to the rest above.” He.
circle of
eft a wife, two children, and g’i AT)
{
He
relatives and friends to mourn’ ] vy) eath,

can

the

COLLEGE,

CO., WEST

LATIY SCHOOL.

WINTER TERM opens

3

The WINTER TERM

TAYLOR

Spring Term begins,

°

.
:

VIRGINIA

Summer Term begins,

and

surpassed

ready achieved.

i
he
leaves to mourn a husband, with eight children.
1. Z. HANING.

is the only one we

on

at

ants.

pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have signified theif intention to. enter. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt 'and Pres. Calder; all formerly of Hillsdale College; are laboring in this institution, and are much encouraged by the results al-

Eld. D. C. Topping, in the year 1846,

had been for many years, a

commence

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

NICHOLS

The Spring Session of the above mstitution, located
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very

the 2nd Free-

aineda faithful member till her

experienced

L.G. JORDAN, A.M}, Principal, with three Assist

President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,
Miss JANE W. HOYT, A. M., Agricultural College
P. O., Center Co., Pa.
:

was brought to
the

of Music.

by an

Half terms

:

it | in-his power
A
towardsfthe
p rosecution of theologion g
y
studies.
i
For further particulars, address the Principal at
WHEELER.

under

taught

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M.. President.

ji

For Catalogue or further intormation,

' ELEANOR CALDWELL died™it her residence in
Gallia Co., O., on the 30th ult., of consimption,
in the 46th year of hemage.

. Teacher

be

This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar gdvantages.
For particular
information,
send for a Circular to

with Christian courage, and when the summons:
GEO,

10

particulars, address the Secretary,

: WEST

and use of heavier Furniture.

She suffered for yeurs;
but she bore

came she was ready to goy¢

-

! FLEMINGTON,

| beauty, and freedom from: corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding, Washing, Rent, Fue

interCoM.

died

rms,

No deduction for less than half a term, except

aceount of sickness.

:

SCIENTIFIC

and

children have been bereft of 4 loving wife

will

‘Teacher.

;
:
: CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectariansbut
thoroughly Ghristian.
,
.

CATHARINE, wife of Dea, A. I. Frye, died" in
East Concord, Vt., Dec. 16,in the bist year of
her age. ! She experienced religion 16 years ago,
Elder George and joined the
was baptized b
F. B. church, 6f which she remained a devoted
In her death a kind husband and 4
member.

accomplishes,

Bartlett,

COLLEGE

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

ble digestion ; ar perbaps, to be more accurate, she has nobly triumphed over her
digestion, “and/ reduced, it to complete
Shé iis mot highly cducasubmission.
she speak all foreign
ted, mor does
languages with smoothness and . correct
idiom : indeed she hag been known to play
strange tricks with her own.tongue. She
is lively, but not witty; she is fond ‘of|
laughing, without caring very much at
what she laughs; she is noisy and loud
when she dares to be. As a general rule
she knows little or nothing of those matters
arts
which used to be considered essential

SR

LouIsA D., wife of Nathan

Northfield, Ocf. 23, aged 69 years.

INSTITUTE,

Preparatory, Normal, Academ-

Miss ELLA C. HURD

.

AGRICULTURAL:

His ‘re-

Mass.,

:

Mathematics.
i
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Teacher in Normal Depatument,
:
i
Miss LINDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French,

Bryant and Stratton College,

RutH E., wife of Ed mund Sawyer, died in
Canterbury, Aug.’'10, aged. 32 years. Though
uiet and unostentatious in life, her pleasunt,
cheerful smiles, ucts of love, and words of kindness and sympathy will be greatly, missed, and
make her memory blessed.

can ‘not ‘one else;

talk knowingly about your’, superiors, an
without commi ing yourself to the expresal opinion, ‘affect to estigion of a single

his

CENTRAL

Furnishes College,

ALFRED MITCHELL, M. D., Secretary.
Brunswick, Me. Dec. 1,4873.
Soar,

—

of once she is married, done, for her

jnite safely deny, as if they were so very
fhmiliaz ‘as to have become stale and tiresome.” There exists’ amongst artists a.complete vocabulary of slang, the great con-

he gave

:

e

ull course o study.
ical and Ladies’
weeks,
)
Fall term commences
. 21, 1873,
ov, 6, 1873.
Winter term commences
Spring term commences Fb. 5, 1874.

Circulars containing full information may be obtained on application to the Registrar, D. ¥, EL LIS,
M. D., or to the Secretary.
.

The American girl of books is an ideal
existence. The real girl who has just returned from the country, and is occupying
herself with preparations for the approaching winter, is not at all difficult to describe.
She isa girl of immense energy and but little physical strength. She has, if she can
dged by what she

MAINE

Tak annual course of Ijectures at the Medical
School of Maine, willi’commenée FEBRUARY
19th, 1874, and continue SIXTEEN WEEKS.
P

by death.

when death came he was ready ‘to go.

A ‘Warning to Young Men.
pp

J. 8. GARDNER

3

hen he saw her dangerously ill he spent two
days in rye for her recovery.
At this time
the Lor d gave him such a view of her heavenly
home that he could no longer ask that she should

‘| In early life

Sa

Whitestown, N. Y., June 4, 167.

For further

one knows, exshe rests at last

.

La

Pilistield, Maine.

of Eld. H. Jenkins a church was organized of 4
members. The next year there was a revival,

that

—

RE

will

of over $50,000; and the facilities of a first ol
in
stitution are
Mi ¢
mished
to both sexes, at moderate
rates. Send for Catalogue.

rates.

DEA. EMERY D. ALBRO died Sept. 10th, 1873,

Late.

"goer

.

nt

WHITESTOWN ‘SEMINARY.

{fi}

and

aged Tl years. He was born in the town of.
Monroe, Saratoga Co., N. Y. When he was
five Years old his father removed to western, N.
Y.,
Erie Co., town. of Concord.
Here he lived
until he arrivedto manhood.
May 1st, 1824, he
was married to Polly Seymour. Having settled in
life, the next year he sought and found the
Saviour, was baptized with his wite by Elder R.

him

Te

private families at

The e 32dd Academics
Academical year of this institution
commen
The enlargement is fully completed, at an e

At the time of his death (Aug. 21, 1868),
BOSTON, MANS!
and for many years previous, he was oné of our
Course of Study, Commercial and Common Enni®st earnest and devqted ministers.
About -2
Students received at any time when
glish branches.”
years prior to her death,
sister Martha was
there are vacancies. Catalogue and Report for 1873,
married to her late husband, who had long been
furnished on application.™
a minister in the C. Baptist -church:;. During the | Office 554 Washington Street. Boston, Mass.
last months of her life she suffered great bodily 1
H. E, HIBBARD, Principal.
1ys2
v
pain, but ber unbemished lif: and sweet Christian spirit are good evidence to those who knew
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE,
her, that she has exchanged this earth-life of - WILTON
toil and pain for that of a. saint immortal:
Of
i WILTON, -MUSCATINE Co., IowA.
the two sons who long rejoiced to call her
Commenced its Fall Term September2." Continues
* Mother,” one sleeps in an honored Union
16 weeks, : Vacation during holidays, . Winter Term
Soldier’s grave, the other, the last of a broken
commences January 5, 1874, and continues, 11 weeks,
fami'y, survives, with other relatives to mourn
followed by Spring term of the same length.
:
for the loved ones gone before.
.
Catalogues sent to inquirers.
PER ORDER.
:
L. B. POTTER.
7)
”
Js

from

a oltlor,0

ir

8

PITTSFIELD, Mg.

an
for

years.

taken

Om thos

beginning and middle of the term.
!
e price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle
— | men’s are formed.
;
!
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable

MARTHA, wife of Rev. E/B. Seeley, who has

was

178¢

‘

ril 25, 1874.
ER, BR rincipal,
Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German and

1y4b

himself since gone to the spirit land, died at
her residence in Chester, Eaton Co., Mich., Aug.
12, 1873, of cancer.
Sister S. was born Feb. 17,
1817, ‘and was the daughter of Daniel
and
Elizabeth Hampton.
In early life she became
the wife of our departed brother, Rev. E.
‘Whitcomb, with whom she lived more than .30

ear his wife

assed.

West Lebanon, July 29, 1

; $18 50.

teed.
d
£
ES
Tate, 35 &10 LOS
n J. BALL
onioDR.
CO., (?.0.Box 5%.)

died lamented.
His last days’. were illuminated
with gospel light, and he died. as the righteous
only die "God grant that his church mantle may
fall upon some true Elisha. . He leaves a widow,
daughter and two sons, besides a large number
of relatives and friends, to mourn his death.
.
D. C. WHEELER.

smil-

. 1G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music, | "IC".

Good board can be obtained in

Conn,,

respected,

TT

$3.00
week, Those wishing hy rer themselves
can obtain good rooms near the Academy.
EL!
HAYES, Secretary.

New York City, N.. Y.
No, 01 Liberty Street,
nn

years.
He had been
Westford F. B. church

.

of Instrumental<

Ll

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.

*

in Westford,

Teacher

er
:
PR a
BNZUABOR, +.
"ov
lw
le
Instrumental Music (20 lessons),
Use of Piano,
=~

Church Choirs of all Denominations.
©, Price, $1.50.
Per dozen

»

pease

:

Principal.

Summer term commences
KINGSBURY BATCHELD

any single

Verses areinadmissible.

d

A. B.,

BE

|’

' Not more than a

single square can well be afforded

JAVRE

Miss SARAH C. GILMAN, Assistant.

J. NASON.

Persons wishing obitStar,

FLINT,

RS. M. E. FLINT,

ih

the reach ‘of
and_two sis-

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

—

Criticism, .

t position in
to ‘promote’
)
Her death was trim;
her friends the com-

¢ v= BEST TUNE BOOK von

:

N

laces of resort conducive to i
0 morals, common to large vil!
The Fount management take
pleasure in
presenting the Corps’ of Teachers to the attention of
parents and
gua:
8 and the public, as _eminen
i
fled to
scholars for every honorable position
life.
:
TERMS:
Common English, -

Wea
cure ighted
a thy en; how to Near-s
re
Watery, Inflame

hd

ADO

;

;

.

of this Institution ommend

t 19, 1

tng Tons oh

promine

our Illustra=
By reading
AND
ted PHYSIOLOGY
the EYEof
MY
ANATO
wReSIGHT. Tells hoto

Some people ‘are always too late, and
to hith. “She soon after breathed her
hunger, &old or bodily comfor} are matters therefore accomplish through life nothing be spared
closed her eyes and then
If they promise to meet last, and be calml
of predestination; so also with sons and worth naming.
commended his- motherless
kneeled down an:
heirs, which are even in a greater .degree you at such an hour, they are never pres- children;7 in number, 2 infants 5 days old, to the
dependent upon the destiny of heaven and ent until thirty minutes after. ‘No matter care and protection of God. He afterwards
how important the business, is to. either married Cargline .C. Cochran of Sprmgville, to
.
can not be forcibly coaxed out of it.
lace he removed in 1851 where he has
yourself or to him, he is just as tard
which
All that those have to do who are unable,
| since lived. A church’
has been established in
through poverty, to feed their children, is he takes a passage in the steamboat,
the
‘village
his residence there, and a
jast as the boat has left the wharf, and meeting-houseduring
to send them to the Foundling Hospital, rives
built within a few. years,
for
where they willalways be sure of enjoying the train has started a few minutes before which he contributed liberally of his means.
he arrives. His dinner has been waiting He. was always anxious to see the Lord’s work
:
:
a natural lifetime.
long that the cook! is out of pa- prosper, and gave as the Lord had’ prospered
With regard to the question of money or for him soThis
course the character we have him for various benevolent causes. He has
no
or
means
no money in the bridal casket,
the Morning Star since 1834, How well
described
always
pursues. He is never in taken
the
he loved to peruse its coldmns! ‘He was the
means of béinging up a: family, why,
place
of
business,
season
at
church,
at
a
four of whom preceded
father of ten children
bare necessaries of life for such children in
his meals, -or in his béd. Persons of him'to the spirit world. He was sick for 4 years
the shape of the coarsest gown and head- at
The
Lord tliat he served in’
Always
and
suffered
much.
There are cases such habits we can not but despise.
gear do not cost much.
health was his support in sickness. He longed
appointthe
at
ready
be
and
season,
in
start
a
find
to
able
being
enough of poor lads not
give a fig for a man to departand be with ‘Christ. He- often said
wife all their lives long, but the Treasurer ed hour. ' We wouldn'tto his engagements, “ My stay here is wearisome. O Lord, take
punctual
not
is
At last his prayer was heard,and he
who
can
we home.”
has vet to lear of a poor girl who
who never makes up his mind to a cer- efitered into rest. His remains were carried to
not find a husband, so that there is even and
tain course till the time 1s lost. Those who the church and an appropriate discourse -delivless cause of anxiety on that score.
hang
back, hesitate and tremble—who are ered from 2 Tim. 4: 7, 8, by the pastor,
which
applied
are
; EAB
Many other arguments
at hand for a journey, a trading, a
never
infanticide,
make out a strong case against
sweet
heart,
or
anything
else—are
poor
EUGENE
B.,
second
son
of
Rev: Wm. H.
and ifthe edicts are enforced, the practice
sloths, and are ill-valculated to get a living Yeoman,of Springvale, Me., died of ¢onsump:
will be broken down in time.
tion, at the residence of his father, Dec. ‘8, 1873.
in this stirring world.
out some share

a

to mourn’their loss.”

THE A*

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.

the

and

took:

3

4

The course of studies in this ‘schcol
braces
| everything necessary to fit one for college or a practical business life.
For beauty
of scenery, healt!
88 and comfort,
in

)& c~ THE LATEST, THE GREATEST,

:

@hituaries. |

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

Naglelect is

brpise

is

church in Ber-

orting 'hope that. she is beyond
trial and conflict. Three children

.

uaries publishedin the Morning

Words, and*con-

is a hideous

* Death

A!

oy.

+
esc

society, but labored in a gales wa

once

other animals.

She has sold

Always too

People seem to be ignorant of ‘the

whilst I stood watching in front. . The crab
lightly all the they have
had hardly descended to the depth of two ‘mate
feet before an octopus for which it was not ad,
i

There

lust,

=.

* * He being dead yet

"A/S. DUDLEY.

the interests of. Zion.
hant, and she leaves to

earnestly he labored for the upbuilding
‘of this
church only those can know who knew him in
those
days.
His
voice
was
often
heard
in pubfrom her sorrows,. that the brave heart lic, encouraging saints and warning sinners,
and
was broken in the first months after mar- from house to hous he entreated his friends and
in
ends
stery
sad
the
Sometimes
riage.
neighbors to become
reconciled to God.
This
that common | curse and punishment of church enjoyed several revivals while he remained
with
them.
In
the
History
of
the
town,
American marriages,a legal separation,
written a few years ago, it is ‘said, Dea. Albro
and sometimes in the one catastrophe which was
truly a nursing father to this church.
In
is worse than divorce,—in murder.
1845 he removed to Pittsford, Monroe Co., and
united with the church in Rochester. ‘The next

est that Reynolds or Gainsborough did not
forsaken, while the octopus, ever sufround- | &paint in that manner, which, of course, is
observers, keeps

‘‘ Desirous, of having

points the

’“

When

e FALL TERM

the bones and epiphyses are united the
"One Sample Copy, by
Mail, S125.
body grows no more, and :it is at twenty
LEE & WALKER, 923
Chestau Street, Philadelphl
years this unionis effected in man: The
10w30
’
»
?
natural termination of life is five removes
from the several points.
Man," being |
A Gem worth Reading! Diamond worth: Seeing
twenty years; the camel is eights years in
YOUR EYES
SAVE
owing, and lives five times eight years,
' RESTORE your SIGHT, |
the horse is five years in groving, and.
go on .with
lives twenty-five years, an
THROW AWAY YOUR SPECTACLES,

choosing a hus-

sembles hupger, and no
cept the husband, wien

the

of their crime, the piper says:
sons.

in

tion, and neyer

ing face to the world, hides the brutalities and some thirty members were added about this
of her master, covers up her hardship, dis- time. Brother A. was chosen Deacon. i How

issued in one of the Provinces de-

Now all these are

caution

oor little heart.

tain women,

nouncing the practice, and after giving the
reason which parents plead in justification

Art

ugliness

ured by the time of growth.

:

at

a

Af
%

Soa hs Aniongp Oa cloven week,

wick; and was a memberat the time of her
death, She was naturally Qf
ering disposi-

white neck of which he used to say such
pretty things. She shudders at the footstep for which she once listened with rap-,
She hides herself in terror from the
of face’ upon which she thought she could M. Carey, and united with the Freewill Baptist
church.
In 1828 he.removed to Warsaw, then
guze forever. Sometimes, with the cour- Genesee Co. Here he lived without any church
age which seems to be given only to cer- of his own order until 1833. Under the labors

‘make a, decided Hmipressiod; the crayfis
Thus, if I want to leave an im.
proj of the notice they excite; and supersede
seem
John Lewis or John Bret are
that
“pression
rs
admire
their
ove) the. tickle: acks have

ation of beauty and

with

temptuous Tooke, “ang brated ‘jests. The
gallant gentleman goes; out:cursing in the
morning, and comes . honie ‘reeling at
night. Her jewels are sold to buy bread,
and he steals the money to spend it for

the long established practice of parents killing their female infants. A proclamation

w—

Le ~eombi

not

thus

g.
a Rsfain
followed’
by’ angry

soon

civil authorities in China to put a stop to
‘has been

a

hersel

:

but éach and all of them are

and

and

and ynited with the C. Baptist

dence, having originally intended man to
live a century, would allow him to arrive
at that advanced period if he did not kill
himself by eating unwholesome food, allowing himself to be annoyed by trifles,
givin
license to passions, and exposin
imself to accidents
Flourin advance
the theory that the duration of life is meas-

Pitiable but True.

upon,

There is the safe and well-known critical
at Brighton (Eng.) is trick of blaming a thing for not being someThe . Aquarium
, very popular. During the past year it has. thing else. The-gims of our English paintand vari_ 'ipeen visited by. 680,400 persons. One of ers are, to their honor, so largeoccur
for the
opportunities
“its most attractive features is the octopus, ous that endless
of this ancient artifice. The wonexercise
devil
“or
squid,
or cuttle fish,or sopice, or
der is, that there should exist people sb
fish’ (for it has all these names). An En- simple as to be imposed upon by it; yet it
.
still apparently answers, like many other
+ glish paper says:
contrivances of our ancestors,
gunning
‘The seals. er Pop w“the porpoisesh which modern ingenuity strives in vain to

!

. According to Prof. Faraday, the erime
of suicide is very common in this age of

delusion that they are heroines, when they
are only fools.
.
The girl triumphs, of course, over father
and mother. Those who really love her
follow the wedding festivities with aching
hearts and watch the future with sorrowThe inevitable sequel
ful apprehension.
is not long delayed. For a few short weeks
life is a dream of soft sentiment and new
Then the truth begins to dawn

—

A vigorous effortis

Octopus.
i

brush,

the mount,”

wr

LOCATED, AT WEST LEBANON, ME.

Tuesday,

+ “MRS.; ADAH, CLARK. died very Suddenly
Betwick, Dec,2, aged 71 years and 6 ‘months,
She indulged a hope in Christ when quite young,

—YY O—

and ndble to take a lover on trust, to despise good counsel and filial obedience,
aud thgy hug themselves with the sweet

Infanticide.

——

The

Natural Duration of Life,

band as in choosing a . bonnet. But young
women have a dim notion that it is grand

or possible;

infusoria,

brought by the winds from the coasts of
Let the reader imagine, |
South America.
if he; can, how many of these shells, so

navigator.

and

ercise 4s much

by ‘suckers—enfolded in them —stretched
out to the fullest extent by them. The

‘has examined this fog with his |

microscope.

pencil

The New York Zibune

_seems less like water than like molten lead. back of the carapace was covered all over
~~ It lights the orecastle like a torch.
He faith the tenacious vacuum discs, brought
plunges his hand into the water. It- comes together by the adaptable contraction of
out covered with luminous particles glitter- the limb, and ranged in close order, shouling like diamonds full of light. How in- der to shoulder, touching each other;
numerable must be these almost infinites- whilst between others which dragged the
imal
glow-worms of the sea, thus to con- abdominal plates towards the mouth, the
vert the ocean into a sea of light !
black {ipof the hard, horny beak was seen
Sometimes these tiny creatures tint in- for a single instant, protruding from the
stead of illumining the sea. Insects whose circular orifice in the centerof the radiadiameter is less than that of a hair, 300 tion of the arms, and the next, bad eruneh-’
of whom
placed in line would not make ed through the shell, and was buried deep
an inch in length, whiten the waters. ofthe
in the flesh of the victim. .. The action of an4
ocean by their presence, and make what.the octopus when seizing its prey for its neces‘Dutch sailors call the Milky Sea, or Sea of sary food is very like that ofa cat pouncing
on a mouse, and holding it down beneath
Snow.
In 1854, in the
Bay of Benga
Captain Kingman passed for thirty mile!
its paws. The movement is as sudden, the
through the middle of a large patch of sea seuffle as hrief, and the escape of the priswhite with these creatures. Thirty miles ouner even less probable. The fate of the
of animaledles, 300 of whom would hardly crab is not really more terrible than that
constitute an inch! ~ Seamen sometimes of the mouse or of a minnow swallowed
meet with “ red frogs,” especially in the by a perch; but theré is a repulsiveness
vicinity of the Cape de Verd Islands. about the form, color, and attitudes of the

Ehrenberg

with

him

just as I desired.
In a second the crab was
completely pinioned.
Not a movement,
each leg, each claw, was grasped

leyas on

speaketh.”

book or pen,that we clear our way through
the forest of thorns that encireles the paradise of art.

break it,’ I replied. Tug, tug, dragged the moral of a recent domestic tragedy in that
tough, strong arm of the octopus; and the | city :
0%
third tug the line broke, and the crab was
A
thousand
times+the
old
story, which
all lms own, The twine was that uded for had such a tragical illustration
recently,
mending the seine net, and was, therdfore, has been told throngh the
ress and whisnot particularly weak. Although this exredin society, an
still
the lesson is not
| periment farnished a fresh illustration of earned.
A young lady, just out of the
the holding power of an octopus, it had school-room,
s fascinated by the attentions
notitaught me exactly what 1 wanted te of a man of the world, and nothing can
| know.
I wished to be underneath that persuade her that he is not the noblest,
umbrella with the crab, or (which was de- the bravest, the best of lovers, What does
cidedly preferable), to be able to see what
poor thing, of the secret lives of
happened beneath without getting
wet. she know,
gallant gentlemen? She reads the
My plan, therefore, was to procure the seiz- these
legend of excess and evil courses, written
ure of the crab against the front glass, in- on
the bleared eye and the tremulous lip,
stead of against the rock-work. Our next
and she can not understand it. She hears
endeavor was successful. A second crab a whisper perhaps of scandalous prodiwas so fastened that the string could be gality and indulgence, and she stops her
withdrawn if desired, and was lowered little ears and loves her hero all the better
near the great minle octopus, who general- as the victim of detraction, She knows
ly dwells in a nook in the west front corner nothing of his previous history, nothing
of the tank. He was sleepy, and not very of his daily occupations, nothing of his
hungry, and required a great deal of tempt- associates. She little imagines that his
ing to rouse him to activity ; but the sight soft compliments conceal a cruel temper,
ofthis favorite food overcame his- laziness,
and the hand which presses her so tenderand, after some demonstrative panting, puffly s a brutal hand, fit only for deeds of
ing, and erecting of his tubercles, he lung- violence.
That he is a gambler and.a
ed out an arm to seize the precious morsel. dr 1 kard, false, quarrelsome, idle, selfish
It was withdrawn from his reach; and so, and Sépsual; that he is at war with
bis
at last, he tgrned out of bed, rushed at it parents and a tyrant in the cpmpany of
and got itdpder him against the plate glass women, she might learn if she would ‘ex-

sparkle and play upon its waves. If, overcoming his superstitious fears by growing
accustomed to the sight, he drops a bucket
into

him not to use too much

the

children of the mother ocean. At 550 fathoms there is a uniform temperature, the
same
as in all latitudes. No cold pierces
this wonderful coverlet, no storm

baker,’

topus; I can't move him, and hes pulling
so hard that, if I don’t let go,
Bell break

The surface of the waters,

plowed by storms, are such a source

of d

pull

~ *

fe

LEBANON ACADEMY.

bn

him, in life, * God is Just as good ‘in the val-

ir time

he called out, ¢ it’s not me, sir, it's the oc- Bp

any-

thing like the number of animals that those

of the sea do.”

devil,

eral jerks ou the. strfng, I thought

shall, in their entirety—forests that are full,
of

of ‘ pull

§

rest!” Borrowing ones, rejoice! Subbath school
class he loved so well, prepare to meet your
aithful teacher in heaven.
Let all who knew
im, live so near Christ, that each can say with

swallowed up in victory.”

Pyrenees, or. suckers/actually
closing on the line also, as literature, so that they have rarely the time
a caterpillar’s foot
ps a thin twig, or a for much practical work in the fine arts,
cobbler's leathern pad folds round his thread And yet it is practical work,
and this
| when he is making a wax end. It then be- alone, which opens our eyes to nature. It

even the Himalayas. It has
t steppes
and immense plaing, whieh rival those of
North America or Central Agia, It has
vast and illimitable forests, which the eye
of mam has never discerned, and never

ra

-

faithful, where sin will never enter, and none
shall say,‘ I am sick.’ That will be a glorious

the world, for he intimates that’ all who
and energy ; successful writers (lie
under one hundred years
of age may be
need several hours a day for the study of charged with self-murder;
that Provi-

Its mountains rise higher than Mont Blanc. ‘seven of his arms, and, stretching the eighth
Its valleys and
gorges are unequaled by aloft, coiled it round the tautened line, the

“those

—Galazy.

:

RD

pathway may be clear in this world of mists and
clouds. . 1 expect to anchor safely by and hy, if

rizon is filled with the mirage of what :
might : be if she were only ich . She has in
her mind an ideal husband, whom usually
she does not marry. But the ideal American
tl=we will not protane the memory of
the happy age whew:all the world believed
in her existence, by. ‘cynical comparisons:

peed

4
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By

EY
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ET

intended, and which I had not observed
The objection to artists, as writers on
(so exactly had he assumed the hue of the art, is their injustice ; the objection to litersurface to which he clung), shot out like a ary men who write on art istheir i orance
rocket from one side of the tank, opened of technical conditions and difficulties, and
his membranous umbrella, shut up the sus- their constant incapacity
to make the necpended crab within it, and darted back essary allowances.
he
lain truth is,
again to the ledge of rock on which he had that to write on art we require two distinct
been lying in ambush. There he held on, educations,one in literature and philosophy,
with the crab firmly pressed between his the other in practical art-work. It is diffibody and the stone-work. =
cult ‘to have the two in sufficient strength
As this'was not what I wished, I directed and completeness ; hence the excessive rarCosham, niy assistant, to gently try to
pull ity of competent writers on artistic subthe bait away from him. Not
a bit of it! jects. Successful painters find that the culAs soon as he felt the strain, he took a firm tivation of their own corner in the great
grasp of the rock with all the suckers of E rden of the arts occupies the whole of

=
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LOCATION :
?
1.4 building, ample ‘in its arerected

for

the

use

of the

School,is sifu
d on fa gentle eminencein the village
of Lyndon Centér, and is in the midst:of the universally admired mill scenery of Vermont. The Lyn.
donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, ‘is uf
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thu®
easily accessible from all parts of the country, and
at the same time removed
from the activities and
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further.particulars, address the Principal at
Lyndon Center, or I. W, SANBORN, Secretary, at
Lyndonville.
i
:
Lyndon Center. Vt.. 1873.
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TREATISE.
The New Treatise, just revised by order

of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for singleof one,
4 cents each for two or more copies.
Orders age solicited
ih

CHRISTIAN
BAPTISM
This little book has been reyised by the author,ds
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and Jresonts
every
appearance. It should be
a very com
Baptist family.
Let every pastor apd church-mem
ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book: Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; 1 paper covers
15 cts. Postage extra; on the former, 4 ots., on the
latter 2 cents
:
s
MAN

:IN GENESIS AND AN GEOLOGY}
or, the Biblical account of Man’s Oreation
tested by Scientific Theories of his Jin and Anti
quity.
T JosepiP. THOMPSON,
D. D,,.
LLD.
one vol., 12mo.
ce, $1. Willbe sent
[Nd
post, on receipt of priee,by
i

1. D. STEWART,
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